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Altiero Spinelli

Altiero Spinelli died in Rome on 23 May. He was 79.

A dedicated anti-fascist, he was imprisoned for ten years and kept under house
arrest for six years during the Mussolini regime. He was expelled by the Italian ,

Communist Party in 1937. ln 1.941, from the island in the Tyrrhenian Sea on
which he was confined, Spinelli issued his Ventotene Manifesto, the European
federalist statement which was to be the ideological and philosophical basis for
all his later life and work.

On his release in 1943 he founded the European Federalist Movement in Milan
and was its Secretary-General from 1948 to 1.952.

After serving as Pietro Nenni's adviser at the Italian Foreign Ministry in 1958
and 1969, Spinelli was appointed Member of the Commission of the European
Communities in 1970, where he held special responsibility for industrial affairs
(and, in his first term, research and technology). He resigned from the Com-
mission in 1,976 upon his election to the Italian Chamber of Deputies as an
independent on a Communist Party list. He was at once designated a member
of the European Parliament too, and when Parliament was first elected by direct
universal suffrage in 1979 he was returned as an elected member, retaining his
seat at the second direct elections in 1984.

Altiero Spinelli was concerned that the directly elected Parliament should now
adopt a grand design, commensurate with its role, and that it should be identified
with that design. The idea of an elected Parliament that would be a constituent
assembly, which he had championed as a militant federalist, was an idea to
which Spinelli would seek to give substance as a member of the European
Parliament.

And so began the long and single-minded campaign which saw him form the
Crocodile CIub in the newly elected House, secure well-nigh unanimity in setting
up the Institutional Affairs Committee and finally serve as the Committee's
general rapporteur. This constant endeavour was ultimately rewarded when at
the beginning of 1984 Parliament adopted the draft Treaty of European Union
by an overwhelming majority.

So limited was the Single European Act concluded by the Governments that
Altiero Spinelli continued until the end formulating new ideas that would keep
the objectives of the draft Treaty always before us and reaffirm Parliament's role
as the key to a federal Europe.
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Readers can obtain information on developments since this issue went to press (date of
adoption of instruments by the Council, of opinions given by Parliament or the Economic
and Social Committee, of -publication in the Official Journal, etc.) by telephoning the
document services of the Information Offices at the following numbers:

London
Belfast
Cardiff
Edinburgh

Dublin

222 8122
240708
371631
225 2058
712244

References in text and footnotes

References to other parts of the same issue of the Bulletin are given in parentheses in text,
thus (--+ point 2.1.53).

References to other issues of the Bulletin, to a Bulletin Supplement, to an Official Journal
etc. are given in footnotes.

Standardrzed abbreviations for the designation of certain monetary units in the drfferent languages of
the Community:
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HFL = Nederlandse gulden (Hollandse florijn)
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LFR = Franc luxembourgeois

LIT = Lira italiana

PTA = Peseta

UKL = Pound sterling
USD = United States Dollar



s1 . The Chernobyl accident

Measures adopted
at Community level 1

1.1.1. In the night of 25/26 Aptrila major
accident - probably the most ierious ever
recorded - occurred at the Chernobyl
nuclear power station in the Ukraine. in
view of the resulting radioactive fall-out it
was felt to be imperative that the Com-
munity adopt appropriate measures con-
cerning both trade between Community
countries and imports from outside. Indeed,
the level of fall-out in the vicinity of the
power station, in certain neighbouring
countries and within the Community was
likely to be such that danger could arise
from the consumption of items such as
meat, fresh milk and milk products and
freshwater fish. Some Member States had
already taken measures in this regard. It
became necessary at that point to adopt
common emergency measures to cope with
the situation with a view to preserving the
unity of the common market and foreitall-
ing any deflection of trade in the Com-
munity, while providing protection for con-
sumers.

lmmediate measures

Measures to be applied
until3l May

1.1.2. On7 May, under its own decision-
making powers, the Commission adopted
a Decision suspending until 31 May rhe
importation of bovine animals, swine and
fresh meat from seven countries with terri-
tories within a radius of I 000 km from the
site of the accident: Bulgaria, Czechoslo-
vakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania, the
Soviet Union and Yugoslavia.2

As regards a number of other food products
on which decision-making is the iesponsi-
bility of the Council (fruit and vegeiables,
milk and milk products, fresh meat, animals
for slaughter, game and freshwater fish),
the Commission put up a proposal on 5
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May for a Regulation suspending imports
from six of these countries unril 31 Miy.3
The Council adopted the proposal on 12
May, extending its scope to cover other live
animals (poultry and rabbits), meat and
edible meat offals and to include Yugos-
lavia. a

Lastly, in respect of foodstuffs marketed
within the Community, the Commission
addressed to the Member States a rec-
ommendation setting out, on the basis of
the available scientific dara, the rolerance
limits to be observed in intra-Community
trade in the most sensitive products and
calling upon the Member States not ro
export products which they would not
allow to be sold on the home market and
to acknowledge each other's checks. s The
Member States failed to agree on common
levels, but did adopt, also on 12 May, a
Statement reading as follows:
'Until such time as agreed values based on available
scientific data have been defined, the Member
States undertake not to apply to agricultural prod-
ucts and foodstuffs coming from orher Member
States maximum permitred levels which are more
restrictive than those applied in the case of narional
products.

The Member Stares acknowledge the checks being
carried out by rhe exporting Member Srates ro
that end, and- undertake not to impose specific
requirements for imports.

They also undertake ro send the Commission com-
prehensive data on radioactivity levels in their
territories and on public health measures they are
applying nationally.

The Council would ask the Commission to draft
proposals as soon as pos-sible, on the basis of the
appropriate provisions of the Euratom Treary, to
supplement basic standards for public-healrh'pro-
tection, and also to propose to the Council a
qroccdure for dealing i"irh similar emergencies in
the future.'

I For the warning to travellcrs published by the Presidency
(political cooperation) and the statement issucd at the Vest-
crn Economic Summit in Tokyo, sce points 2.4.3 and 3.4.2., oJ L 120,8.5.1986.
3 coM(86)275 final.. oJ L 127,13.s.1986.5 oJ L'n9,7.s.1986.



Chernobyl

Measures to be applied
after 31 May

1.1.3. On 23 May the Commission pre-
sented to the Council a proposal 1 for meas-
ures to apply after the expiry on 31 May of
the suspCnsion of imports of fresh agricul-
tural products from seven countries
imposed by the Council on 12 May.

The Council adopted the proposed Regu-
lation on 30 M^y,' changing the radioac-
tivity levels and the date of expiry suggested
by the Commission. The new arrangements
differ considerably from the previous ones.
The suspension of imports is replaced by a
check on imports on the basis of maximum
permitted levels. The accumulated
maximdm radioactivity due to caesium-134
and -737 must not exceed 370 becquerels/
kg for milk and food preparations for
infants and 500 becquerels/kg for all other
products concerned. Furthermore, the
Lhecks are applicable to all fresh and proces-
sed agricultural products (and no longer
only to certain fresh products) and to all
non-member countries.

Member States are required to check com-
pliance with the maximum tolerances, tak-
ing account of contamination levels in the
country of origin. Each Member State must
provide the Commission with all infor-
mation concerning the application of the
new Regulation, which expires on 30 Sep-
tember 1985.

On the same day the Council also approved
a declaration establishing the principle of
parallelism between the tolerances adopted
for imports and those to be complied with
in the case of Community production and
also confirming the request made to the
Commission on 1,2 May to supplement the
Euratom health-protection standards with
appropriate standards relating to radioac-
tivity in foodstuffs.

The text of the declaration is as follows:

'The Member States undertake not to apply
maximum tolerances to agricultural and processed
products for human consumption originating in
other Member States which are more stringent
than those applied to such products originating

10

in third countries under the new Regulation. In
addition, the Member States recall their statement
of 12 May 1985 in which they gave an undertaking
not to apply maximum tolerances to such products
originating in other Member States which were
more stringent than those applied to domestic
products.

The Council calls upon the Commission to submit
forthwith, on the basis of the appropriate pro-
visions of the Euratom Treaty, particularly in
accordance with the procedure provided for in
Article 31 thereof, precise and comprehensive pro-
posals to supplement the standards relating to
ihe protection of the health of the general public
against the dangers arising from ionizing radiation
either directly or indirectly through ingestion of
foodstuffs.

The Council agrees that arrangements with regard
to third countries will be adjusted in kccping with
any future internal Community arrangements.'

Longer-term measures
contemplated by the Commission

1.1.4. The President and the appropriate
Members of the Commission placed before
the Commission a joint memorandum on
measures to be taken within the Community
following the accident at Chernobyl. Vari-
ous suggestions had been put to the Com-
mission by Governments, and requests had
been made by the Council itself at its meet-
ing on 12May. Joint action by all the Dir-
ectors-General concerned had produced
exhaustive documentation on the status in
the Community with regard to nuclear
safety and health protection and on the
instruments at the Commission's disposal
for the purpose of Community action.

On that basis, after extensive discussion, the
Commission decided that a communication
on the implications of the Chernobyl acci-
dent should be sent to the Council and the
other institutions concerned early in June.
This would illustrate the need for measures
in the fields of health protection, the safety
of nuclear installations and their operation,
crisis procedures, international action and
research.

I COM(86)3t8 final.2 oJ L 146,31.s.19s6.
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Chernobyl

Resolutions adopted by Parliament

1.1.5. On 15 May an emergency debate
in the European Parliament was devoted
exclusively to the Chernobyl nuclear disas-
ter. It was preceded by an extraordinary
meeting of the Committee on Energy,
Research and Technology, attended by
many members of the Committee on the
Environment. During the meeting, at which
several Members of the Commission were
present too, three main trends of opinion
emerged with regard to nuclear energy:
improvement of safety measures in the
broad sense (Centre-Right groups); a
change of direction on energy polity and
progressive reduction of nuclear energy pro-
duction (Socialist and Communist groups);
and the immediate shutting down of- all
nuclear power stations and development of
alternative sources of energy (Rainbow
Group).

There were considerable divergences
between the groups with regard to ihe -unanimously deplored - lack of infor-
mation from the competent authorities con-
cerning the extent and repercussions of the
nuclear accident. l7hereas the Centre-Right
concentrated its criticism on the Sovier
Union, the Socialists, and particularly the
Ecologists, evinced a general scepticism
with respect to all the Governments. In that
context, a measure of hope was expressed
that the Commission could play i more
independent and more objective role in the
interest of the public.

Mr Nicolas Mosar, Member of the Com-
mission with special responsibility for
energy, and Mr Stanley Clinton Davis,
Member with responsibility for the environ-
ment, consumer protection and nuclear
safety, took part in the debate.

Mr Mosar stated that the Commission was
resolved to apply the lessons that had been
learnt from the incident. However, to those
who were asking the Commission to pre-
pare forthwith a plan for the phasing-out
of nuclear energy, he replied ihat such a
move would give rise to very serious prob-
lems. That said, Mr Mosar took the view
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that nuclear energy, whose economic ben-
efits he stressed, could continue to play an
important role in the Community only if its
citizens felt that their safety was guaranteed.
In that connection the Community would
have to reflect urgently on two issues: the
immediate transposition of the IAEA guide-
lines into Community law and the possi-
bility that the Member States could go
appreciably further than they had hitherto
when drawing up nuclear safety standards.

Mr Clinton Davis said that the Com-
mission's powers with regard to the moni-
toring of nuclear safety were not restricted
to cases of accident: they were exercised
on a day-to-day basis. He indicated the
measures needed to improve the situation
in this field: the Commission would have
to request information more frequently
from the Member States on radiation levels
in the environment; in the event of a serious
nuclear accident, the Commission would
have to be able to act more rapidly than it
had done in the case of Chernobyl; finally,
it would have to ensure compliance with the
maximum permitted limits for foodstuffs.

Twelve motions for resolutions were put
down by the various groups for the emer-
gency debate, but only two of them were
passed when it came to the vote. A compro-
mise resolution tabled by the European
People's Party, the Liberals, the European
Democrats and the European Renewal and
Democratic Alliance was adopted by a large
majority (263 to 30, with 30 abstentions)
and a resolution moved by the European
People's Party on the repercussions of the
accident on agriculture was approved by
153 votes to L18, with24 abstentions.

The motions presented by the Left, Rain-
bow and Right groups were either defeated
or withdrawn by their authors after being
altered 'out of all recognition' by the
amendments of the Centre-Right.

The Committee on Energy, Research and
Technology and the Committee on the
Environment annouced their intention to
request that an extraordinary session be
held on the subject of nuclear energy
towards the end of 1986 or early in 1987.

11



Chernobyl

The texts of the two resolutions adopted by
Parliament are as follows:

Resolution on Chernobyl

'The European Parliament,

1. Expresses its solidarity with the victims of
this tragedy and requests the Commission to offer
food, health and technical aid to the countries
affectd by the Chernobyl accident;

2. Condemns the unacceptable attitude of the
Soviet authorities which refused to provide prompt
and precise information to the countries concerned
on the development of the situation, rhus endang-
ering the population of those countries;

3. Requests the Soviet Union immediately to pro-
vide all the information needed to make a precise
assessment of the circumstances in which the acci-
dent occurred and the conditions prevailing in the
disaster area so that all the requisite measures can
be taken for the protection of the public;

4. Requests the Commission to report to it as
rapidly as possible on the circumstances of the
accident and on the medium- and long-term impli-
cations for the health of the people of the Com-
munity and for the environment;

5. Requests the Member States and the Com-
mission carefully to examine the provisions of the
Euratom Treaty with a view to adapting it to thc
new requirements of cooperation between all the
countries;

5. Deplores the absence of any binding inter-
national rules on civilian safety and the fact that
each country has sole responsibility for ensuring
the protection of its own population through its
own legislation;

7.. Requests the Member States and the Com-
mlssron:

(i) to formulate a common position with a view
to rapid negotiation of international rules requir-
ing Srates to report immediately to the IAEA on
all accidents,

(ii) to implement effective inspection mechan-
isms at international level,

and requests, in this connection, the sctting-up
of an international coordinating authority which
would guarantee the intervention of highly quali-

fied specialists and experts in any country in the
world in the event of accident or terrorist attack;

8. Requests the Member States to adopt common
standards in respcct of thc design, operation and
safety of nuclear power stations, the possible
decommissioning of obsolete power stations, the
transport and evacuation of nuclear waste and the
effective monitoring of these operations by the
IAEA;

9. R"qu.r,, the Commission, in agrecmcnt with
the IAEA, to organize an international confercnce,
before the end of the year, on rruclear safety and
protection with regard to rhe public;

10. Instructs its Presisent to forward this resol-
ution to the Council, the Commission, the IAEA
and the Government of the Soviet Union.'

Resolution on the adverse repercussions
of the Chernobyl nuclear disaster
on the agricultural sector

'The European Parliament,

1. Calls for thc cntire problcm to bc cxamincd
as a matter of urgency by the Ministers for Agri-
culture and Hcalth meeting iointly in thc Council,
with a view to laying down the common and
unambiguous safeguards requircd to rcstorc a pro-
per climatc of mutual trust;

2. Demands that the maximum radiation hmits
applicable to foodstuffs for human consumption
should be ser by the Member Statcs on a uniform
basis and ar absolutely safe levels for human
hcalth, and that thesc limits should apply to both
foodstuffs produccd in the Community and thosc
importcd from abroad;

3. Calls on thc Ministers for Agriculrurc to
arrange immediately for the damage to be ident-
ified and evaluated, so that fair compettsation may
be made to injurcd parties;

4. Calls on the Commission to report to it within
four weeks;

5. Calls on the Foreign Ministers meeting in pol-
itical cooperatiolr to notify the Soviet authoritics
of all the consequcnces which have ensued for thc
Europcan Community as a result of thc accidcnr
and to claim compcnsation for all thc damagcs
sufflcrcd;

6. Instructs its President to forward this rcsol-
ution to the Council and the Commission.'

12 Bull. t-C 5-1985



2. Programme for the liberalization
of capital movements in the Community

Commission communication

1.2.1. On 2l May the Commission
adopted a communication to the Council
setting out a programme for the liberaliza-
tion of capital movemenrs in the Com-
munity.l A uniform financial area needs ro
be established as part of the moves towards
the creation of a large internal market by
19922 - an objective laid down in the
Single Act;3 this is a necessary condition for
the strengthening of monetary cooperation
and the further development of the EMS 4

and the ECU,5 and it-will also contribute
to the achievement of a people's Europe.6

A twofold objective

Removal of financial and monetary
obstacles to the creation
of a large internal market

1.2.2. As regards the creation of the large
internal market, a major drive is already
under way to remove technical, administrat-
ive and legal obstacles ro rrade: harmoniza-
tion of standards; opening up of public pro-
curement; elimination of unwarranted fion-
tier checks; approximation of indirect tax
systems. It would be difficult to imagine
capital movements not being involved in
this exercise.

Creation of a Community-wide
financial area

1.2.3. To be specific, the liberalization of
capital movements should enhance the
attractiveness of a Community-wide finan-
cial area for the world at large. T It should
prompt the financial centres in the Com-
munity to develop a full range of instru-
ments that incorporate the latest tech-
nlques.
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The liberalization of capital movements
should thus make it possible to mobilize
savings in Europe on a broader scale, to be
used at low cost to finance investment and
create jobs.8

A progressive approach

1.2.4. Liberalization cannot be carried
through. in .disregard of the .diversity - of
economic circumstances in the Member
States, which are unequally placed when it
comes to tackling liberalization of capital
movements, irrespective of whether it is a
matter of accepting the risks it represents
for external payments or seizing the oppor-
tunities it affords for internal development.
It was for this reason that the Treaty of
Rome here envisaged a cautious, progress-
ive approach based on the moves towards
economic integration in the Community.
With the progress that has been made since
7962, when the most recent general Direc-
tive on capital movements was adopted,9
it is now possible to take further steps for-
ward, and these are described in the com-
munication as part of a medium-term
approach.

The progressive nature of the general
approach envisaged will not though be suf-
ficient to allow full account to be taken
of the differences between Member States,
which are rooted in history or srem from
their particular economic situations. A fur-
ther way to tackle these difficulties is to

I coM(8d)292 final.2 Bull. EC 5-1985, poinr 1.3.7 et seq.3 Supplcmcnt 2/86 - Bull. EC.4 OJ L 290, 1.11.1985; Bull. EC 10-1985, point 2.1.4.5 Bull. EC 4-1985, point 2.1.1; Bull. 6-1985, point 2.1.6.6 Supplcment 7/85 - Bull. EC.7 Bull. EC 4-1983, poinr 1.2.7 et seq.8 Bull. EC 4-1983, point 7.3.7 et seq.e The Dircctives of 11 May 1960 and 18 Fcbruary 1962,
application of which has been suspendcd to a significant
extent in a numbcr of Mcmber States by virruc of the
protective clauscs provided in Article 108(3) of thc EEC
Trcaty.
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Liberalization of capital movements

aoolv Drotective clauses in a balanced
firhion, although the difficulties must be
looked at in a broader and more dynamic
context. This context is provided by the
Single Act,l which puts achievement of the
intelnal market and the development of
cohesion between Member States in tan-
dem, in particular through application of
all the stiuctural instruments and increased
efforts to foster economic, financial and
monetary cooperation.

To this end, the proposed programme envis-
ages two stages: the interlinking of financial
markets and the liberalization of all monet-
ary and financial flows.

Linkage of financial markets

1.2.5. In an initial stage, the aim is to
achieve effective liberalization throughout
the Community of the capital transactions
most directly necessary for the proper func-
tioning of the common market and for the
linkage of financial markets.

This means first of all dismantling progress-
ively the existing derogations from Com-
munity obligations already in force. tWith

this in mind, the Commission will very
shortly take steps to repeal or amend the
decisions which were taken pursuant to
Article 108(3) of the Treaty and from which
France and Italy currently benefit.

The liberalization requirements will then
need to be extended to include long-term
commercial credits and all transactions
involving the acquisition and issue of finan-
cial secuiities. The Commission's proposal
for a Directive will be transmitted to the
Council at the beginning of the summer.

1.2.6. This first stage will be of benefit to
savers in the Community, who will be able
to diversify their long-term investments and
take a direct part in the economic develop-
ment of the Community. It will also open up
new opportunities for firms. For example,
financial institutions specializing in the pla-
cing of venture capital will be able to do

l4

business throughout the Community, and
this will act as a sDur to firms to become
more competitive. 2' Similarly, promoters of
major Euiopean projects in the field of
infrastructures or industrial cooperation
will be able to take advantage immediately
of the opportunity open to any company in
a particular Member State to issue new
securities on the different financial markets.

Liberalization of all monetarY
and financialflows

1.2.7. In a second stage, the principle of
full liberalization of capital movements
would be recognized, with account being
taken of the different structural and cyclical
situations encountered by Member States.
Liberalization would thus extend to all
financial and monetary transactions. As a

result, the remaining obstacles to the free
movement of financial services (use of vari-
ous lending instruments such as mortgage
credit, opening of deposit accounts, use of
means of payment now in wide use) stem-
ming from exchange controls would be
removed. In view o[ the frequency of such
transactions and because of their role in
everyday life, this would constitute an
important step in the direction of a people's
Euiope,3 as envisaged at a number of Euro-
pean-Council meetings. a

To this end, the Commission will transmit
to the Council during the first half of 7987 a
proposal for a Directive based on a forward
study upon which it is now embarking -in close association with the Community's
specialized bodies the implications of
full liberalization of capital movements for
monetary cooperation and on its inter-
relationships with other aspects of the inter-
nal market.

I Supplemcnt 2/86 - Bull. EC.
2 Bull. Ec 2-1986, point 1.4.1 et seq.
r Supplcmcnt 7/85 - Bull. EC.
4 Bull. EC 3-1985, point 1.2.7; Bull. EC 6-1985, point
1.2.3.
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Liberalization of capital movements

Table I - Capital mouements and current payffients under Community law: present
arrangements and liberalization timetable proposed by the Commission

1. Capital moueffients

LIST A

Direct investments

Investments in real estate

Personal capital movements

Short-term/mediu m-term
commercial credits and sureties
connected with them
Transfers in performance of life
assurance and credit insurance
contracts
Transfers of monies required for
the provision of services

LIST B

Acquisition of securites dealt in
on a stock exchange and of units
of coordinated UCITS

LIST C

Admission of securities to the
capital market

Acquisition of securities nor
dealt in on a stock exchange

Long-term commercial credits
and sureties connected with them

Medium-term/long-term finan-
cial credits and loans and sureties
connected with them

LIST D

Monetary transactions:

acquisition of short-term secu-
rities

short-term financial credits and
loans

opening of deposit accounts with
financial institutions

Sccond hbcraLzation
phasc

Unconditional liber-
alizationl and elim-
ination of all dis-
criminatory treat-
ment and the possi-
bility of a dual
foreign exchange
market

Unconditional liberalization;1

Possibility of a dual foreign exchange market only
if there are no appreciable and lasting differences
between exchange rates

Unconditional liberal-
ization;1
Possibility of a dual for-
eign exchange market

Unconditional liberal-
ization;1
Possibility of a dual for-
eign exchange market
only if there are no
appreciable and lasting
differences between
exchange rates

Unconditional liberal-
ization;1
Possibility of a dual for-
eign exchange market
only if there are no
appreciable and lasting
differences between for-
eign exchange rates

Conditional liberaliza-
tion2

Conditional liberaliza-
tion2

No Community obligation

15Bull. EC 5-1985



Liberalization of capital movements

Table 1 (Continued)

Saond hberalization
phasc

2. Current payments All rules and regu-
lations governing
payments become
superfluous

I Uncondrtional hberahzation means that Mcmber States are required to authorize capital transactions bctwcn Community residents and

transfers made in conncction with such transactlons.
t CorJni*"I hbeiahzarion permits Member Statcs to retain or reintroduce rcstrictions on ca.pital movements whtch cxistcd on the datc thc
O,*.ii* on capital .ou...irt. .".. into force (1 1 May 1950) or, rn the case of the new Member Statcs, on the datc of their accession.

Statement by the Commission
President

1.2.8. In presenting this programme the
President oT the Commission, Mr Delors,
stated that, notwithstanding the complexity
of the subject, it should be regarded as a

test of Community dynamism and should
be seen in three contexts: creation of the
large European market without frontiers;
reinforcemint of the EMS and the role of
the ECU; a people's Europe.

The President also pointed out, however,
that the liberalization of capital movements
had to be incorporated into Community
legislation in full awareness of economic
realities: it would serve no purpose to apply
to the Member States provisions which they
would not be in a position to implement.

Progress towards Iiberalization therefore
needed to be accompanied by, firstly, tem-
porary derogations for some Member States
ind a protective clause to enable them to
deal with possible difficulties and, secondly,
reinforcement of economic and social
cohesion, that is to say, a minimum degree
of solidarity between Member States, to
assist the less prosperous countries in par-
ticular. In Mr Delors's view, this solidarity
should not be reflected solely in the
strengthening of the Community's struc-
tural Funds but also in more extensive use
of the financial and monetary support
instruments at the Community's disposal.
To that end, he announced proposals
designed to enable such instruments to be
used not only in the event of crisis but also
to help create the conditions necessary for
the building of a unified financial market.

Each Member State must authorize current pay-
ments within the Community in the currency
of the Member State in which the creditor or
beneficiary resides (Article 105(1)). All restrictions
on such payments have in principle been elimin-
ated since the end of the transitional period
(Articles 105(2) and 67(2)). However, a'grey area'
remains, since certain measures regulating these
payments (e,g. ban on forward cover) are not
ipecifially covered in Community legislation,
which means that a case-by-case examination
must be made of whether they constitute genuine
restrictions

t6 Bull. EC 5-1986



3. Western Economic Summit in Tokyo

1.3.1. The Western Economic Summit, the
12th in an annual series of meetings of
twelfth of State or Government of the seven
major industrial democracies that began at
Rambouillet in 1975, was held in Tokyo
from 4 to 6 May. I

Mr Yasuhiro Nakasone, the Prime Minister
of the host country, chaired the meeting.
The Community was represented by Mr
Ruud Lubbers, the President of the Council,
and Mr Jacques Delors, the President of the
Commission.

Preparations flor the Tokyo Summit had
been made at meetings of the personal rep-
resentatives of those taking part ('sherpas')
and at two Council meetings - one on
foreign affairs on 21 and 22 April, the other
on economic and financial affairs on 28
April. The Summit ended with the adoption
of four declarations: an economic declar-
ation, a statement on the implications of
the Chernobyl nuclear accident, a statement
on international terrorism and a declaration
entitled 'Looking forward to a better
future'. 2

Conclusions

L.3.2. The lengthy economic declaration
reaffirms the undertaking given at the 1982
Versailles.Summit 3 to cooperation with the
IMF in strengthening multilateral surveil-
lance of the policies pursued by the seven
participating countries and calls for
improved monetary coordination. It also
provides for the Group of Five to be
extended to include Italy and Canada when-
ever the management or improvement of the
international monetary system and related
economic measures are to be dealt with.
The declaration also refers to the agreement
to set up a new Group of seven Finance
Ministers, including those of Italy and Can-
ada, who are to work together more closely
and more frequently in the periods between
the annual Summit meetings. The declar-
ation devotes much space to aid to develop-
ing countries, particularly to the debtor
countries and Africa, emphasizing the need
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for them to adopt effective structural adlusr-
ment policies. The Seven undertake to work
at the GATT ministerial meeting scheduled
for September to make decisive progress
towards the launching of the new round of
multilateral trade negotiations, and make
clear their concern about the consequences
of agricultural surpluses.

In the statement on the implications of the
Chernobyl nuclear accident, each of the
seven industralized countries undertakes to
meet exacting standards and to provide
promptly detailed and complete infor-
mation on nuclear emergencies and acci-
dents, in particular those with potential
transboundary consequences. They call for
the early elaboration of an international
convention committung the parties to
report and exchange information in the
event of nuclear emergencies or accidents
on the basis of IAEA guidelines.

The third statement condemns international
terrorism in all its forms and emphasizes
that it must be fought through determined
and tenacious action combining national
measures with international cooperation.

Finally, in 'Looking forward to a better
future', the seven countries reaffirm their
common dedication to preserving and
strengthening peace and, as part of that
effort, to building a more stable and con-
structive relationship between East and
West; they pledge themselves afresh to fight
against hunger, disease and poverty, so that
developing nations can also play a full part
in building a common, bright future; they
proclaim their commitment to work toge-
ther for a world which respects human
beings in the diversity of their talents,
beliefs, cultures and traditions.

I Previous Summit: Bull. EC 5-1985, points 2.1.1,
2.2.19, 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.
2 All four are reproduced in extenso at point 3.4.1
et seq.
r Bull. EC 5-1982, point 3.4.2.



Western Economic Summit in Tokyo

Statements by Community
representatives

1.3.3.. After the close of the Tokyo Sum-
mit the President of the Commission, Mr
Jacques Delors, and the President of the
Council, Mr Ruud Lubbers, held a loint
press conference.

Mr Lubbers, who restricted his remarks
to economic matters, emphasized that the
participants had agreed to pursue policies
along the lines laid down in previous years,
which had led to relatively strong non-
inflationary growth. Mr Delors stated that
there had been no conflict between the
Seven on multilateral trade issues but rather
a common resolve to launch upon the new
round of negotiations. With regard to agri-
culture, he commented as follows: 'We have
had a long discussion which has not been
without its difficultues, but it seems to me

- and Mr Lubbers had played a decisive
part in this - that it will be possible to
have a fruitful exchange of views on the
future situation with regard to supply and
demand in agriculture'. He regretted that

no progress had been made in solving the
problems of indebtedness and development.
As regards energy, he observed: 'l have only
one regret, which is that we did not have
time to discuss the medium-term prospects
for energy'.

In conclusion, Mr Delors expressed satisfac-
tion with the progress made on monetary
matters; the economic declaration adopted
at the end of the Summit contained ideas
for which he had himself argued - hitherto
unsuccessfully - for the past five years,
namely the call for global surveillance, dis-
creet consultations and an increased role
for the IMF. 'Speaking for the Commission,
I am very pleased', he continued,'that these
ideas have now been adopted by the United
States'.

Asked about the Group of Seven, Mr Delors
replied: 'The Group of Five, the Group of
Seven and the Group of Ten will all carry
out their respective tasks. In the Com-
mission's view, what is important is that
the three groups should get down to work
and restore calm to foreign exchange mar-
kets. The present need is for swift action'.

18 Bull. EC 5-1986
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1 . Building the Community

Economic and monetary policy

Western. Economic Summit

2.1.1. The 12th rilTestern Economic Sum-
mit was held in Tokyo from 4 to 5 May
(--+ point 7.3.1 et seq.).r At the end of the
meeting, the Heads of State or Government
of the seven industrialized countries taking
part and the representatives of the Com-
munity issued an 'Economic Declaration'
(+ points 1.3.2 and 3.4.1).

2.1.2. On 14 May Parliament adopted five
resolutions on the outcome of the Tokyo
Summit, with particular reference to inter-
national economic cooperation (--+ point
2.4.LU.2

Free movement of capital

Programme for the liberalization
of capital movements in the Community

2.1.3. On 21 May the Commission
adopted a communication to the Council
setting out a programme for liberalizing
capital movements in the Community
(--+ points 7.2.7 et seq.).

2.1.4. On 15 May the French Government
announced measures to liberalize capital
movements in three fields: the abolition of
the investment currency arrangements,
which obliged individuals and firms to pur-
chase the foreign currency required for pur-
chasing foreign securities (denominated in
foreign currencies) on a special market; free-
dom for individuals to transfer their assets
when they move abroad; and freedom to
make gifts to non-residents. These measures
are in conformity with the line taken by the
Commission when, in 1984, it reviewed the
Decision authorizing France to continue to
apply restrictions on capital movements.3
In its 1984 Decision, the Commission made
it clear that it would undertake a general
re-examination of this derogation with a
view to removing it before the end of 7986.
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The decision taken by the French authori-
ties also fits in with the Community
(-+ points 1,.2.7 et seq.).

Community borrowings

Annual report

2.1.5. On 26 May the Commission
adopted, for transmission to the Council
and to Parliament, its sixth annual report
on the Community's borrowing and lending
activities in 1985. a

The report covers all the activities of Eura-
tom, the NCI, the ECSC and the EIB. In
1985 the total volume of loans granted from
the various instruments was 7 746 million
ECU (8% higher than in 1984), while bor-
rowing intended for structural investment
projects totalled 8 158 million ECU (28.8%
higher than in 1984). The trends observed
in 1984 continued in 1985: concentration of
loans on the productive sector (40% of the
total) and success of global loans for small
and medium-sized firms. This lending pol-
icy is already an integral part of the cooper-
ative growth strategy for more employment
put forward by the Commission in its
Annual Economic Report 1985-86.s '07ith
increased financial resources (increase in the
EIB's capital6 and in the ceiling on Euratom
borrowing, T proposal for renewing the
NCIs), it should also permit the formu-
lation of a coordinated strategy towards
infrastructures which would help to unify
the internal market by reinforcing industrial
competitiveness, to integrate the outlying
regions and to promote new technologies.

I Previous Summit: Bull. EC 5-1985, points 2.1.2,2.2.19, xi
3.4.1 nd 3.4.2.2 oJ c t4B, 16.6.1986.3 OJ L 8, 10.1.1985; Bull. EC t2-1984, poinr 2.1.6.4 COM(85) 289 final. Previous report: Bull. EC 5-1985,
point 2.1.5.5 Bull. EC 10-1985, point 1.3.1 et seq.; OJ L 3n,
3 1.12.1985.6 Bull. EC 6-1985, point 2.5.31.7 OI L 334, 12.12.'1985; Bull. EC 12-1985, point 2.4.9.8 oJ C 163,3.7.1985; Bull. EC 5-1985, point 2.1.3.
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lnternal market and industrial affairs

Economic Policy Committee

2.1.6. At its l70th meeting, held on 21. and
22 May with Mr Milleron in the chair
the EcJnomi. noti.y Committee .*r*in.i
questions relating to the international situ-
ation and to the Community's internal poli-
cies. During the course of the meeting, a
number of papers making an assessment
of the Portuguese economy at the time of
joining the Community and dealing with
French economic policy and Denmark's
external trade were also presented.

Monetary Committee

2.1.7. The Monetary Committee held its
323rd meeting in Brussels on 15 May, with
Mr Tietmeyer in the chair. It examined the
economic and monetary situation in Den-
mark and also discussed the Community's
financial relations with Japan. 

I

lnternal market
and industrial affairs

Completing the internal market

Council

2.1.8. The Council held its third internal
market meeting this year on the morning
of 5 May.2 In the afternoon, it turned to
consumer protection (--+ point 2.1.116).

Lord Cockfield, the Commission Vice-
President with special responsibility for the
internal market, opened the meeting with a
summary of the main points emerging from
the first Commission report on the
implementation of the White Paper on com-
pleting the internal market, adopted by the
Commission on 22 May (+ point 2.1.9).

Lord Cockfield then proceeded to outline
the Commission proposal on television
without frontiers. J

The Council agreed in principle on the abol-
ition of certain postal fees for customs pres-
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entation but made no major progress on the
other items on the agenda: noise emitted
by excavators, 4 simplification - of border
controls inside the Community 5 and right
of residence.6

First report on the implementation
of the White Paper

2.1.9. On 2Z May the Commission
adopted its first annual report 7 to the
Council and Parliament on the progress
made in implementing the White Paper pro-
gramme on completing the internal mar-
ket 8 since it was presented to the European
Council in June 1985.

The report gives a detailed analysis of the
measures undertaken according to the time-
table laid down in the White Paper. It also
examines major developments relevant to
the completion of the internal market and
draws general lessons from the first nine
months. The programme for the coming
months is also discussed.

Although the White Paper was published
only nine months ago, it has already pro-
duced tangible results. To date the Council
has adopted 27 of the proposals listed in
the White Paper since June 1985 compared
with the 51 it should have adopted in 1985.
There will undoubtedly be an improvement
in the Council's procedures following ratifi-
cation of the Single Act e and the return to
more frequent use of majority voting. This,
coupled with the flexible programme to be
followed by the present and the next two

I Bull. EC 4-1986, point 2.2.13.2 Prcvious mcetings: Bull. EC 2-1986, point 2.1.6; Bull.
EC 3-1985, point 2.1.5.
r Supplcment 5/86 - Bull. EC; Bull. EC 3-1985, point
7.2.1 et seq.4 oJ c 355, 31.12.1980; Bull. EC 10-1980, point 2.1.50;
OJ C 302, 21.11.1981; Bull. EC 9-1981, point 2.1.58.
5 oJ c 47, 19.2.1985; Bull. EC 12-1984, poinr 2.1.9; OJ
C 13l, 30.5.1985; Bull. EC 5-1985, point 2.1.9.
6 OJ C 207,17.8.1979;Bull.7/8-1979, point 2.1.14; OJ C
188, 2s.7.1980; OJ C 171, 10.7.1985; Bull. EC 6-1985, point
2.1.15.7 coM(8d) 3fi) final.
8 Bull. EC 6-1985, Point 1.3.1 e, se4.
e Supplement 2/86 - Bull. EC.



lnternal market and industrial affairs

Presidencies, will certainly help to get things
moving.

The Commission has put up only 28 of the
48 proposals in the White Paper programme
for 1985. Fortunately, this delay has not
affected the Council's timetable: the
Council already has 132 White Paper pro-
posals to consider.

On pratical implementation, the report
notes that satisfactory results have been
achieved on the right of establishment,
financial services and securities.

Prospects are also bright for the removal of
technical barriers to trade. However, the
report mentions the worrying backlog on
foodstuffs and, even more so, on the elimin-
ation of veterinary and plant health inspec-
tions. It also points out that the deliber-
ations on the proposals on a people's
Europe have fallen behind schedule too,
with no agreement yet reached within the
Council.

Finally, the Commission concludes that
despite the relatively short time since publi-
cation and the delays, which must be made
up at all costs, on the whole a good start
has been made, and the utmost must now
be done to keep up the momentum.

2.1.9a. In view of the radioactive fall-out
from the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear
power station, on 12 May the Council
adopted the Commission proposal on com-
mon emergency measures to combat the
situation in a bid to maintain a uniform
common market and to avert any deflection
of trade within the Community. On 30 May
the Council adopted arrangements for
imports of fresh and processed agricultural
products to apply until 30 September, in
place of the ones decided on 12 May
(--+ point 1.7.7 et seq.).

2.1.10. At the Councilmeeting on agricul-
tural on 26 and 27 May agreement was
reached on a series of Directives on plant
health and foodstuffs (--+ points 2.7.137 to
2.1.139), which will make for substantial
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progress as regards freedom of trade in these
products.

2.1.11. Finally, on 27 May the Com-
mission adopted, for transmittal to the
Council, its programme for the liberaliza-
tion of capital movements in the Com-
munity. Free movement of capital is one of
the keystones of the large Community-wide
internal market (+ point 7.2.1 et seq.).

Free movement of persons
and freedom to provide services

Mutual recognition of diplomas
and access to occupations

General system for the recognition
of higher education diplomas

2.1.12. In the light of the opinions of Par-
liament and the Economic and Social Com-
mittee, on 13 Mry the Commission
amended its proposal for a Council Direc-
tive on a general system for the recognition
of higher education diplomas (--+ point
2.1.e6).

Free movement of goods

Removal of technical and
administrative barriers to trade

Industrial products

2.1.13. On27 May the Council adopted a
number of directives relating to the removal
of technical and administrative barriers to
trade. They concern the approximation of
the laws of the Member States with regard
to the following:
(i) roll-over protective structures (rops)
and falling-object protective strucures
(fops) for certain construction plant;1

I oJ C 104,28.4.1980; Bull. EC 1-1980, point 2.1.7.
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lnternal market and industrial affairs

(iv)
tural
tion.

(ii) tyre pressure gauges for motor
vehicles;1

(iii) rear-mounted protection structures of
narrow-track wheeled agricultural or for-
estry tractors;2

power take-offs of wheeled agricul-
and forestry tractors and their protec-

3

2.1.14. On 13 May the Commission
adopted two proposals for directives to be
transmitted to the Council, concerning har-
monization of laws in the motor vehicles
sector. The first restricts particulate emis-
sions from private cars fitted with diesel
engines, the second limits the emission of
gas pollutants from commercial vehicles fit-
ted with diesel engines, including buses and
coaches (-+ points 2.1,.108 to 2.1.110).

Foodstuffs

2.1.15. At the Council meeting on 25 and
27 May the Agriculture Ministers were not
able at that juncture to adopt a Community
measure authorizing the use of natamycin
for the surface treatment of certain cheeses
(other than soft cheeses). a

2.1.15. In accordance with the provisions
of the Council Directive of 15 July 1980 on
the exploitation and marketing of natural
mineral waters,5 which entered into force
on 17 July 1984,6 Denmark gave the Com-
mission a first list of recognized Swedish
mineral waters. T .

2.1.17. At the end of April, subsequent to
the Community's enlargement, the Com-
mission amended its Decision of 15 April
1974 instituting a Scientific Committee for
Food,8 increasing from 15 to 18 the number
of its members.

2.1.18. On 27 May the Commission
appointed the new Spanish and Portuguese
members of the Committee, who are some
of the most highly qualified scientific
experts in this field.
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Business law

Companies

Annual accounts

2.1.19. On 5 May the Commission trans-
mitted to the Council a propos al for a Direc-
tive,e based on Article 5a(3)(g) o[ the
Treaty, amending the scope of the fourth
Directive of 25 July 1978 (on the annual
accounts of certiin types of companies)10
and the seventh Directive of 13 June 1983
(on consolidated accounts).11 The purpose
of the proposal is to extend the accounting
obligations of the fourth and seventh Direc-
tives to partnerships, limited partnerships
and unlimited companies where the mem-
bers having unlimited liability are them-
selves public or private limited companies.

Small business -Business Cooperation Centre -Distributive trades

Small business

2.1.20. To enable small and medium-sized
enterprises to make the best use oI the Com-
munity framework, the Commission organ-
ized on 23 May a Communication Day, in
which twelve firms took part, one from
each Member State. The meeting enabled
Commission staff to gain a better idea of
businessmen's needs and the expectations
they have of the Community. The con-
clusions reached will form the basis of

t OJ L 152,6.6.1986; OJ C 355, 31.12.1980; Bull. EC 12-

1980, poinr 2.1.1 1.2 oJ c 123, 9.5.1983; Bull. EC 4-1983, point 2.1.1 l.
3 oJ c 164,26.6.1983; Bull. EC 5-1983, point 2.1.24.t OJ C 330,17.12.1981; Bull. EC 11-1981, point 2.1.12;
Bull. EC 12-1985, point 2.1.17.
5 oJ I- 229, 30.8.1980.
6 Bull. EC7/8-1984, point 2.1.18.7 oJ c 113, 13.5.198d.
t oJ t- 136,20.s.1974.e coM(86) 238 final.
ro oJ L 2zz, 14.8.1978.rr oJ L 193, 18.7.1983.

l-
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Steel

specific proposals for measures to assist
small businesses.

2.1.21. In accordance with the mandate
given by the European Council on 29 and
30 March 19851 and with the conclusions
of the European Council meeting on 2 and
3 December 1985,2 the Commission has
adopted the principle that any proposal for
Council legislation should be accompanied
by an assessment of its impact on busi-
nesses, particularly smaller ones, and on job
creation. This is intended to allow better
account to be taken of the interests of small
businesses and of the impact on employ-
ment when the Commission adopts pro-
posals to be laid before the Council.

Steel 3

The Community steel industry

Market management

Crisis measures

Production quotas

2.1.22. On 5 May the Commission
amended the abatement rates for the second
quarter.4 The adjustments made to the ref-
erence figures for most of the products
covered by the quota system under Article
15(1) of the Commission Decision of 27
November 1985 on the extension of the
system of monitoring and production quo-
tas, r combined with recent developments
on the market, left no alternative but to
adjust the provisional rates originally set.6

The result was a general relaxation of the
rates: moderate for most products, and in
particular for flat products, but greater for
wire rod to take account of the demand for
rod for wire drawing.

The definitive abatement rates for establish-
ing the production quotas for the second
quarter of. 1986 are set out in Table 2.
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Table 2 - Definitiue rates of abatement for
establishing the production quo-
tas for the second quarter of 1986

Share of
the quota

which
may bc

dchvcred
in the

common
markct

Ia Hot-rolled flat strip, includ-
ing hoop and sheet

Ib Cold-rolled sheet

Ic Galvanized sheet 'II Reversing-millplate
III Heavy sections
IV Wire rod
VI Merchant bars

Sharc of
the quota

whrch
may bc

dclrvercd
in thc

common
market

Hot-rolled flat strip, includ-
ing hoop and sheet
Cold-rolled sheet

Galvanized sheet

Reversing-mill plate
Heavy sections
Wire rod
Merchant bars

I Bull. EC 3-1985, point 1.2.3.2 Bull. EC 11-1985, point 1.1.1 (conclusions of the Presi-
dency on the economic and social situation).3 For matters relating to the ECSC operating budgct, see

point 2.3.2.4 oJ L 117,6.s.1986.5 oJ L 340, 18.12.1985; Butl. EC il-1985, point 2.1.23.6 OJ L 48,26.2.1986; Bull. EC 2-1985, point 2.1.16.7 oJ L 142,29.s.1996.

49

4l
18

48

54
35

40

2.1.23. On 25 May the Commission
adopted the abatement rates for establishing
the production quotas for the third
quarter. /

Table 3 - Rates of abatement for estab-
lishing the production quotas
for the third quarter of 1986

53

49

27

58

60

i6
42

Ia

Ib
Ic
II
III
IV
VI

45
4t
1t
40
49

33

40

5l
52
22

48

56

40
4t
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Steel

Market situation

Community production

2.1.24. The forecasts for the Community
Iess Greece point to production remaining
remarkably stable in May, compared with
April, at 11.05 million tonnes. Production
should hold steady in every Member State.
The drop from the May 1985 figures of
17.77 million tonnes for the Eleven and
11.85 million tonnes for the Twelve con-
tinued at the same rate as in the first quar-
ter. Once again, there was little difference
from one Member State to another, with
only the Netherlands, Ireland and Portugal
recording slight increases.

Tube market

2.1.25. Sharply falling oil prices have spar-
ked off a collapse in the world market in
tubes for the oil industry, at a time when
production capacity is continuing to grow.
The full force of this collapse is best illus-

Table 4 - Export share,1985 and 2000

Social measures

Subsidized housittg

2.1.27. On 7 May the Commission
approved the second tranche of the tenth
(1985-88) ECSC subsidized housing scheme
(--+ point 2.1.71).
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trated by the spectacular decline in the num-
ber of drilling platforms in operation, which
slumped from around 2 300 in the USA in
1984 to 1 900 by the end of 1985; it was
expected to continue to fall to 7 496 in
February and, beyond that, to 917 in April.
A similar appreciable downturn in demand
for this product was reported in Canada,
with others expected in the Soviet Union,
Norway and the United Kingdom.

'World trade

2.1.25. A recent study heralds strong
growth in trade in steel in general, and in
processed products in particular, by the turn
of the century, accompanied, however, by
radical changes in individual producers'
shares. Japan's and the Community's vol-
ume of trade will remain virtually
unchanged, with the result that their relative
shares will decline as Brazil's and Korea's
increase.

Table 4 shows selected countries' share of
world exports in 1985 and 2000.

Competition

2.1.28. On 25 May the Commission
authorized Usinor to acquire the Creusot-
Marrel and Specialized Engineering div-
isions of Creusot-Loire as one of the moves
to restructure the steel industry (--+ point
2.t.s3).

1985 2000

9o increase
mrlhon tonncs 1o mrllron tonncs

South Korea

Brazil

Japan

Community

USA

World

7.3 3.7

9.0 4.6

38.2 19.4

73.6 37.4

0.8 0.4

197

22.5 8.2

18.5 6.7

38.5 14.0

78.2 28.3

0.8 0.3

275

208

105

1

6.3

0

40



Steel

Restructuring

2.1.29. On 27 May the Commission
decided what steelmaking regions in Italy
should qualify for aid from the non-quota
section of the ERDF under the second stage
of the specific Community measure in fav-
our of certain areas adversely affected by
restructuring in the steel industry (-+ point
2.t.10D.

Trade with non-member countries

Exports

Retaliatory measures against
the United States in respect of
semifinished products

2.1.30. On 27 May the Council
amended,l as proposed by the Com-
mission,2 the Regulation adopted on 19

January introducing quantitative restric-
tions for imports of certain products from
the USA.3 This new Regulation alters the
measures introduced by the Community in
retaliation for the US restrictions on
imports of semifinished steel products from
the Community, raising the limit for coated
paper to 15 000 tonnes from the original
10 000 tonnes per year.

lmports

External aspects
of the crisis measures

Arrangements with
non-member countries

2.1.31. Now that the Council has con-
cluded arrangements with Brazil (on pig

on pig iron, the other on steel), Bulgaria,
Hungary, Poland, Romania, Czechoslo-
vakia, Australia and South Korea. In recent
years, imports from Australia and South
Korea have been so low that the Com-
munity had originally planned not to renew
the arrangements with those two countries.
However, in the end it did renew them at the
express request of the countries themselves.

Following Spanish and Portuguese
accession, the 1986 arrangements now cover
the enlarged Community.

Two of the main differences between the
new arrangements and their forerunners are
the new layout and the simplifications
made. The earlier arrangements had been
renewed on the basis of the first agreements
concluded back in l978.The resultant grad-
ual build-up of instruments and annexes
made them difficult to follow. The latest
arrangements are consolidated texts.

The arrangements with the EFTA countries
contain no reference to quantities but sim-
ply reiterate the obligation imposed by the
free trade agreements to apply the same
price rules as for undertakings in the Com-
munity. The 3olo price margin previously
allowed has been terminated. Henceforth,
the arrangements will cover all the products
defined in the free trade agreements.

The minimum price and guidance price
rules have been deleted from the arrange-
ments with the other countries. But the 60/o

price tolerance (penetration margin) for
ordinary steels and the 4o/o margin for spe-
cial steels have been maintained. Similarly,
the price discipline rules allowing exclusion
of products from the arrangement in the
event of repeated, unwarranted violation of
the price rules also remain in force.5 As in
the past, the arrangements lay down refer-

ished negotiating, on the basis of the direc-
tives issued bv the Council on 12 December
1985,4 new'1985 arrangements with the
13 countries with similar arrangements in
1985 - Austria, Finland, Norway, Sweden,
South Africa, Brazil (two arrangements: one

iron) and Sweden, the Commission has fin- I oJ L r45,30.s.1985.2 coM(86)243 final.3 oJ I- 30,5.2.1986; Bull. EC 1-1985, point 2.1.20.a Bull. EC I2-1985, point 2.1.37; Bull. EC 3-1986, point
2.1.32; Bull. EC 4-1986, point 2.1.21.5 Once excluded, products are no longer exempt from
possiblc anti-dumping actions by the Community steel
industry.
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ence quantities. However, these have been
increased by 3o/o in line with apparent con-
sumption trends in the Community. Further
increases have been made to take account
of Spain's and Portugal's imports, based on
the latest known figures, for 1983-84.

Not all steels were covered by the earlier
agreements with these countries, least of all
certain special steels. Fewer still are covered
by the new ones, which exclude rails and
other steel intended for railway tracks.
When the Commission originally requested
negotiating directives, it even proposed
excluding semifinished products. But the
Council could not accept this, partly
because the USA insisted that semifinished
products be included in its arrangements
with the Community and other countries.l

Finally, since the ultimate objective was to
maintain traditional patterns of trade, all
the partners undertook to ensure that their
deliveries did nothing to interfere with the
traditional balance of imports by the differ-
ent parts of the Community.

Research and technology

Community R&D polacy

Programme reviews

2.1.32. On27 May the Commission trans-
mitted four communications to the Council

concerning the second phase of the
Esprit programme (--+ point 2.1.39), the
others reviewing three Community research
and develop-.rit prog.rmmes:2 t'he plan to
stimulate European scientific and technical
cooperation and interchange (1985-88),3
the Brite programme of research in indus-
trial technologies (1985-88) a and the
research programme in the field of biotech-
nology (1985-89).r

These communications are without prelu-
dice to the outcome of discussions in Parlia-
ment and the Council on the communi-
cation sent to the Council on 20 March
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concerning guidelines for a new Community
framework programme for technological
research and development for the period
1987-916 or the substance of the formal
proposal for a framework programme to be
presented by the Commission next July.
Their purpose is to provide meaningful
illustrations of the priority themes proposed
by the Commission for the next framework
programme, namely industrial competitive-
ness, the creation of a 'researchers' Europe'
and improving the quality of Iife.

The Commission feels it necessary to review
these three recent programmes for a number
of reasons, one of which is the very success
they have enjoyed: for each programme,
very many proposals of a generally high
standard were submitted, but the Com-
mission was unable to select all of them.
One of the objectives of the programme
review is to increase the financial resources
of the programmes sufficiently to allow the
inclusion of a number of projects of great
scientific value which were initially set
aside. At present, the three programmes
have budgets of 50, 125 and 55 million ECU,
respectively.

Another objective of the Commission com-
munication is to adapt the content of the
programmes to certain changes that have
occurred in several areas since they were
drawn up: changes in the state of the art in
particular disciplines, the opening up or
development of new research prospects etc.,
and also the entry into the Community of
Spain and Portugal, to which countries
these programmes must now be extended.
The review of the programmes is also
entended to enable industry (whose interest
in Community research is increasing day by
day) to become more closely associated with
the biotechnology programme and the
stimulation plan than it is at present and to

I Bull. EC 12-1985, point 2.1.36; Bull. EC 1-1986, point
2.1.20; Bull. EC 2-1986, point 2.1.22.
2 OJ L 83,23.3.1985; Bull. EC 3-1985, point 2.1.141.
3 coM(86) 270.4 coM(86) 271.5 coM(86) 272.s Bull. EC 3-1986, points 1.1.1 to 1.1.6.
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open up the Brite programme still further
to small and medium-sized businesses. One
of the principal ideas behind the review
projects is the close integration of the pro-
grammes concerned within the future Com-
munity framework programme of techno-
logical research and development (1987-91).

The aim of the three communications which
have just been transmitted by the Com-
mission is to pave the way for an initial
discussion on the substance of the pro-
gramme review. Once its formal proposal
for a framework programme (1987-91) has
been adopted, the Commission will place
detailed proposals for decisions before the
Council and Parliament.

Coordination of national policies

2.L.33. The Scientific and Technical
Research Committee met in Brussels on 15
and 16 May for a detailed exchange of views
on the 'horizontal' problems arising from
the implementation of the second Com-
munity framework programme of techno-
logical research. and development for the
period 1987-91.1

The Committee examined, in particular, the
present status of R&D financing in the
Member States for the period 1975-85 in the
light of a report from its Subcommittee on
Statistics. It emerges from this report that
the gross domestic expenditure of the
United States and Japan on R6cD in 1983
was equivalent, respectively, to 1.55 and
0.55 times that of all the Community
countries at current exchange rates. The
Federal Republic of Germany was the only
Member State whose gross domestic expen-
diture on R6cD, expressed as a percentage
of gross domestic product, was appreciably
greater, at 2.58o/o in 1983, than the Com-
munity average (1.95%) and close to the
figure for Japan (2.610/0) and the United
States (2.7%). Recent trends in budget
appropriations for R&D in the Member
States reveal no perceptible changes in pri-
orities, the technological and defence objec-
tives alone accounting for over half of the
appropriations for the Community as a
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whole and the remainder being divided
between research financed by general uni-
versity funds not tied to specific uses (about
one third), human and social objectives, and
agriculture (the appropriations for which
seem to be decreasing slightly). Most of the
Member States, however, do appear to be
paying ever greater attention to basic
research and are preparing plans of action
which will take account of the budgetary
difficulties with which they will have to
cope.

Other business dealt with included criteria
for the selection of R6cD actions to be
carried out at Community level as opposed
to those implemented at national or multi-
lateral level; an initial analysis of the pos-
itions of the Member States concerning the
priorities to be adopted for the Community
seems to indicate a convergence of views on
the basis of the inflormation provided by the
Commission; nevertheless, the Committee
adopted a cautious attitude with regard to
new activities to be developed in the marine
and aeronautical science and technology
sectors, in which coordinated actions would
seem to be more appropriate.

Most Member States stressed the funda-
mental role of small and medium-sized
firms in the process of technological devel-
opment and wanted the Commission to
consider that aspect seriously when drawing
up its 1987-91 framework programme.

Stimulation of European scientific
and technical cooperation and
interchange

2.1.34. A major review meeting of parti-
cipants in the experimental phase (1983-84)
of the 'action to stimulate scientific and
technical cooperation and interchange'2
was held in Brussels on 5 and 6 May.

This enabled representatives of most of the
European laboratories taking part in the

I Bull. EC 3-1986, points 1.1.1 ro 1.1.6.2 oJ c 337,2.3.1982; Bull. EC 12-1982, point 2.1.174.
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programme to share experience and com-
pare results.

The experimental phase had been allocated
a budget of 7 million ECU, which made it
possible to finance 85 projects involving
218 laboratories (i.e. over 1 000 research
workers) from all the Member States. The
projects include the EJOB research oper-
ation concerning the optical computer, I in
which eight associated laboratories from
five different countries have developed
optical logic circuit elements based on the
exploitation of 'optical bistability', a prop-
erty which certain materials possess. This
achievement is an important step towards
the development of an all-optical computer,
in which the information would be coded,
transmitted and processed in the form of
light beams.

Valuable results were also obtained in the
field of molecular materials (polymers for
electronics and opto-electronics), in which
the research performed resulted in the filing
of two important patent applications. An
entire series of research projects on interface
phenomena and the catalytic properties of
materials yielded knowledge that is likely
to lead to the development of more efficient
catalysts for several industrial processes
(e.g. processes for the production of sul-
phuric acid or for the removal of nitrogen
and sulphur compounds from petroleum
during refining). A project involving teams
from three countries resulted in the develop-
ment of systems for the toxicity-testing of
medicinal products which can be substi-
tuted advantageously for experiments on
animals.

In accordance with one of the objectives
of the stimulation action, several projects
provided opportunities for research work-
ers to obtain access to large facilities (such
as particle accelerators) which are not avail-
able to them in their own countries.

The overall quality of the results obtained
during the experimental phase (1983-84)
prompted the Commission to continue and
expand this multidisciplinary scheme by
initiating the'multiannual plan to stimulate
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European scientific and technical cooper-
ation and interchange (1985-88)'. 2

Sectoral R&D activities

Energy

Nuclear fission energy

2.1.35. In view of the measures already
decided by the Council on 12 and 30 May
(--+ point 1.1.1 et seq.) and th'e further
research that will have to be done, Com-
mission departments proceeded to gather
and examine all available information on
the serious accident that occurred at the
Chernobyl nuclear power station in the
Soviet Union at the end of April. A special
task force was set up which undertook with
all the relevant departments a detailed
evaluation of the reactor design, safety
aspects, dispersion of radioactivity in the
atmosphere, soil contamination, radiation
protection standards and crisis manage-
ment.

2.1.36. On 13 and 14 May the European
Safeguards Research and Developnrent
Association (Esarda), which is being chaired
by the Commission in 1986, held a sym-
posium in Copenhagen, attended by over
100 experts, at which the efficacy of the
various measuring techniques used in this
field was examined and discussed. A set of
documents prepared by the various working
groups is currently being studied with a
view to possible reorientation of certain
Esarda activities.

2.1.37. On 15 and 15 April a meeting on
the physics of actinides at low temperatures
was held at the Karlsruhe Establishment of
the JRC. Eighteen high-level scientists, most
of them European, participated in the meet-
ing, the purpose of which was to identify
experiments to be carried out in this field

Bull. EC 1-1985, point 2.1.74.
OJ L 83,25.3.1985; Bull. EC 3-1985, point 2.1.141.
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in the future and to determine whether or
not they are feasible.

During the discussions, agreement was
reached on the need to intensify cooperation
between the Karlsruhe Establishment,
which is equipped with special facilities,
and the other centres of excellence in the
field of high-temperature actinide research.

Non-nuclear energy

2.1.38. As part of the third Community
research programme in the field of non-
nuclear energy (1985-88),1, a workshop on
the subject of hot dry rocks, a subarea of
geothermal-energy research, was held in
Brussels on 28-30 May under the auspices
of the Commission. The meeting was
attended by specialists from various Mem-
ber States and by American and Japanese
research workers.

The purpose of the research under the head-
ing 'hot dry rocks' is to develop means of
extracting heat from rocks which, since they
do not contain water, cannot serve as con-
ventional sources of geothermal energy.
Such extraction can be achieved by instal-
ling an artificial water circuit: the water is
injected cold into the rock formation and
exits at a temperature which renders it suit-
able for use.

Europe occupies a leading position in this
still young field of research thanks tt the
project conducted by the Camborne School
of Mines at a test site in Cornwall, United
Kingdom, as part of the Community
research programme in the field of non-
nuclear energy. The purpose of the meeting
in Brussels was to enable research workers
to compare experience and results with a
view to possible future cooperation.

lndustry

New technologies

I nfo r mat io n t e c h no I o gy

Second phase of Esprit

2.1.39. By 1990 Europe
be the largest market for
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will undoubtedly
IT products and

services and will represent 30% of the world
market for data processing, from office to
industrial automation, including the new
generation of electronic chips.

The Commission, in a communication sent
to the Council on27 May, stated its opinion
that the effort needed for the second phase
of Esprit will be three times that required
for the current phase of the programme.2

The fundamental objectives of Esprit
remain the same:

(i) to provide European industry with the
basic technologies;

(ii) to promote European industrial coop-
eration;

(iii) to pave the way for the introduction
of international standards of European
origin.

The second phase is intended to cover pre-
competitive R6cD in the following sectors
in particular:
(i) microelectronics and computer periph-
erals;

(ii) data-processing systems;

(iii) applications technology, including
industrial and office automation.

The Commission also stressed that, of the
range of applications that will be necessary
in order to keep European industry in the
race against its American and Japanese
competitors, special attention must be paid
to the essential role of the new generations
of electronic chips. Finally, the Commission
points out that IT is not merely an impor-
tant industry in itself; it also contributes
extensively to the competitiveness of most
economic activities. The sectors which al-
ready depend heavily on IT to maintain
their competitive position are: banking and
insurancel telecommunications; machine
tools; the motor industry; aircraft; and
medical and optical instrumentation. Fur-
thermore, IT is increasingly becoming a
cause of social change. Its integration with

OJ L 83,25.3.1985; Bull. EC 3-1985, point 2.1.141.
OJ L 67,9.3.1984; Bull. EC 2-1984, points 1.3.1. et seq.
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other technologies has brought about the
emergence of new applications and services
in areas such as education, transport and
medicine.

Telecommunications

Standardization

2.1.40. On 15 May Parliament'delivered
its opinion I with regard to the Commission
proposal on the adoption of common tech-
nical specifications for the MAC/packet2
family of standards for direct satellite tele-
vision broadcasting.3 It pointed our rhar
doubts had been expressed regarding the
extent to which all the variants of the MAC
family of standards are covered by the pro-
posal and are compatible with each other
and capable of being upgraded to the status
of standards for high-definition television
(HDTV). It also noted that a Japanese pro-
posal for a worldwide HDTV production
standard had been put forward for adoption
at the plenary meeting of the International
Radio Consultative Committee in
Dubrovnik.

Parliament asked the Commission to re-
examine its proposal for a Directive in the
light of these new developments and to
report back as soon as possible; it also called
upon the Council to postpone its decision
on the proposal until the results of the Com-
mission's review were available.

Health and safety

2.1.41. The Commission recently publi-
shed two documents in the field of research
on radiation protection. Its report on the
activities in 1985 under the programme of
research on radiation protection (1985-89) 4

briefly describes progress on some 500
research projects in the following areas:
radiation dosimetry, behaviour and control
of radionuclides in the environment, non-
stochastic effects of ionizing radiation, radi-
ation carcinogenesis, genetic effects of ion-
izing radiation, evaluation of radiation risks
and optimization of protection.
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The second document reviews the results
obtained in research on methods for deter-
mining the radiological consequences of
nuclear accidents under the Maria project
(Methods for Assessing the Radiological
Impact of Accidents), which is part of the
radiation protection programme (1980-
8+;. r

2.1.42. From 21 to23 May, in preparation
for the new Community medical research
programme (1987 -89), the Commission held
a symposium in Brussels on the diagnostic
criteria for epidemiological studies of
dementia. The discussions that took place
will make it possible to determine the areas
to be covered by a proposal for coordinated
research in this field.

In view of the increase in the average age
of the population of Europe, the problems
associated with ageing, one of which is
dementia, are of growing concern in all the
Member States. One of the activities under
the current Community programme of
medical research 5 is the coordination of
certain research projects in this field. Under
the next programme the present effort
would be supplemented by taking account
of the epidemiological dimension: this
would involve evaluating with greater accu-
racy the extent of the various types of
dementia and obtaining evidence as to their
causes and development, with a view to
improved prevention and treatment.

2.1.43. The Council and the Ministers for
Health meeting within the Council on 29
May adopted a statement on the coordi-
nation of medical and public health research
(-+ point 2.1.66).

2.1.44. At its u", l.rrion the Economic
and Social Committee adopted an own-
initiative opinion concerning the Com-

t oJ c t4g, 16.6.r9s6.2 MAC: multiplexed analog components.3 OJ C 59,14.3.1986; Bull. EC 1-1986, point 2.1.37.4 oJ L 83,5.3.1985; Bull. EC 3-1985, point 2.1.141.5 OJ L 78,25.3.1980; Bull. EC 3-1980, point 2.1.111.6 oJ L z49,z4.8.t91z.
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munity's shared-cost research, development
and demonstration programmes (--+ point
2.4.19).

lndustrial innovation
and the information market

Development of a European information
market

2.1.45. The second meeting of the 'legal
observatory' for the European information
market took place in Luxembourg on 12
Mry.l Among the issues discussed were
health. and safety questions associated with
IT applications; the Le Monde u Microfor
case before the French courts, in the context
of the Green Paper on copyright which the
Commission is currently preparing; and the
Commission's preliminary draft proposals
aimed at ensuring adequate consumer Pro-
tection in connection with credit cards,
debit cards and multipurpose cards used for
electronic funds transfer (EFT) and point-
of-sale (POS) debiting.

Customs union

General legislation

Accession to Council
of Europe agreement

2.1.45. On 5 May the Council adopted,2
on a proposal from the Commission, J a
Decision concerning the accession of the
Community to the Agreement drawn up
under the auspices of the Council of Europe
on the temporary importation, free of duty,
of medical, surgical and laboratory equip-
ment for use on free loan in hospitals and
other medical institutions for purposes of
diagnosis or treatment.

Common Customs Tariff

Nomenclature

2.1.47. For the purpose of ensuring uni-
form application of the CCT nomenclature,
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the Committee on Common Customs Tariff
Nomenclature adopted a number of tariff
measures-in the form of explanatory notes
or agreements on the classification of
goods-involving the following subhead-
ings: 51.02 B II e) g cc), 50.04 B IV d) I dd),
61.028II a) 1, 51.01 B V g) 3, 51.03 C II,
50.05 B il,39.02C Vll b);+ 03.0t B II, 18.05
B and 21.07 C.s

Economic tariff matters

Suspensions

2.1.48. On 26 May the Council adopted
a Regulation temporarily suspending the
autonomous CCT duties on a number of
agricultural products. 5

Tariff quotas

2.1.49. In May the Council adopted a

number of Regulations opening, allocating
and providing for the administration of
Community tariff quotas in respect of the
following:
(i) certain kinds of fish and fillets;7

(ii) certain kinds of cod and cod fillets
falling within CCT subheadings ex 03.02 AI
b) and 03.02 A II a) originatingin Norway;8

(iii) table cherries, excluding Morello
cherries, falling within CCT subheading ex
08.07 C originiting in Switzerland; e

(iv) concentrated pear juice falling within
CCT subheading ex 20.07 A II originating
in Austria.9
(v) certain oils and fats of marine animals
falling within CCT subheading ex 15.12 B
originating in Norway; 10

I First meeting: Bull. EC 10-1985, point 2.1.31.2 oJ L t3t, 12.s.1986.3 Bull. EC 6-1985, point 2.1.r10.4 oJ c 117, 17.s.1986.r oJ c 129,28.s.1986.6 oJ L 149,3.6.1986.7 oJ L 129,15.5.r986.t oJ L 125, 13.5.1986., oJ L 1,42,29.s.1986.
10 oJ L 145, 30.5.1986.
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(vi) certain kinds of eels falling within
CCT subheading ex 03.01 A II; I

(vii) apricot pulp falling within CCT sub-
heading ex 20.05 B II c) 1 aa) originating in
Turkey;
(viii) sweet, clear-fleshed cherries, mari-
nated in alcohol and intended for the manu-
facture of chocolate products, falling within
CCT subheading ex 20.06 B I e) 2 bb); z

(ix) cod, dried, not salted, falling within
CCT subheading ex 03.02 A I b) originating
in Norway;3
(x) certain kinds of eels falling within
CCT subheading ex 03.01 A II (1 July 1985
to 30 June 1987);a

(xi) processing operations in respect of
certain textile products under the Com-
munity outward processing arrangements;4

(xii) 38 000 head of heifers and cows,
other than those intended for slaughter, of
certain mountain breeds, falling within
CCT subheading ex 01.02 A II, at a rate of
duty of 4o/o; an initial quantity of 30 000
head was allocated among the Member
States, with a second instalment of 8 000
head being held back as a reservel 5

(xiii) 5 000 head of bulls, cows and
heifers, other than those intended for
slaughter, of certain Alpine breeds, falling
within CCT subheading ex 01.02 A II, at a

rate of duty of 4o/o; an initial quantity of
4 300 head was allocated among the Mem-
ber States, with a second instalment of 700
head being held back as a reserve.5

2.1.50. On26 May the Council opened for
1986, as an autonomous measure, a special
import quota for high-quantity fresh, chil-
led or frozen beef and veal falling within
CCT subheadings 02.01 A II) a) and 02.01
A II b).5 The total volume of the quota is
5 000 tonnes expressed in terms of weight
of the product. Within this quota the rate
of CCT duty is set at 20%.

Origin of goods

2.1.51. On 1,4 May the Commission
adopted a Regulation regarding the appli-
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cation within the Community of Decision
No 1/85 of the ACP-EEC Customs Coooer-
ation Committee. T This Regulaiion
extended three derogations from the origin
rules-which the Commission implemented
in thc Community on 11 September last
years-beyond 28 February bf thir y.r.,
when the transitional measures for the per-
iod between the expiry of Lom6 II (28 Feb-
ruary 1985) and the entry into force of Lom6
III would have run out e had they not been
renewed bv the ACP-EEC Council of Minis-
ters in March. 1o

Consequently, the three derogations (which
concern tufted carpets from Jamaica, fish-
ing articles from Malawi, Kenya and Mauri-
tius, and canned tuna from Mauritius) will
apply until the dates originally stipulated
by the Customs Cooperation Committee,
i.e. 2 October 1985, 1 May 1986 and 29
February 1988 respectively.

Competition

Restrictive practices,
mergers and dominant positions:
specific cases

Abuse of dominant positions

Istituto/lMC (t Angus

2.1.52. Certain restrictions oI competition
on the market in aminobutanol (a raw
material for a medicament used in the treat-
ment of pulmonary tuberculosis) have been
lifted following representations by the
Commission.

toJ
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L 144 , 29 .5 .1986 .

L 149,3.6.1986.
L 145,30.5.1986.
L 149,3.6.1986.
L 150,4.6.1985.
L 145,30.5.1986; Bull. EC l-1986, point 2.1.92.
L 129, 15.5.1986.
L244, 12.9.1985; Bull. EC 9-1985, point 2.1.39.

L 61, 1.3.1985; Bull. EC 2-1985' point 2.2.38.

L 63, 5.3.1986; Bull. EC 2-1986, poim 2.2.26.
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Following a complaint made by Istituto
Chemioterapico Italiano, an Italian phar-
maceutical company, the Commission sent
a statement of objections to International
Minerals and Chemicals Corp. (lMC) and
to Angus Chemical Co., which has taken
over IMC's aminobutanol business. At the
time, IMC and Angus had a dominant pos-
ition in the common market for aminobu-
tanol and the Commission considered that
they had abused their dominance in various
ways:

(i) first, by refusing to supply aminobu-
tanol to Istituto, which owed IMC a sub-
stantial sum of money which it was not
in a position to pay because it was under
amministrazione controllata (a form of
composition with creditors under the super-
vision of the court); this threatened to drive
the Italian company off the market; more-
over, IMC would have had an unfair advan-
tage over the other creditors under the com-
position if it had been able to use its market
position to obtain the payment of earlier
debts;

(ii) second, in making the resumption of
supply dependent on Istituto's withdrawal
of a request for arbitration concerning an
entirely separate claim against IMC;

(iii) third, by imposing on their customers
exclusive purchasing agreements which
obliged them to obtain all their require-
ments of aminobutanol from IMC for at
least five years;

(iv) finally, by preventing their customers
from reselling aminobutanol.

While denying any infringement of Article
85 of the EEC Treaty, IMC and Angus
immediately resumed deliveries to Istituto
against a letter of credit, without insisting
that Istituto withdraw its separate claim.
Angus's current sales agreements no longer
include an exclusive purchasing clau'se, nor
do they require the purchaser to refrain
from reselling aminobutanol. Furthermore
since the iniiiation "i[r....airgr i" iniJ
case a new competitor has entered the mar-
ket and Angus's position has been consider-
ably weakened. The Commission was there-
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fore able to terminate the proceedings com-
menced against IMC and Angus.

This case confirms the Commission's deter-
mination to open up markets controlled by
dominant firms and to pursue its policy on
supply contracts. 1

Mergers

U sinor / Cre usot- M arrel

2.1".53. Acting under Article 66 of the
ECSC Treaty, the Commission on 26 May
authorized the acquisition by Usinor, Paris,
of the Creusot-Marrel and Specialized
Engineering divisions of Creuset-Loire. The
first manufactures heavy steel plate at its
Creusot and ChAteauneuf works; it also
manufactures heavy forgings and castings
at Creusot. The second uses steel in the
manufacture of arms. This acquisition can
be seen as part of the restructuring of the
French steel industry. In July 1984 the Com-
mission had already authorized the transfer
of a major part of the steelmaking activities
of Creusot-Loire to Usinor and Sacilor (the
other large steel company controlled finan-
cially by the French State).2 The present
transaction concerns the remainder of these
activities, Creusot-Loire itself being in liqui-
dation.

From the point of view of competition the
importance of this merger Iies primarily in
the fact that Usinor is the main Community
producer of heavy steel plate. However, the
acquisition of Creusot-Marrel only slightly
increases its share in Community pro-
duction. This is because nine other large or
medium-sized firms produce heavy plate in
the Community, quite apart from several
smaller fabricators. These other producers
will continue to compete effectively with
Creusot-Marrel, and this-combined with
the substantial influence of imports from
non-Community countries-will ensure

I Scc also the Soda Ash and Hoffmann-La Rocha cases:
Elcvcnth Rcport on Compctition Policy, points 73 to 76;
Casc 85/76 Hoffmann-I-a Roche (y Co. AG u Commission

[1979] ECR 451; Thirtecnth Gcneral Report, point 618.
2 Bull. EC7/8-1984, point 2.1.60.
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that the acquisition of Creusot-Marrel does
not give Usinor the power to 'determine
prices or to define its sales policy without
taking into account other producers and the
freedom of choice of users on the market.

Since forgings and castings fall under the
EEC Treaty, the Commission considered
whether Article 86 was applicable, because
any merger may constitute an abuse of a
dominant position for the relevant products
in a substantial part of the common market.
The Commission's conclusion was that the
merger would have no harmful effects.

State aids

Industry aids

Synthetic fibres

Germany

2.1.54. On 21, May the Commission
decided, after hearing the parties concerned
as required by Article 93(Z) of the Treaty,
that the financial assistance granted by the
German Federal Government and the
Government of Bavaria to a polyamide and
polyester yarn manufacturer in Deggendorf
was unlawful as it had been provided in
violation of the provisions of Article 93(3)
and, moreover, that it was incompatible
with the common market. I

The Commission took the view that the
aids, consisting of a grant of. DM 5.1.2
million and an eight-year loan of DM 11
million at 5"h, were granted to the company
in contravention of the synthetic fibre aids
code.2 The aided investment was intended
to modernize and rationalize the production
facility without effecting any of the changes
required under the code, while at the same
time considerably increasing net production
capacity of both polyamide and polyester
yarn.

Since the German Government had failed
to notify the aids in advance as required
under the code, the Commission was unable
to state its views on the measures before
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they were implemented. They were there-
fore in breach of Community law from the
time they came into operation. In the case
of aids which are incompatible with the
common market and were granted without
the obligation laid down in Article 93(3)
being fulfilled, the Commission-making
use of a possibility given it by the Court of
Justice in it-s judgment of 12 July 1973 in
Case 70/72r-can require Member States
to recover aid granted illegally from recipi-
ents.

In its decision of 21 May the Commission
accordingly declared the aids in issue in this
case incompatible with the common market
and ordered the German Government to
recover them.

Because of the persistent and uncontested
overcapacities and depressed prices in the
product groups in question at the time, the
aids, by artificially lowering the costs of the
manufacturer, weakened the competitive
position of other Community firms and had
the effect of further reducing capacity util-
ization and depressing prices, to the detri-
ment of and possible withdrawal from the
market of producers which had survived
owing to restructuring, productivity and
quality improvements financed from their
own resources. These aids, then, benefited
the recipient firm to such an extent that its
market position is no longer solely deter-
mined by its own efficiency, merits and
powers; so they cannot be regarded as con-
tributing to a development which from the
Community point of view would be liable
to counteract their trade-distorting effects.
The Commission concluded that the aids
do not satisfy the conditions required for
exemption under Article 92.

Electronics

Germany and the Netherlands

2.1.55. On 2l May the Commission
decided not to raise any objections to two

I See also Bull. EC 9-1985, point 2.1.116.2 oJ C 171,10.7.1985; Bull. EC 5-1985, point 2.1.35.
r Commission u Germany [19731 ECR 813; Bull. EC7/8-
1973, point 2422.
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schemes notified by the German and Dutch
Governments to grant aids to two German
and Dutch firms cooperating in developing
electronic memories. On the basis of the
information at its disposal the Commission
considered that theie aids qualified for
exemption under Article 92.

P h armaceutical p roducts

Belgium

2.1.56. On 21, May the Commission
decided to initiate the Article 93(2) pro-
cedure in respect of research aids granted
by the Belgian authorities to five pharma-
ceutical companies. These aids, which had
not been notified in advance to the Com-
mission, were considered to have been in
breach of Community law'from the time
they were granted, and on the basis of the
information at its disposal the Commission
held that they were incompatible with the
common market within the meaning of
Article 92.

Cbemicals

France

2.1.57. On 7 May the Commission
decided to initiate the Article 93(2) pro-
cedure in respect of French aids to a chemi-
cals firm. The Commission took the view
that these aids, which had not been notified
in advance, had been in breach of Com-
munity law from the time they were
granted. On the information available to it
the Commission concluded that they were
incompatible with the common market
within the meaning of Article 92.

Aircraft

Italy

2.1.58. On 74 May the Commission
decided not to raise any objection to aid
measures in the form of repayable advances
and interest-rate subsidies notified by the
Italian Government. These were intended
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to permit Italian aircraft companies to par-
ticipate in intra-Community and inter-
national programmes.

The Commission found that the measures
were such as to enable recipient firms to
engage in more balanced cooperation with
other firms in the Community without
affecting the conditions of trade to an extent
contrary to the common interest. The com-
mission considered that the measures noti-
fied were allowable under Article 92(3).

Financial institutions
and taxation

Fi nancia! institutions

lnsurance

Insurance against civil liability
in respect of the use
of motor vehicles

Ac ce s sion-related me a sure s

2.1.59. On 16 May the Commission
adopted three decisions (consequent upon
the accession of Spain and Portugal) setting
1 June as the date for the elimination of
certain 'green card' checks. 1 The first
decision requires checks on vehicles travel-
ling between Spain or Portugal and the
other Member States except Greece to be
discontinued, while the other two require
Spain and Portugal to refrain from making
checks on vehicles from specified non-mem-
ber countries.

Banks

2.1.60. On 5 May the Commission sent
the Council a proposal for a Directive2 to
amend the Directives of 25 July 1978 and

oJ L 153, 7.6.1985.
OJ C 1,14, 11.6.1986; COM(86)2J8 final.
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13 Iune 1983 on annual accounts 1 and con-
solidated accounts 2 in such a way as to
cover specified types of company.

Stock exhanges
and other institutions
in the securities field

2.1.61. On 30 May the Commission
adopted for transmission to the Council
a pioposal for a Directive 3 amending the
Directive of 20 December 1985 on the co-
ordination of laws, regulations and admin-
istrative provisions relating to undertakings
for collective investment in transferable
securites (Ucits) 4 as far as concerns the
investment policy of certain Ucits. The
Council had asked the Commission to put
forward a proposal covering the treatment
of Ucits which have or wish to include in
their portfolios securities issued by mort-
gage credit institutions and other compar-
able bodies in excess of the limit laid down
in the 1985 Directive and the tratment of
Ucits protfolio management funds in the
United Kingdom.

Taxation

lndirect taxes

2.1.62. On 22 May the Economic and
Social Comimittee endorsed (--+ point
2.4.22) the proposal for a Directive
imposing a standstill on VAT and excise
duties.5

Turnover taxes

2.1.63. On 29 May the Commission pre-
sented to the Council and Parliament a
report 6 on the operation, in 1984, of the
mechanism introduced bv the twentieth
Directive of 15 July L985/ authorizing the
Federal Republic of Germany to use, by
way of derogation from the sixth Direc-
tive,8 VAT as an instrument for granting
special aid to farmers to compensate for the
dismantlement of monetary compensatory
amounts. While recognizing that it is cur-
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rently impossible to compare the compen-
sation provided in this way with the actual
losses incurred as a result of the revaluation
of the German mark's 'green rate', the Com-
mission concludes that the German legis-
lation is consistent with the terms of the
20th Directive. The Commission also
reports that it has no reason to believe
that the smooth operation of agricultural
markets has been disrupted by the aid.

2.1.64. On 15 May Parliament delivered
its opinione on the proposal for a 21st
Directivelo authorizing Greece to defer for
the second timell - until 31 December 7986
instead of 31 December 1985 - the deadline
laid down by the Act of Accession for the
introduction of the common system of VAT
(1 January 1984). Taking note of the diffi-
culties pointed out by the Greek Minister
for National Economy in October !985,12
Parliament approved the proposal, subiect
to the Commission cooperating with the
Greek Government in monitoring Greece's
detailed programme for introducing VAT
on 1 January 7987 and to Greece honouring
its commitment to pay its financial contri-
bution for 1986 on the basis of the VAT
base specified in the preliminary draft
budget. It also recommended that this defer-
ment be the last to be granted.

2.1.65. On 2l May the Economic and
Social Committee delivered a favourable
opinion (--+ point 2.4.23) on a
a Directive concerning VAT
cable to the ooeration of a
Channel fixed link.13

proposal for
rules appli-

future cross-

t,

t oJ L 222, 14.8.1978.2 oJ L 193,18.7.1983; Bull. EC 6-1983, point 2.1.70.
3 oJ c 155,21.6.1986; coM(86)315 final.
t OJ L 375,31.12.1985; Bull. EC l2-1985, point 2.1.82.
5 oJ c 313,4.12.1985; Bull. EC 11-1985, point 2.1.65.
6 coM(86)260 final.
7 oJ L 192, 24.7.1986; Bull. EC 7 / 8-1985, point 2.1.74.
8 oJ L 145, 13.6.1977; Bull. EC 5-197, points 1.3.1 to
1.3.4.e oJ c 148, 16.6.1996.
r0 oJ c 356,31.12.1985; Bull. EC 1-1985, point 2.1.57.
rr First dcfcrment: OJ L 350, 23.12.1983; Bull. EC 12-1983,
point 2.1.54.
12 Bull. EC 10-1985, point 2.1.2; Bull. EC l1-1985, point
1.3.5.lr oJ c 358, 31.12.1985; Bull. EC 12-1985, point 2.1.84.
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Employment, education
and social policy

Council

2.1.66. On 2i May the Council and the
Ministers for Health meeting within the
Council approved a number of proposals
presented.by the Commission.

They first approved a programme of action
against cancer, I the importance of which
was stressed by the European Council in
Milan on 28 and 29 June 1985,2 based
inter alia on the conclusions of the ad hoc
Committee of High-level Experts on Can-
cer. J The programme concentrates on the
following priority areas: limiting and reduc-
ing tobacco consumption (top priority);
chemical substancesl nutrition and alcohol;
prevention and early diagnosis; epidemiol-
ogical data; health education; treatment and
follow-up; and international cooperation.
The programme.will last for five years and
will be implemented by means of annual
work programmes to be submitted by the
Commission in close cooperation with the
Member States.

Secondly, they adopted a programme of
action of the European Communities on
toxicology for health protection,4 the main
aim of which is to contribute to the
improvement of expertise, ensure the qual-
ity and comparability of data and testing
methods, encourage more rational and
more economlc use of toxicological experi:
ments and facilitate the removal of certain
non-tariff barriers to trade.

To that end, the programme provides for
the implementation by the end of 1990,
by means of annual work programmes, of
certain measures in the fields of experimen-
tal toxicology, clinical toxicology and train-

'ing and informatibn.

The Council and the Ministers meeting
within the Council also adopted three resol-
utions:
(i) In the first, concerning alcohol abuse,
they invite the Commission to weigh care-
fully the interests involved in the pro-
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duction, distribution and promotion of
alcoholic beverages against those of public
health. The Commission is asked to conduct
a balanced policy and, where necessary, to
send the Council proposals aimed at pre-
venting alcohol abuse.

(ii) The secorid resolution concerns the
introduction of a European Emergency
Health Card 5 and is intended to provide
flurther protection for the health of Euro-
pean citizens and enhance their freedom of
movement. It is in line with the efforts to
establish a people's Europe 6 and stems
from an initiativl by Parliament. T

It recommends that the Member States
make it possible for any person resident
on their territories whose health problems
ought to be identifiable in an emergency to
obtain, on a voluntary basis, a card to be
completed by a doctor in accordance with
the specimen annexed to the resolution.
(iii) 'The third resolution relates to the
protection of dialysis patients, by minimiz-
ing their exposure to aluminium,8 and is
intended as a response to the problems of
the growing number of people in the Com-
munity who need to resort to dialysis. It
includes recommendations concerning the
purity of the solutions and diluting water
used in dialysis.

The Ministers for Health meeting within
the Council adopted a resolution on AIDS,
inviting the Member States and the Com-
mission to examine what joint activities can
be developed in the field of information and
eduction to bolster the campaign against
AIDS and what loint initiatives should be
taken to solve the problems of AIDS trans-
mission by human body fluids and the medi-

I oJ c 335,28.12.1985; Bull. EC 11-1985, point 2.1.85;
Bull. EC 12-1985, point 2.1.41.2 Bull. EC 6-1985, point 1.2.3.3 Bull. EC 1-1985, point 2.1.78; Bull. EC 2-1985, point
2.1.91; Bull. EC 3-1985, poinr 2.1.92.4 OJ C 289, 12.11.1985; Bull. EC 10-1985, poinr 2.1.70.5 OJ C 21,28.1.1984; Bull. EC tz-1983, point 2.1.88; OJ
C 223, 3.9.1985; Bull. EC 7/8-1985, point 2.1.99.6 Supplement 7/85 - Bull. EC.7 oJ C 287,9.11.1981; Bull. EC 10-1981, poinr 2.1.55.8 oJ c 202,29.7.1983; Bull. EC 5-1983, point 2.1.93;OJ
C 250,20.5.1985; Bull. EC 6-1985, point 2.1.80.
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cal, psychological and social problems of
persons on whom serological test have pro-
ved positive. They also asked the Com-
mission to organize an exchange of infor-
mation and experience and, where appro-
priate, to bring forward suitable proposals.

The Council and the Ministers adopted a

statement on the coordination of medical
and public health research in which they
express support for the community's coor-
dination programmes in those spheres and
recognize the need to strengthen the coordi-
nation of Community activities in the fields
of research and public health.

Lastly, they heard a report by Mr Manuel
Marin, Commission Vice-President with
special responsibility for employment,
social affairs and education, which took
stock of the situation in the fight against
drug addiction.

1985 Social Report

2.1.57. On 20 May the Commission
adopted the 1985 Report on Social Develop-
ments for presentation to the Council, the
Economic and Social Committee and the
other Community institutions and bodies.l
As in previous years,2 the report reviews
the action taken at Community level in the
social field and describes the situation in
the ten Member States.

Although 1985 showed signs of even more
sustained growth than the previous year
(real increase in GDP of around 2.2o/o), a
substantial improvement in the trade bal-
ance and a further reduction in inflation,
this favourable trend was still not reflected
to any significant extent in the social field.
The number of unemployed continued to
increase, albeit at a slower rate. At the end
of 1985 more than 13 million people (or
more than lto/o of the working population)
were registered as unemployed with the
employment offices. With the entry of Spain
and Portugal on 1 January 1986, the number
rose still further - by more than three
million.

The various categories of workers were
affected by the trend in unemployment in
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varying ways. 'While the proportion of
people under 25 of the total number of
unemployed was cut from 4lo/o in October
7982 to 37.4% in October 1985, there was
a slight increase in the proportion of
women, but the main burden is borne by
the long-term unemployed and migrant
workers. Persistent unemployment means
that more and more people have been seek-
ing employment or re-employment for some
time.

The significant progress in the fight against
inflation was achieved only as a result of a

general wage restraint policy: in 1985 the
two sides of industry once again showed
their willingness to help bring about a

recovery of the economy and labour mar-
kets. In spite of restaint on actual earnings,
workers in most Member States saw their
net disposable income increase slightly in
real terms thanks to measures restricting
price increases, tax cuts and reduced social
security contributions.

However, the situation of those without
work worsened considerably in some cases,
particularly the long-term unemployed. By
virtue of different national provisions, their
rights to unemployment benefits under
statutory social security schemes expire
after a certain period and they are obliged
to seek help from social welfare schemes or
other forms of public or private assistance.
But the budgetary constraints facing all
governments also have adverse effects on
benefits under national social security
schemes.

After receiving the Commission's final
report on the implementation of an initial
programme to combat poverty, the Council
adopted a Decision regarding further spec-
ific Communitv action in this area on 19
December 1984.3 The Commission then
granted initial financial support of 18

million ECU in October 1985 to implement
a series of 51 research projects whose chief

t coM(85)253.z Bull. EC 4-1985, point 2.1.48.
3 0J L 2,3.1.1985; Bull. EC 1,2-1984, point 2.1.95; t984
Social Report, point 16.
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aim is to find ways of combating poverty
among the unemployed (young and long-
term unemployed), second generation
migrants, refugees, migrants wishing to
return to their country of origin, the elderly
and one-parent families. 1

Certain specific measures in the field of
health at Community level were given fresh
impetus by the proposals presented to the
European Council in Milan 2 by the ad hoc
Committe on a People's Europe which call
on Ministers for Health to take appropriate
action regarding certain activities in this
field. On 18 November 1985 the Com-
mission transmitted to the Council a pro-
posal for a resolution on a programme of
action of the European Communities on
cancer prevention, J to supplement meas-
ures already taken by the Community in the
past, such as the Directive adopted under
the Euratom Treaty laying down basic
safety standards for the health protection
of the general public and workers against
the dangers of ionizing radiation a and the
Directive aimed at reducing the possible
risk of cancer from x-rays used for medical
purposes.5

Finally, 1985 saw an important step towards
the revival of the social dialogue at Com-
munity level. On 31 January5 and 12
November 7 the Presidenl and several Mem-
bers of the Commission met top-level
employers' and workers' representatives at
Val-Duchesse chiteau on the outskirts of
Brussels for a constructive discussion of
structural and cyclical aspects of the current
economic and social situation and ways of
improving investment, growth and employ-
ment in the Community.

Employment

Employment and labour market

2.1.68. A seminar on employment prac-
tices in firms in the United States and Europe
organized by the Commission and the United
States Industry Coordination Group was
held in Bruges, Belgium, on 15 and 16 May.
The objective of the seminar was to permit

q

an exchange of experience and discussion of
areas of common policy interest.

2.1.69. A joint meetings of the Sedoce
group and the group on exchanges of place-
ment service officials between Member
States was held on 21 May. The main topic
was a discussion of questions relating to
the development of Sedoc and exchanges of
officials with a view to greater integration
of the Community labour market.

Financial instruments

European Social Fund

2.1.70. On 7 and 26 May the Commission
approved applications for assistance from
the Fund for 1986 totalling 2 554.6 million
ECU for more than 3 000 projects, 75% of
which concern young people under 25.

Breakdown of applications approved
by catcgory

Amounts
(mrlhon ECU)

Operations for people under 25:

less-favoured regions
other regions

Operations for people over 25:

less-favoured regions
other regions

Specific operations

Total 2 554.51

Measures for ECSC workers

Subsidized housing

2.1.71. Under the tenth programme of
subsidized housing for woikers in the indus-

I Bull. EC 10-1985, point 2.1.63.2 Bull. EC 6-1985, point 1.2.3.3 oJ c 3i6,28.12.1985; Bull. 11-1985, point 2.1.85.4 OJ L 246, 17.9.1980; Bull. EC 7/8-1980, point 2.1.54;
OJ L 255, 5.10.1984; Bull. EC 9-1984, point 2.1.55.5 OJ L 265,5.10.1984; Bull. EC 9-1984, point 2.1.55.6 Bull. EC 1-1985, point 2.4.19.7 Bull. EC 11-1985, point 2.5.15.8 Prcvious mceting: Bull. EC 2-1986, point 2.1.70.9 European systcm for the intcrnational clearing ofvacan-
cics and applications for cmploymcnt.

871.52
I 045.59

267.N
275.91

94.49
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tries covered by the ECSC Treaty,l on 7
May the Commission approved a second
instalment of loans which will cover the
period 1985 to 1988.2 Of the 129 million
ECU granted, 39 million ECU will be from
own resources at an annual interest rate o[
lo/, and 90 million ECU will be from loan
capital at the market rate. The distribution
of the funds will be decided by the Com-
mission at a later date in accordance with
selection criteria.

The ECSC subsidized housing programmes
are seen as an essential measure accompany-
ing restructuring and social policy in the
coal and steel industries.

Education and vocational training

Informal meeting
of Education Ministers

2.1.72. On 15 May an informal meeting
of Education Ministers was held in The
Hague to commemorate the tenth anniver-
sary of European cooperation in education.
The purpose of the meeting was to take
stock of Community cooperation in edu-
cation ten years on and to consider the
future of education policy in the Com-
munity.

The Community education programme,
which has been applied since'1.976,r covers
the education of migrant workers' children,
the promotion of equal access to all forms
of education, measures to combat illiteracy,
an easier transition from school to adult
and working life, the introduction of new
information technologies in education, pro-
motion of the teaching of Community lan-
guages and greater cooperation in higher
education through increased mobility of
students and teachers and the recognition
of diplomas and periods of training.

Ministers had a detailed discussion on the
type of measure which could make up an
additional programme such as intensifi-
cation and improvement of basic education
(what Europeans of the future need to
know), greater cohesion between education
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and vocational training policies, more
research into the transition from school to
working life, and the development of Com-
munity measures to promote postgraduate
training and high-level further training.

Finally, Ministers discussed the Comett,4
Erasmus 5 and 'Yes for Europe'6 pro-
grammes - aimed at promoting greater
mobility among young people, improving
their education and encouraging exchanges
of young people to enable them to get to
know and understand each other better as
part of becoming the European citizens of
tomorrow.

Cooperation in education

2.1.73. As part of its work on the compar-
ability of education systems in the Member
States, the Commission, with the Greek
authorities, organized a seminar for Eury-
dice heads of unit on the Greek education
system. z This seminar, which was held on
2l and22May, was followed on 23 May by
a meeting of the working party of Eurydice
heads.

Higher education

2.1.74. On 15 May Parliament adopted an
opinion 8 on the proposal for a Decision
adopting a European Community action
scheme for the mobility of university stu-
dents (Erasmus).5 It welcomes the fact that
Erasmus will bring about a gradual align-
ment of educational courses and methods
in Europe and stresses the cohesion and
comprehensiveness of the scheme. In order
to avoid distortion of mobility, it urges the
Commission to formulate proposals con-
cerning first the most suitable package of
measures to solve the problems raised by

I OJ c 119, 14.5.1985; Bull. EC 12-1984, point 2.1.90.
2 Bull. EC 5-1985, points 2.1.40 and 2.3.12.
3 oJ c 39, 19.2.1976.4 Bull. EC 12-1985, point 2.1.102.
5 oJ c 73,2.4.1986; Bull. EC 1-1985, point 2.1.53.
6 oJ c 72,27.3.1986; Bull. EC 2-1,986, poim 2.l.73.
7 Education information network in the Europcan Com-
munity.8 oJ c t4g, 16.6.1986.
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the application of the numerus clausus and
by the enrolment fee and second the har-
monization of social security systems and
regulations for the benefit of students and
teachers. Finally, Parliamant asks the Com-
mission to submit to it a report on the
conclusion of the first phase of the scheme's
implementation.

Vocational training

2.1.75. On 29 May the Commission
adopted a report on youth training in the
European Community with a view to its
transmission to the Council.l The report
contains a comparative analysis of the pro-
gress made in the Member States on specifib
measures to assist young people, under the
terms of the Council resolution of 11 July
1983 concerning vocational training poliT
in the European Community in the 1980s.
This resolution committed the Member
States to 'do their utmost to ensure that all
young people who so wish, and particularly
those without educational or vocational
qualifications, can benefit over a period of
at least six months and if possible one year
following full-time compulsory education
from a full-time programme involving basic
training and/or an initial work experience
to prepare them for an occupation'.

New technologies

2.1.75. The fifth European conference on
education and the new information technol-
ogies, entitled 'CAL for Europe', organized
by the Dutch authorities and the Com-
mission, was held f.rom 26 to 28 May in
Twente, Netherlands. The conference dis-
cussions focused on computer-assisted
learning (CAL) and the preparation and
production of educational software. The
conclusions showed the desire of those tak-
ing part to establish links and joint projects
between Member States to improve the
design and quality and encourage the
exchange of software.
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Living and working conditions
and social protection

The fight against poverty

2.1.77. As part of its specific action to
combat poverty, J the Commission
approved financial assistance for a project
aimed at drawing up poverty indicators in
a number of Member States.

Acce ssion-rel ate d rne asure s

2.1.78. On 28 May the Commission
adopted, for transmittal to the Council, a
proposal for a Decision extending this
action to Spain and Portugal. a

Equal opportunities
for men and women

2.1.79. _On 13 May Parliament adopred an
opinion 5 on the new Community medium-
term programme (1985-90) to promote
equal opportunities for women.5 It stresses
with satisfaction that this new programme
defined the measures to be undertaken far
more precisely than did the first. T It calls
on the Commission to monitor carefully the
enforcement of existing directives and calls
on the Council to adopt the proposals for
directives currently before it.

Parliament also recommends the implemen-
tation of action to ease the transition from
school to working life for girls, more satisfy-
ing careers, a fairer division of family
and professional reponsibilities, better
vocational in technological subjects and
guarantees that wo'men can return more
easily to gainful employment. It wants the
Commission to present proposals for.direc-
tives to harmonize protection for pregnant

I CoM(86) 285 final.2 OJ C 193,20.7.198j; Bull. EC 5-1983, point 1.4.1 et seq.
and 2.1.80.3 oJ L 2,3.1.1985; Bull. EC t2-tg84,point 2.1.95.. oJ c 'tst, t7,6.t9&6i CoM(86)27s final.5 oJ c t4g, 16,6.1996.6 Supplement 3/86 - Bull. EC; OJ C 356, 31.12.1985;
Bull. EC 12-1985, point 2.1.106.7 OJ C 22,28.1.1982; Supplement t/82 - Bull. EC.
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women and mothers, childcare provisions,
tax systems, through the introduction of
individual taxation irrespective of marital
status, and legal safeguards, thereby guar-
anteeing more equal opportunities through-
out the Community. It also calls on the
Commission to give particular consider-
ation to the difficulties encountered by
female immigrants and women from the
many ethnic minority groups in the Com-
munity. It notes that information about the
various existing equal opportunities meas-
ures still has to be disseminated among
women themselves and renews its call for
women and the public at large to be kept
more fully informed about all the measures
undertaken at Community level. Finally,
Parliament calls on the Commission to
make a progress report to it, by 31 October
198.8, on the implementation of the new
actlon programme

2.L.80. Two seminars concerning the
impact of the new technologies on women's
employment were held in Athens and Utre-
cht this month. The Commission will take
account of the conclusions of these seminars
in drawing up guidelines on this matter.

2.1.81. The Commission organized meet-
ings with women's organizations and publi-
cations in most Member States, including
the two new ones, to discuss the medium-
term action progr_amme on equal oppor-
tunities (1985-90). I

Social integration
of handicapped persons

2.1.82. On 15 May Parliament adopted an
opinion 2 on the memorandu- ani d.aft
recommendation to promote the employ-
ment of disabled people in the Com-
munity.3 Recognizing that disabled people
have the same rights as other citizens to
equal opportunities in vocational training
and employment, Parliament welcomes the
Commission's initiative. It regrets, how-
ever, that the draft recommendation is
couched in terms that are both unambitious
and too general and that the Commission
has not seen fit to come forward with a
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draft directive on the subject at this stage. It
considers that, apart from their non-binding
nature, one of the main flaws in the pro-
posals set out in the draft is the unwilling-
ness to recommend the application of a
quota system in respect of the employment
of the disabled throughout the Community.
It also considers that care should be taken
to ensure that employment given to the
disabled is suited to their physical and men-
tal abilities or that any vocational training
they may receive likewise falls within the
scope of those abilities. Finally, it wants the
Commission to submit to it a report on the
implementation of this recommendation by
the end of 1988.

Social protection

2.1.83. On 29 May the Commission
adopted its second annual report on
medium-term projections o[ social protec-
tion expenditure and its financing. a The
report makes projections for 1987 from
definitive 1982 statistics.

Social security
for migrant workers

2.1.84. On 28 May the Commission
adopted, for transmittal to the Council, a

report 5 on the experience acquired in
applying the provisions of Article 22(2) of
Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71 on the appli-
cation of social security schemes to
employed or self-employed persons and
members of their flamilies moving within
the Community,6 which concerns the con-
ditions under which workers or members
of their families may be granted authoriza-
tion to undergo medical treatment in
another Member State.

I Supplcmcnt 3/86 - Bull. EC; OJ C 355, 31.12.1985;
Bull. EC 12-1985, point 2.1.106.2 oJ c 148, 16.6.1986.
r Bull. EC l-1985, poinr 2.1.56.
4 CoM(86)304 final. Prcvious rcport: Bull. EC 4-1985,
point 2.1.59.
5 coM(85) 305 final.6 oJ L 149,5.7.1971.
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Employment, education and social policy

2.1.85. On 21 May the Economic and
Social Committee gave a favourable opinion
(--+ point 2.4.24) on the proposal for an
amendment 1 to Regulations (EEC) Nos
1408/712 and 574/723 on the application
of social security schemes to employed or
self-employed persons and members of their
families moving within the Community.

Ac c e s s i o n - r e I at e d n7 e a s u r e s

2.1.86. In May Parliament endorsed4 the
proposal for an amendm-ent 5 to Regu-
lations (EEC) Nos 1408/712 and 574/72r .

Paul Finet Foundation

2.1.87. The Executive Committee of the
Paul Finet Foundation examined 354 appli-
cations and awarded 313 study grants for a
total of BFR 4 920 446.

Family policy

Elderly people

2.1.88. On 14 May Parliament adopted
a resolution on Community measures to
improve the situation of old people in the
Member States of the Community, in which
it considers that improving the lot of the
elderly has to be one o[ the priority objec-
tives for Community social policy and that,
if this objective is to be attained, increased
budgetary funds must be earmarked for it
(--+ point 2.4.1D.6

Children in hospital

2.1.89. On 13 May Parliament adopted a
resolution on a European charter for chil-
dren in hospital (+ point 2.4.LD6

Health and safety

Public health

2.1.90. On 12 May Parliament adopted an
opinion on the proposal for a resolution on
a programme of action of the European
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Communities on
(--+ point 2.1.98).

cancer preventlon

Health and safety at work

2.1.91. On 12 May the Council formally
adopted 7 the Directive on the protection
of workers from the risks related to
exposure to noise at work,8 on which it
had reached agreement on 5 December
1985. e Its provisions should be in force in
the Member States by 1 January 1990 at the
latest (1 January l99l in the case of Greece
and Portugal).

The Council is to examine, by 1 January
1990, the possibility of extending the scope
of the Directive to include workers engaged
in sea and air transport (crew members),
who are not at present covered. It will also
re-examine the Directive by I January 7994
with a view to reducing the risks arising
from exposure to noise.

Lastly, the Council undertook to introduce
provisions limiting, where reasonably prac-
ticable, noise liable to cause impairment of
hearing emitted by equipment intended for
use at work.

2.1.92. The Advisory Committee on
Safety, Hygiene and Health Protection at
\Work held its 18th plenary meeting on 2l
and 22 Mry.10 It delivered rwo opinions,
one on the rapid exchange of information
on hazards arising from the use of danger-
ous substances at the workplacell and the
other on the approximation of the laws
of the Member States relating to simple
pressure vessels.l2 The Committee also

I OJ C 103, 30.4.1986; Bull. EC 4-1986, point 2.1.70.2 oJ L 149, s.7.1971.3 oJ L 74,27.3.1922.4 oJ c 748,76.6.1986.5 OJ C 71,26.3.1986; Bull. EC 3-1986, poinr 2.1.79.6 oJ c 148,16.6.1986., oJ L't37,24.s.1986.8 oJ c 289,5.11.1982; Bull. EC l0-1982, point 2.1.45; OJ
C 214, 1 4.8.1984; Bull. EC 7 / 8-1984, point 2. 1. 102.e Bull. EC 12-1985, point 2.1.114.l0 Previous mecting: Bull. EC l2-1985, point 2.1.115.It OJ C 67,8.3.1984;Bull. EC 2-'!984,point2.1.79.t2 Bull. EC 3-1986, point 2.1.13.
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decided to set up an intermediate group
with the task of coordinating and intensify-
ing its work. Lastly, it reaffirmed its wish
to be involved in the new approach adopted
by the Commission I with the aim of com-
pleting the internal market by 7992.2

Health and safety (Euratom)

2.1.93. Under Article 33 of the Euratom
Treaty, the Commission endorsed two draft
radiation protection measures prepared by
the Federal Republic of Germany. The first
relates to protection against damage due
to ionizing radiation and implements the
Council Directive of 15 July 1980 (80/836/
Euratom),3 as amended by the Directive
of 3 September 1984 (84/467/Euratom),4
while the second-prepared in accordance
with the abovementioned Directives and
with Directive 84/465/Euratom of 3 Sep-
tember 19844-concerns the radiation pro-
tection of persons undergoing medical
examinations or treatment.

2.1.94. The scientific experts on radiation
protection and public health referred to in
Article 31 of the Euratom Treaty met on22
and 23 May. The agenda included examin-
ation of the various radiological problems
associated with the Chernobyl accident and
of the conclusions to be drawn from it at
Community level. A working party was set
up with the task of formulating, in the
months ahead, scientific proposals concern-
ing the exposure levels to be taken into
account in the implementation of appropri-
ate countermeasures: imports and exports
of foodstuffs; critical pathways, popu-
lations and radioelements (+ point l.l.l et
seq.l.
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A people's Europe

Easing of restrictions
on Community nationals
which undermine
the Community's credibil ity

Free movement of goods

Exchange control

2.1.95. On 2l Mry the Commission
adopted for transmittal to the Council a
communication setting out a programme
for the liberalization of capital movements
in the Community (--+ point 1.2.1 et seq.).

Citizen's rights

Right of employment and residence

Right of establishment

2.L.96. On 7 May the Commission
amended 5 its proposal for a Council Direc-
tive on a general system for the recognition
of higher education diplomas.5 The
amended proposal incorporates a number
of changei pioposed by'ParliamentT and
the Economic and Social Committee I and
certain changes identified as desirable in the
course of preliminary discussions following
publication of the original proposal.

The changes now made by the Commission
include the following: it is made clearer that
the object of the proposal is recognition for

I Bull. ec 11-1985, point 2.1.18.2 Bull. EC 6-1985, point 1.3.1 e, se4.3 oJ L 246, 17.9.1980; Bull. EC 7/8-1980, point 2.1.154.4 oJ L 265,5.10.1984; Bull. EC 9-1984, point 2.1.55.5 oJ c 143, 10.6.1986; coM(86) 257 f.inal.6 Supplement 8/85 - Bull. EC; OJ C 217, 28.8.1985; Bull.
EC7/8-1985, point 1.4.1 el seq.7 oJ c 34.5, 31.12.1985; Bull. EC 1l-1985, point 2.1.41.8 oJ C 75,3.4.1986; Bull. EC 1-1986, point 2.4.28.
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professional rather than academic purposes;
the definition of higher education diploma
includes the necessary distinction between
the level of study and the body awarding
the diploma; a stipulation is made with
regard to the method of assessment to be
used concerning supervised practice; the
non-qualification-related proofs which a
host Member State may require of nationals
of other member States wishing to pursue
a profession in its territory, providing that
it also requires them of its own nationals,
are divided into two categories; and lastly,
account is taken of the fact that, in the
member States, representatives of the regu-
lated professions - and indeed of edu-
cational establishments traditionally
have a role to play in the authorization
procedures for admission to the profession
with which they are concerned.

Health and social security

Council and Ministers of Health

2.1.97. A meeting of the Council and of
the Ministers of Health meeting within the
Council was held on 29 May (+ point
2.1..66), and the texts listed below were
approved.

(i) A programme of action against can-
cer. I The importance of this programme,
which is based largely on the conclusions
of the ad . hoc Committee of High-level
Experts in this field,2 was stressed by the
European Council in Milan. r It concen-
trates on the following priority areas: limit-
ing and reducing the use of tobacco (first
priority), chemical substances, nutrition
and alcohol, prevention and early diagnosis,
epidemiological, health education, treat-
ment and follow-up and internationalcoop-
eration.

(ii) A programme o[ action toxicology for
health protection.

(iiil A resolution on AIDS requesting the
Member States and the Commission to
carry out information and educational cam-

K

paigns and to solve the problems of trans-
mlsslon.

(iu) A resolution on alcohol abuse.

(v) A resolution on the adoption of a
European Emergency Health Card to pro-
vide further protection for the health of
European citizens and to increase their free-
dom of movement.

(vi) A resolution on the protection of
dialysis patients.

A statement was adopted on the coordi-
nation of medical and public health
research. Finally, the Council and Ministers
heard a report by Mr Manuel Marin, Com-
mission Vice-president with special
responsibility for social affairs, taking stock
of the situation iri the fight against drug
addiction.

*

2.1.g8. On 12 May Parliament adopted an
opinion a on the draft Council resolution
on a programme of action of the European
Communities on cancer prevention. J The
House stressed the impact which initiatives
at Community level could have, pointing
out at the same time that any cancer preven-
tion programme required the support of
national and European legislation, local
authorities, industry, education authorities
and individual citizens.

It considered that, ,irr.. th... were known
links between the level o[ radioactivity in
the atmosphere and high incidences of can-
cer, if a radioactive leak did occur it was the
entire responsibility of the Member State
concerned to immediately and fully inform
the governments of the other Member States
of the dangers; it called for the Commission
proposals to be implemented swiftly and

I OJ C 336,28.12.1985; Bull. EC 11-1985. point 2.1.85;
Bull. EC 12-1985, point 2.1.41.2 Bull. EC 1-1986, point 2.1.78; Bull. EC 2-1986, point
2.1.91; Bull. EC 3-1986, point 2.1.92.3 Bull. EC 6-1985, point 1.2.3.4 oJ c 148, 16.6.1986.5 OJ C 335, 28.12.1985; Bull. EC lt-1985, point 2.1.85.
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not by drawing up an individual directive
for every carcinogen; it stressed the need for
an immediate prohibition of all products
which were doubtful or which had not been
shown to be harmless and accordingly
called upon the Commission to revise iil
directives limiting or prohibiting the use
of noxious substances to make them more
restrictive; finally, it regarded as ludicrous
the sum of 550 000 ECU proposed for the
first year of the five-year programme and
requested that it be doubled and that the
appropriations for the whole five-year per-
iod should be trebled.

Strengthening the Community's
image and identity

Community flag, emblem and anthem

2.1.99. The European flag adopred by the
Community institutions I was hoisted for
the first time on 29 May in front of the
Berlaymont building in Brussels in the pres-
ence of Mr Jacques Delors, President of the
Commission, Mr Pierre Pflimlin, President
of Parliament, Mr Carlo Ripa di Meana,
Member of the Commission with special
responsibility for a people's Europe, and
the Dutch Permanent representative, Mr
M.H.J:C. Rutten, representing the Presi-
dent of the Council.

The European anrhem (the 'Ode to Joy'
theme from the fourth movemenr of Beeiho-
ven's Ninth Symphony) was played to mark
the occaslon

Extracts from Mr Delors's speech at the
ceremony are reproduced below:

'... To those of us who might feel a little discour-
aged before the rourine and sometimes thankless
task of European integration, I would suggest that
they look back on these forty years of internal
peace and see how much has been achieved. Listen
to the voices raised in an era thar was no doubr
harsher than our own, when there was no Com-
munity as we know it today, when a repetirion of
the upheavals in Europe was a serious dinger.

... Those of us who at the heart of this Community
can see better than anyone its shortcomings and
its limitations. The world has changed, and we are
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facing new challenges. Europe, be it said, has not
always been in the forefront of clear thinking; it
has not always thrown itself heart and soul into
confronting these new problems and facing up to
its worldwide responsibilities.

Europe is generous and realistic when it widens its
family circle, mean and full of illusions when it is
unable simply to put its decisions into practice. As
we struggle with all our might, then, wC experience
moments of pride and hope alternating with per-
iods in which we wanr ro ciy out to all our Govirn-
ments that they are becoming bogged down in
minor squabbles or in hypocrisy, untroubled by
conscience, under the guise of realism...

In our moments of doubt and perplexity, let us
turn to Robert Schuman and keep faith with his
heritage. Faith in an ideal which is never ques-
tioned. Patience in the pursuir of the final achieve-
ment, in which that which is torn down one day
can be rebuilt the next. The passion for winning
over governments and leaders, without losing sight
of their individual strenghts or rhe reasons foi thlir
doubts. The strong and quiet wisdom of those
who have chosen to devore their lives to a fight for
this great projecr for peace, freedom and solidarity
which is the European Community ...'

Regional policy

Financial instruments

European Regional Development Fund

ERDF grants

Project financing

2.1.100. On 1,4 May the Commission
approved the third allocation of grants for
1985 from the European Regional Develop-
ment Fund: 174.01 million ECU for 308
investment projects, costing a total of
354.44 million ECU. All the projects
involved cost less than 5 million ECU each.

The assistance granted under this allocation
is distributed as shown in Table 5.

I Bull. EC 4-1986, point 2.1.81.
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Table 5 - ERDF grants: third L986 allocation

I Converted at January 1985 rates.
2 Noi,nclud,ng'a 316.i mrlhon F-CU projcct assistcd a! rhc cnd of l9ll.5. Str Bull. IC 12.198.5, pornr 2'1.129 (T.rhlc.5).

Numhe r
of grant
dccisions

Numhcr
of invcstmcnt

projccts

Invcstmcnt
assistcd

(mrlhon ICUII

Assistancc
grantcd

(mrlkrn ICU)r

Belgium

Denmark

Germany (FR)

Greece

Spain

France

Ireland

Italy

Luxembourg

Netherlands

Portugal

United Kingdom

Total

2

1

4t

5

8

3

2

31

26

2

3

62

30

11

5

11

90

;

3.19

0.44

107.67

26.622

22.54

15. l4
14.52

91.73

72;

1.59

0.20

8. l8
76.82

7.64

7.57

6.41

39.23

u.u

120 308 254.44 174.01

The total of. 174.01 million ECU breaks
down as follows:

(i) 5.82 million ECU to help finance 69
proiects falling into the 'industrial, craft
and service sectors' category;

(ii) 167.20 million ECU to help finance
239 infrastructure proiects.

This third ERDF allocation for 1986 brings
the number of proiects financed since the
Fund was set up to 29 846, and total assist-
ance granted to 14 620.44 million ECU.

Programme financing

2.1.101. On 27 May the Commission
determined the steel areas in Italy that are
eligible for aid from the former non-quota
section of the Fund under the second stage
of the specific Community measure in fav-
our of certain areas adversely affected by
restructuring in the steel industry. I These
are the provinces of Naples, Livorno,
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Taranto and Genoa, to which it is now
planned to grant Community flinancing of
30 million ECU.

Accession-related measures

2.1.102. On 23 and 26 May respectively, 2

the Commission amended its proposals for
the first two Community programmes to
be part-financed by the ERDF, the STAR
programme (advanced telecommunications
services) J and the Valoren programme (to
exploit indigenous energy potential).4 In
addition to specifying the regions of Spain
and Portugal concerned by the programmes,
the amendments introduce a special pro-
vision allowing aid to Portuguese regions to
be granted at a higher rate.

I oJ L 27,31.1.1984; Bull. EC l-1984, poinr 2.t.54.
2 oJ c 147, 14.(>.191t6, coM(86) 278 final; COM(85) 279

frnal.
3 OJ C 356,31.12.19851 Bull. EC 1-1986, poirrt 2.1.81.
1 OJ C.158,31.12.1985; Bull. EC 1-1985, point 2.1.82.
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Environment and consumers

2.1.103. On 21 May the Economic and
Social Committee endorsed the Valoren
programme proposal (-+ point 2.4.25).

Financing of studies

2.L.104. Acting under Article 24 of. the
Fund Regulation, the Commission decided
on t2 May to grant assistance of 102 000
ECU to finance a study closely connected
with Fund operations in the Federal Repub-
lic of Germany, in preparation for an
environmental programme for small busi-
ness at Neukolln/Berlin.

Business and innovation centres

2.1.105. On 27 May the Commission
approved grants of 147 000 ECU and 75 000
ECU respectively for conversion projects
in two declining industrial areas - Bilbao
(Spain) and Cheshire (United Kingdom).

The projects involve work on the prep-
aration, starting up or completion of two
business and innovation centres that pro-
vide a full range of support services to small
firms or new innovative activities in the
areas in question.

Environment and consumers

Environment

2.1.106. Following the nuclear accident at
Chernobylthe Commission asked the Mem-
ber States to supply it regularly with infor-
mation concerning radioactivity levels on
their territories so as to keep it abreast of
the impact of radioactivity on the environ-
ment in the Community (-+ point 1.1.1 el
seq.l.

Prevention and reduction
of pollution and nuisances

Protection of the aquatic environment

2.1.107. The Economic and Social Com-
mittee delivered a favourable opinion in

Bull. EC 5-1985

May (--+ point 2.4.29) on the proposal for
a Commission Directiye on water quality
objectives for chromium. 1

Air pollution

2.1.108. On 13 Mry the Commission
adopted two proposals for Directives on the
approximation of the laws of the Member
States relating to measures to be taken
against the emission of particulates from
cars with diesel engines 2 and against air
pollution by gases from commercial vehicles
with diesel engines.3

These proposals form part of the continuing
Community measures against air pollution:
in March 1985 the Council had already
adopted a Directive on the introduction of
unleaded petrol from 1989,4 and in
November, following on from conclusions
arrived at in June,5 it reached broad agree-
ment on new values for motor vehicle emis-
sions. 5

2.1.109. The first proposed Directive is
designed to limit emissions of particulate
from cars with diesel engines. For this pur-
pose it establishes limit values for particu-
late emissions which are specific to diesel
engines and considered to contain carcino-
genic substances. The restriction of such
emissions is all the more necessary since the
number of diesel-powered motor vehicles is
constantly on the increase and will rise from
5.8 million in the Community at the end o[
1984 to 15 million by t990. Future European
standards will be as follows:

I

2

3

4

5

6

OJ C 351, 31.12.1985; Bull. EC l2-1985, point 2.1.141.

coM(86) 251.
coM(86) 273.
OJ L 95, 3.4.1985; Bull. EC 3-1985, point 2.1.70.
Bull. EC 6-1985, point 2.1.97 et seq.
Bull. EC l1-1985, point 2.1.112.
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Category
of vehicles

Date of introductron Limit values
(grams/test)

Ncw models New cars New models Ncw cars

More than 2 litres

2 litres or less

1 October 1988

1 October 1991

1 October 1989

1 October 1993

1.3

1.3

1.7

1.7

These values will take effect'at the same
time as the new European standards for
gaseous emissions from motor vehicles. I

2.1.L10. The second proposal is designed
to introduce restrictions on the emissions
of pollutant gases from commercial vehicles
fitted with diesel engines, including buses
and coaches. The impact of commercial
vehicles in terms of pollution, which has
not been subject to any regulations in the
Member States as yet, is being felt more and
more by virtue of the fact that car emissions
are being reduced considerably by the Com-
munity regulations already in existence.2
This proposal is based on a regulation
issued by the United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe, from which it
takes the technical test procedure but estab-
lishes more stringent limit values, which are
as follows:

11.2 g/kWh for carbon monoxide;

2.4 g/kWh for unburnt hydrocarbons;

14.4 g/kWh for nitrogen oxides.

The limit values must be met 18 months
after adoption by the Council for any new
type of commercial vehicle and from 1

October 1,990 for all new commercial
vehicles brought into service.

Chemicals

Asbestos

2.1.111. At its May session the Economic
and Social Committee delivered an opinion
on the Commission proposal for the preven-
tion of environmental pollution by asbes-
tos,3 in which it called for more stringent
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standards than those put forward by the
Commission (+ point2.4.28).

Maj o r- ac cide nt h azard s

2.1.112. The Commission organized a fur-
ther meetinga of the national authorities
responsible for implementing the Council
Directive of 24 June 1982 on the major-
accident hazards oI certain industrial activi-
ties.s The emphasis at the meeting was
placed on the need for harmonized
implementation of the Directive at Com-
munity level and for proper incorporation
into the laws of the Member States. Several
Member States also provided the Com-
mission with a national inventory of indus-
trial installations subject to the obligation
to notify under Article 5 of the Directive.
They also gave detailed information of a
number of ma jor accidents that have
occurred in the Community since the Direc-
tive entered into force. With this as a basis
the Commission will organize an exchange
of information, as required by Article 18 of
the Directive.

Protection and use of resources

Flora and fauna

'W 
a sh ington C onu entiott

2.1.113. The Economic and Social Com-
mittee delivered its opinion in May

I Bull. EC 5-1985, point2.1.97 et seq., oJ L 96, 3.4.1985; Bull. EC 3-1985, point 2.1.70; Bull.
EC 6-1985, point 2.1.97 et seq.; Bull. EC 11-1985, point
2.1.112.
r oJ c 349,31.12.1985; Bull. EC 1 1-1985, point 2.1.1 19.4 Bull. EC 2-1986, point 2.1.98.5 oJ L 230, 5.8.1982; Bull. EC 6-1982, poinr 2.1.92.
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(--+ point 2.4.26lron the amendment to rhe
Regulation on the implementation in the
Community of the Convention on Inter-
national Trade in Endangered Species of
Wild Fauna and Flora, as proposed by the
Commission to the Council in March.l

Vertebrates

2.1.114. Also at its May session the Econ-
omic and Social Committee delivered an
opinion (--+ point 2.4.27) on the proposal
for a Directive on the protection of ver-
tebrate animals used for exoerimental and
other scientific purposes. 2

Consumers

2.1.115. In the wake of the accident at the
Chernobyl nuclear power station and the
subsequent radioactive fallout, the Council
adopted measures needed to ensure con-
sumer safety (+ point 1.7.t et se4.). At the
same time, experts responsible for monitor-
ing this fallout remained in contact and
exchanged information daily through a
rapid foodstuff alert system operated by the
Commission.

Council

2.L.116. On 5 May the Council met in
Brussels to discuss internal market and con-
sumer protection issues (-- point 2.1.8) and
adopted a resolution to give effect to the
aims set out in the communication which
the Commission sent to it in August 1985
entitled 'A new impetus for consumer pro-
tection policy' (--+ point 2.1.1,17). The
Council resumed its examination of the pro-
posals for Directives on the indication of
prices (+ point 2.1,.12t) and, in the light of
the comments made, suggested bases for
agreement on the main provisions of the
proposal for a Directive on consumer credit
(--+ point 2.1.120).lt decided to meet again
in Luxembourg on 24 June to discuss the
results of further examination of this topic
by the Permanent Representatives Com-
mittee.
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New impetus
for consumer protection policy

2.1.117. In response to the communi-
cation transmitted bv the Commission on 4
August 1985,3 which contains new guide-
lines for consumer policy over the next few
years, the Council approved a resolution
whereby it:

'Welcomes the submission of thc Commission
communication, its analysis of the main problems
encountered in the past and its presentarion of
the foundations and rhe objectives of the "New
impetus" programme, notably those concerned
with providing consumers with a high level of
safety and health protection and an increased
ability to benefit from the Community market,
both of which will constitute important steps on
the road to a "people's Europe";

Approves the obiective of taking greater account of
consumer's interests in other Community policies,
especially those concerned with completion of the
internal market, in particular regarding improve-
ments to the quality of products and services, and
with agriculture, competition and transport, and
invites the Commission to report to the Council
on how it intends to achieve this objective;

Invites the Commission, having regard to the work
programme contained in its communication, to
draw up and submit proposals, in order to enable
the Council, where appropriate, to take decisions
in due time and to take any necessary action within
the period envisaged for the completion of the
internal market;

Considers that, to that end and within the overall
Community consumer policy obiectives, proposals
for legislation should focus on those areas where
there is a Community dimension. rWhere there is a
need for harmonization at Community-wide level,
proposals for such harmonization should be ident-
ified with the spirit of the "new approach" set out
in the Council resolution of 7 May 1985;

Recalling the conclusions of the European Council
of December 1985, underlines the importance of
promoting alternative approaches to regulations
whenever they offer effective means of significant
Progress;

Endorses the value of consumer education and
information in protecting consumer's interests and

I

2

3

OJ C97,25.4.1986; Bull. EC 3-1986, point 2.1.111.
OJ C 351,31.12.1985; Bull. EC 12-985, point 2.1.146.
Bull. EC 6-985, point 2.1.106..
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enabling them to derive maximum benefit from
the completion of the internal market;

Notes that the Commission intends to ensure wide
consultation of appropriate interests, particularly
at thc preparatory stage of its proposals.'

Physical protection
and product safety

European home and leisure accidents
surveillance system (EHLASS)

2.1.118. On 21 and 22 May the Com-
mission set up the Advisory Committee pro-
vided for in the Council Decision of 22
Aprill concerning a demonstration project
with a view to introducing a Community
system of information on accidents occur-
ring in the home and during leisure activi-
ties. Made up of two representatives per
Member State and chaired by a representa-
tive of the Commission, the Committee's
function will be to advise the Commission
in its managerial tasks and related activities,
notably management of the demonstration
projects, fatal accidents, accidents involving
children and accidents in the home, and
product safety.

2.1.119. Wishing to ensure maximum
efficiency for the demonstration project, the
Commission, in consultation with the
authorities in the Member States, also
named a working party of project leaders,
made up of one expert per Member State,
which will be responsible for coordination
between the Commission and the Member
States as regards technical questions.

Protection of economic
and legal interests

Consumer credit

2.1.120. The Council examined the pri-
ority provisions involved in the proposal for
a Directive relating to the approximation of
the laws of the Member States concerning
consumer credit.2 These provisions con-
cern the effective annual rate of interest, the
scope of the Directive (including possible
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exemptions), the circumstances in which the
right to repossess goods may be exercised,
the use of negotiable instruments and the

loint liability of the supplier and creditor.
The Council called on the Permanent Rep-
resentatives Committee to continue dis-
cussion in the light of the comments made
with a view to reaching agreement, if poss-
ible on the whole Directive, at its next
meeting.

C o ns u mer ed u catio n, i nformati o n
and representation

Indication of prices

2.1.121. The Council resumed examin-
ation of two proposals for Directives, one
on the indication of the selling price and
the unit price for non-food products 3 and
the other on the indication of prices of
foodstuffs. a

Most of the Member States agreed to con-
tinue discussions on the basis of the new
compromise proposals made by the Com-
mission, which are concerned, in particular,
with rules for exemption from the obli-
gation to indicate the unit price for ranges
of standardized products. Some Member
States did, however, stress the need to
ensure that only ranges of products confor-
ming to criteria of clarity and simplicity
could be exempted. The Permanent Rep-
resentatives Committee was asked to con-
tinue discussing this issue on the basis of
the guidelines set out by the Council.

Foodstuffs

2.1.122. On 26 May the Council
amended,5 on a proposal from the Com-

t oJ L 109,26.4.1986; Bull. EC 4-1985, point 2.1.100.
2 0J c 80,27.3.1979; Bull. EC 2-1979, point 2.1.51; OJ
C 183, 10.7.1984; Bull. EC 6-1984, point 2.1.86.
3 oJ c 8, 13.1.1984; Bull. EC 12-1983, point 2.1.131; OJ
C 205, 14.8.1985; Bull. EC 718-1985, poinr 2.1.134; OJ C
103, 30.4.1985; Bull. EC 3-1985, point 2.1.114.4 oJ c 53,25.2.1984; Bull. EC 1-1984, point 2.1.66;OJ C
205, 14.8.1985; Bull. EC 7/8-1985, point 2.1.134; OJ C 103,
30.4.1986; Bull. EC 3-1986, point 2.1.1 14.5 oJ L 144,29.s.1986.
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mission, I its Directive of 18 December 1978
on approximation of the laws of the Mem-
ber States relating to the labelling, presen-
tation and advertising of foodstuffs for sale
to the ultimate consumer.2

Agriculture

Council

2.1.123. At its meeting on 25 and 27 May
the Council incorporated the various
aspects of the political agreement reached
on 25 April on agricultural prices and
related measures for 1986/87 into Com-
munity legislation (+ point 2.1.1241.

The Council gave its agreement to Direc-
tives on . plant health and foodstuffs
(+ points 2.1.137 to 2.1.139).

In the context of the structures policy, the
Council endorsed the proposals for sup-
plementing the list of less-favoured farming
areas in the Federal Republic of Germany
and for determining such areas in Spain and
Portugal (--+ points 2.1,.t34 and 2.1.135). It
also endorsed the adaptation, consequent
upon the accession of Spain, of its structures
Regulations of 12 March 1985 (No 797/
85),3 15 February 1977 (No 355/77)4 and
18 June 1978 (No 1360/7q.s

The Council decided that the suspension of
the negative MCAs for pigmeat, eggs and
poultry should be maintained unchanged
until 30 June,5 after receiving assurances
that the Commission would adopt a bal-
anced approach towards positive and nega-
tive MCAs for those groups of products in
respect of the period from 1 July. The
Commission also undertook to lay before
the management committee concerned pro-
posals for adjustments to the export refunds
for pigmeat.

During the meeting the Council also dis-
cussed the implications of the accident at
Chernobyl for farmers (--+ point 1.7.1 et
seq.), and in particular the possibility of
compensating them on the basis of a Com-
munity-wide scheme. It is, however, very
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difficult to make a distinction between the
direct and indirect losses suffered by the
farmers, and the adoption of a common
approach is being hampered by the fact that
the bans which have been imposed vary
from Member State to Member State.

Agricultural prices
and related measures for 1986/87

2.1.124. The institutional prices, the aids
and most of the related measures for 1986/
87 have now been formally adopted in the
case of products for which there is a market
organization. This means that the various
aspects of the political agreement reached
on 25 AprilT have been incorporated into
the Community rules.

Prior to adopting a number of regulations
on cereals, tobacco and wine on 23 May,8
the Council formally approved regulations
concerning rice, sugar, oils and fats, peas
and field beans, textile fibres, seeds, sheep-
meat, pigmeat, eggs and poultrymeat. e In
the case of several other groups of products
(in particular beeflveal, milk and fruit and
vegetables) the new regulations were al-
ready being applied.l0 For essential aspects,
then, the Council has completed the 1986/
87 price review.

Economic aspects
of the common agricultural policy

Agri-monetary measures

2.1.125. On29 May the Commission laid
before the Council and Parliament a report
on the operation, in 1984, of the aid mech-
anism introduced by the twentieth VAT

t OJ C 281,,26.10.1982; Bull. EC 10-1982, point 2.1.62.2 oJ L 33,8.2.197e.r oJ L 93,30.3.1985; Bull. EC 3-1985, poim2.t.7tt et seq4 oJ L st,z3.2.Dn.5 oJ L 166,23.6.1978.6 oJ L 144,29.s.1986.z Bull. EC 4-1985, points 1.4.1 et seq. and2.1..106 et seq.8 oJ L 139,24.s.1986.e oJ L 133, 21.5.1986.
ro oJ L 119,'8.s.r986.
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Directive of 15 July 1985 to compensate
German farmers for the dismantlement of
the monetary compensatory amounts for
certain agricultural products (-+ point
2.1.63).

Market organizations

Sugar

2.1.126. Late adoption by the Council of
the new production quota arrangements in
the sugar sector I meant that Member States
could not meet the 1 March 1985 deadline
for using the 'strategic reserve' with a view
to altering, where applicable, the undertak-
ings' quotas for 1986/87. Accordingly, on 29
May the Commission adopted a Regulation
laying down transitional measures on the
transfer of quotas in the sugar sector, which
postpones the deadline until 1 July 1985.2

Milk and milk products

2.1.127. On 21, May the Commission
transmitted to the Council a proposalS to
amend the Regulation of 9 November 1.982
on the sale of butter at reduced prices to
persons receiving social assistance,4
increasing the aid from 80 to 178 ECU/100
kg of butter and extending entitlement to
the most poverty-stricken of the unem-
ployed and of pensioners.

2.1.128. The Commission also adopted a
special temporary measure designed to
facilitate the purchase of butter and skim-
med-milk powder from public storage for
use in foodstuffs, in particular those for
infants, s thus meeting the needs of the milk
products industry, which in certain parts of
the Community is unable to use fresh milk
as a result of the Chernobyl incident
(--+ point 1.1.1 et seq.).

2.1.129. On 1.4 May the Commission
decided, as in previous years, to grant pri-
vate storage aid for certain cheeses (emmen-
taler, Gruydre, Kefalotyri and Kasseri),
since seasonal storage had proved effective
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in restoring a better balance on the markets
concerned.5

Wine

2.1.130. On 6 May the Council
amended,, T on a proposal from the Com-
mission,8 the Regulation of 5 February
1979 laying down general rules for the
description and presentation of wines and
grape mustse and the Regulation of 18

November 1985 laying down like rules for
sparkling wines and aerated sparkling
wines.lu On the same date it laid down rules
for the description of special wines (i.e.
liqueur and semi-sparkling wines).11

In these three regulations the Council was
responding to the Commission's concern to
give the consumer precise information by
making it obligatory from I May 1988 to
indicate actual alcoholic strength by volume
on wine labels.

Beef/veal

2.1.131. The Council adopted two Regu-
lations opening, allocating and providing
for the administration o[ Community tariff
quotas [or:

(i) 38 000 head of heifers and cows, other
than those intended for slaughter, of certain
mountain breeds, falling within subheading
ex 01.02 A II of the Common Customs
Tariff (-+ point 2.1.49);

(ii) 5 000 head o[ bulls, cows and hei[ers,
other than those intended for slaughter, o[
certain Alpine breeds, falling within sub-

' OJ L 87,2.4.1986; Bull. EC 3-1986, point 2.1.121.2 oJ L 145,30.5.1985.3 CoM(8d)218 final.4 oJ L 314, l0.l t.1982; Bull. EC 1l-1982, point 2.1.82.5 oJ L 130, 15.5.1986.6 oJ L 129, 15.s.1986.7 oJ L 144,29.s.1996.8 OJ C 120, 5.5.1983; Bull. EC 3-1983, point 2.1.105; OJ
C 182,9.7.198a; Bull. EC 6-1984,2.1.91.e oJ L 54,5.3.1979.
r0 OJ L 320,29.11.1985; Bull. EC l1-1985, point 2.1.133.rr Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.1.88.
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heading ex 01.02 A II of the Common Cus-
toms Tariff (+ point 2.1,.49).

Accordingly, the Commission adopted a

Regulation on 7 May setting buying-in
prices payable from 12 May, to apply to
forequarters only. 1

2.1.132. On26 May the Council opened a

special import quota for 5 000 tonnes of
high-quality fresh, chilled or frozen beef/
veal (-, point 2.1.50).

2.1.133. The application of the Com-
munity scale for determining buying-in
prices has now entered its final transitional
phase, with the result that buying in will
henceforth be activated or suspended on a

Community-wide basis instead of nation-
ally.

Sheepmeat

2.1.133a. On 15 May the Commission
adopted a Regulation on the determination
of prices of flresh or chilled lamb carcases
o., representative Community markets. 2

This Regulation, which replaces the one at
present in force (Regulation (EEC) No
2657/80 of 17 October 1980)3 with effect
from 2 June, aligns the national methods
for recording prices, in particular as regards
the coefficient for converting the live weight
into deadweight. The prices recorded may
in some cases be restricted to carcases
within a certain weight range and a certain
degree of fat cover.

In addition, the Regulation further specifies
the marketing pcriod for certified animals
for the purpose of recording prices in the
United Kingdom.

Structures

Extension of less-favoured
farming areas in Germany

2.1.134. The Councilapproved, subject to
Parliament's opinion, the extension lby 2.2
million hectares) of Germany's less-favour-
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ed farming areas within the meaning of
Directive TSDeeEpC of 28 April 1975.4
The list of the areas concerned was
amended in line with the proposal put for-
ward by the Commissions and will now
account for 51% of the country's total agri-
cultural area. Member States are authorized
to grant direct income subsidies (compensa-
tory allowances) to farmers in these areas,
25% of the relevant amounts being charge-
able to the EAGGF Guidance Section. Ger-
many felt that the authorization to grant
such subsidies was an essential corollary
of the political agreement on the 1986/87
prices. 6

Delimitation of less-favoured areas
in Portugal and Spain

2.1.135. The Council approved, subject to
Parliament's opinion, the lists of less-
favoured areas in Portugal and Spain which
had been put forward by the Commission. T

The said areas accou nt for 7 5o/o of the total
utilized agricultural area in the case of Por-
tugal and 62.4% (17 million hectares - of
which 80% are to be regarded as 'particu-
larly disadvantaged areas', thus qualifying
for a reimbursement from the EAGGF
Guidance Section of 50% of the compensa-
tory allowance) in the case of Spain. In
respect of certain other measures under
Resulation (EEC) No 797185 of 12 March
198J,8 the criterion chosen by the Com-
mission for singling out particularly disad-
vantaged areas (30% of the working popu-
lation to be engaged in agricuture) was
endorsed.

2.1.136. On 5 May the Council adopted
three Regulations introducing specific
measures to encourage agriculture as a

whole in parts of the Community suffering

I oJ I- t2o, 8.5.1986.2 oJ L 130, 15.5.1986.
3 oJ I- 276,20.10.1980.
4 OJ L 128, 19.5.1975;OJL172,3.7.1975.
5 coM(86)282 final.
6 Bull. EC4-1986, point 1.4.1 et seq. and 2.1.106 et seq.
7 Portugal, COM(86) 280 final; Spain, COM(85) 284.
8 0J L 93, 30.3.1985: Bull. EC 3-1985, point 2.1.111 et
seq.
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from structural or infrastructural handi-
caps. I These measures come under the
terms of the Regulation of 12 March 1985
(No 797185) on improving the efficiency of
agricultural structures. z

(i) The aim of the first measure is to
improve the rearing of beef cattle in certain
less-favoured areas of France. It applies to
areas in the Massif Central and comprises
joint land-development measures (such as
drainage and consolidation), the use of
shared equipment for cattle rearing, genetic
selection of beef bulls, improvement of
woodland belonging to agricultural hold-
ings, improvement of rural infrastructure
and measures to promote these objectives.

(ii) The second measure is designed to
encourage agriculture in mountain areas in
the north of Italy excluded from the Regu-
lation of 23 July 1985 concerning the inte-
grated Mediterranean programmes.3 The
schemes envisaged relate to improving the
rural infrastructure, forestry improvements,
land consolidation, the prevention of soil
erosion and the encouragement of rural
tourism.

(iii) The third is a measure to encourage
agriculture in the Scottish islands other than
the Outer Hebrides and concentrates on
eliminating or reducing handicaps due to
the small size of holdings, soil and climatic
conditions, land tenure systems and ardu-
ous living conditions.

Legislation

Plant health

2.1.137. The Council approved the pro-
posal for a Directive a amending the Direc-
tive of 21 December 1978 (79/ll7/EEC)s
prohibiting the marketing of ethylene oxide.
Since the prohibition is subject to certain
national exemptions, the substances may in
some cases continue to be used until 31
December 1989.

2.1,138. On the basis of a package pro-
posal put forward by the President, the
Couiicil also reached agreement on two pro-
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posals for Directives setting maximum
levels for pesticide residues in and on cereals
intended for human consumption and food-
stuffs of animal origin.6 The two Direc-
tives, which lay down a series of maximum
Ievels for pesticide residues to be complied
with Community-wide, represent a major
extension of the arrangements introduced
in this area under the Directive concerning
maximum pesticide residue levels for fruit
and vegetables, which has been in force
since 1976.7 A large number of food prod-
ucts will henceforth come under these Com-
munity plant-health standards, and this
marks a major step forward at Community
level as regards protection of human health
and freedom of trade in the products con-
cerned.

2.1.139. On 7 May the Commission pre-
sented to the Council a proposal for a Direc-
tives which provides for-the inclusion of
three substances in the list set out in the
Annex to the 1978 Directive (79/117/EEC)
prohibiting the placing on rhe market and
use of plant-protection products containing
certain active substances.5 The products
concerned are nitrofen, 1,2-dibromoethane
and 1,2-dichloroethane.

Competition

2.1.140. Under the terms of Articles 92
to 94 of the EEC Treaty the Commission
decided to make no comment on the intro-
duction of the following proposed schemes,
which had been duly notified.

Germany

Palatinate: Production and consumption
subsidy for legumes.

I oJ L 128,14.5.1986; oJ C 358,31.12.1985; Bull. EC 1-
1985, point 2.1.lM.2 oJ L 93, 30.3.1985; Bull. EC 3-1985, point 2.1.fi,t et

OJ L 197,27.7.1985;Bull. EC 7/8-lg85,poinr 2.1.106.
Bull. EC 11-1982, point 2.1.105.
oJ L 33, 8.2.1979.
OJ C 56,6.3.1980; Bull. EC l-1980, poinr 2.1.48.
oJ L 340, 9.'.12.1976.
COM(86)237 final.
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Hessen: Financial aid for marginal holdings.

Denmark

The budget for the fund for cattle, milk and
sheep.

Italy

Sicily: Bill on measures concerning loans to
farms (Act No 1000 of 27 June 1985).

Application of Sugarbeet Act (No 700 of
19 December 1983) in respect of facilities
belonging to a holding in northern Italy.

2.1.141. The Commission decided to
initiate the Article 93(2) procedure in
respect of the following aids:

France

Investment aid (lndustrial Modernization
Fund loan) for the modernization of a
wheat-starch production plan;

Italy

Aid scheme for sugar merchants in respect
of their stocks at end October 1984 (operat-
ing aid which is incompatible with the com-
mon market).

2.1.142. The Commission decided to ter-
minate the Article 93(2) procedure in respect
of the following aids:

Germany

Hessen: Aid scheme designed to encourage
the use of pastures and safeguard employ-
ment'in small and medium agricultural
holdings,l since the conditions for granting
the aid are in keeping with the requirements
laid down in the case of environmental pro-

, tection schemes.

Italy

Sicily: Aid for agricultural holdings dam-
,n.d bv the severe weather in 1984 and
tIgS, and flor cereal and poultry producers.2
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The Italian authorities have confirmed that
the aid is based on the damage suffered by
the recipients'holdings as a result of the bad
weather.

Aid scheme for sugar producers in Italy, the
aid concerned being linked to investment.

European Agricultural Guidance
and Guarantee Fund

Guarantee Section

2.1.143. Pursuant to the Council Regu-
lation of 5 May 19863 amending the Regu-
lation of 2 August 1978 (No 1883/78) laying
down general rules for the financing of
interventions by the EAGGF Guarantee Sec-
tion,4 the Commission adopted a Regu-
lation 5 on the application of certain general
rules for the financing of interventions by
the EAGGF Guarantee Section, amending
its Regulation of 7 March 1977 (No 467/
77).6

The new Regulation reduces the standard
rate of interest from 8 to 7o/o and the stan-
dard amounts used to calculate the cost
of storage in intervention by 25%. This is
intended to ensure continuity in the
implementation of the budget and will save
300 million ECU in each of the budget years
for which it is to operate (1986, L987 and
1988).

2.1.144. The Commission adopted a
Regulation 7 fixing the prices to be used for
calculating the value of agricultural prod-
ucts in intervention storage in Spain and
Portugal at I March 1985 in the accounts
referred to in Article 4 of the Regulation of
2 August 1978 (No 1883/78).4 The purpose
of the Regulation is to determine the prices
to be used for calculating the value of prod-

I Bull. EC 6-1985, point 2.1.136.
2 Bull. EC 9-1985, point 2.1.99.
3 OJ L 119, 8.5.1986; Bull. EC 4-1986, point 2.1.105.
4 oJ L 216, s.8.1978.
5 oJ L tso, 4.6.1986.
6 oJ L 62,9.i.19n.7 oJ L 14o,27.s.1986.
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ucts in intervention storage which are part
of 'normal stocks' within the meaning of
the Act of Accession; the financing of the
said stocks is therefore chargeable to the
EAGGF Guarantee Section.

2.1.145. On 21 Mry, pursuant to the
Council Regulation of 25 March 1985 (No
964/86) on the early down-valuing of
stocks,l the Commission adopted a Regu-
lation fixing the amount of and detailed
rules for the reduction in value of certain
intervention stocks of butter and beef.

The measure in question is also expected to
flacilitate the disposal of public stocks of
certain agricultural products.

2.1.146. On 22 May the Economic and
Social Committee delivered an opinion on
the effects of the common agricultural pol-
icy on the social situation o[ employed flarm
workers in the Community (--+ point
2.4.21).

Fisheries

Resources

lnternal aspects

2.1.147. On 23 May the Commission
transmitted to the Council a proposal 2 for
the amendment of the Regulation of 2
August 1985 laying down certain technical
measures for the conservation of fish stocks
in the Antarctic. s This proposal is aimed
at Community implementation of the rec-
ommendation by the Commission for the
Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living
Resources on reducing catches o[ Noto-
thenia rossii in the waters around South
Georgia. This recommendation is binding
upon all contracting parties to the Antarctic
Convention and thus on the Community.
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Community measures

Control tneasures

Accession-related measures

2.1.148. On 5 May the Council adopted,
in compliance with certain provisions <lf the
Act of Accession, two Regulations deter-
mining (i) the number o[ vessels flying the
Spanish flag authorized to fish for albacore
tuna in waters under the sovereignty or
lurisdiction o[ Portugal and (ii) the numbcr
of vessels flying the Portuguese flag authori-
zed to fish for albacore tuna in waters under
the sovereignty or jurisdiction o[ Spain. a

The Commission then adopted - on 15

May - certain additional control measures
relating to the fishing activities of Spanish
and Portuguese vessels fishing for albacore
tuna in Portuguese and Spanish watcrs
respectively. 5

Prohibition nteasures

2.1.149. On the basis of information sup-
plied by the national authorities on the
exhaustion of certain quotas the Conr-
mission prohibited:
(i) Danish vessels flrom fishing flor salmon
in ICES division IIId (Swedish rvaters) rvith
effect from 26 April;6
(ii) Dutch vessels flrom fishing for cod in
ICES subarcas VII (excluding division VIIa),
VIII, IX, X; CECAF 34.1.1 (EC zone), for
whiting in ICES subarea VII (cxcluding div-
ision VIIa) and for sole in ICES divisions
IIIa; IIIb, c, d (EC zone) and subarea VIII
with effect from 27 M^y;'
(iii) French vessels from fishing for redfish
in Faeroese waters with effect from 27
M^y.7

I OJ L 89,4.4.1986; Bul. EC 3-1986, pornt 2.1.11.5.2 coM(86)zi9 final.r OJ L 210,7.8.1985; Bull. F-C 7/8-1985, point 2.1.175.4 oJ L 129, 15.s.1986.5 oJ L l3o, 16.5.1986.6 oJ L 109,2(,.4.1986., oJ L 14o,27.s.1986.
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External aspects

Bilateral relations

Senegal

2.1.150. Since the negotiations with a view
to the renewal of the Protocol I to the Fish-
eries Agreement 2 for the period after 30
April 1985 r had not been completed by
that date, an Agreement in the form of an
exchange of letters concerning the extension
of the current arrangements for a period
of one month was initialled between the
Community and the Government of Senegal
on 30 April in order to prevent any interrup-
tion of fishing activities by Community ves-
sels between 1 and 31 May, pending the
outcome of the negotiations being held to
determine what arrangements should apply
thereafter.

Guinea-Bissau

2.1.151. On 6 May the Council decided, a

acting o_n a proposal from the Com-
mission,5 to conclude an Agreement in the
form of an exchange of letters extending
the Protocol to the Agreement between the
Community and the Government of the
Republic of Guinea-Bissau on fishing off the
coist of Guinea-Bissau 6 for three months
from 15 March 1985.

2.1.152. In addition, an Agreement
amending for the second time the Agree-
ment between the Community and Guined-
Bissau on fishing off the coast of Guinea-
Bissau 5 by vessels from the enlarged Com-
munity for three years from 16 June 1985
and the interim implementation of this
Agreement from that date was initialled in
Bissau on 22 May.

Madagascar

2.1.L53. The Fisheries Agreement between
the Community and Madagascar, which
was signed in Antananarivo on 28 Jan-
uary,7 entered into force on 21 May.8
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Argentina

2.L.154. An Argentine delegation headed
by Mr Luis Enrique Jaimes, Under-Sec-
retary for Fisheries, was received at the
Commission for exploratory talks on the
scope for cooperation on fisheries. The out-
come of this initial contact was a decision
to keep the dialogue on these matters open.

Markets and structures

Market organization

2.1.155. On 5 May, significant quantities
of frozen squid of the genus Loligo (other
than Loligo uulgaris and Loligo pealei) hav-
ing been imported at prices below the refer-
ence price, which threatened to cause seri-
ous disturbance on the Community market,
the Commission adopted a Regulation mak-
ing imports o[ such products originating in
Poland or the USSR sublect to observance
of the reflerence price.9 The Regulation is
applicable from 5 May to 31 August 1986.

Structures

2.1.156. On 26 May the Commission
approved a supplement to the multiannual
guidance programme in respect of aquacul-
ture for the period 1984-88 submitted by
FrancelO pursuant to Council Regulation
(EEC) No 2908/83 of 4 October 1983 on a
common measure for restructuring, moder-
nizing and developing the fishing industry
and for developing aquaculture.ll This con-
cerns the renewal of the mussel fleet in the
Poitou-Charentes region.

I oJ L 75,20.3.1986; Bull. EC 2-1985, point 2.1.138.
2 oJ L 351, 31.12.1985; Bull. EC 12-1985, point 2.1.197.3 Bull. EC 4-1985, point 2.1.144.4 oJ L 131,17.s.1986.
5 Bull. EC 4-1985, point 2.1.143.6 OJ L 84,30.3.1983; Bull. EC 3-1983, point 2.1.132.7 Bull. Ec t-1985, point 2.1.122.8 oJ L 137,24.s.1986.e oJ L 117,6.s.1996.
r0 oJ L 157, t5.6.1985; Bull. EC 4-1985, poinr 2.1.95.rr oJ L 290,22.10.1983; OJ L 36t,31.12.1985.
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2.1.157. The Commission decided to ter-
minate the Article 93(2) procedure in respect
of three measures forming part of a pro-
gramme of State aid for fisheries in Greece
for 1985,1 concerning:
(i) the scrapping of old fishing vessels
which do not quality for aid for the perma-
nent laying-up of fishing vessels under
Directive 83 / 5 I 5 /EEC; 2

(ii) the purchase of spat and fish food
during the first year, on construction of a
new aquaculture production unit;
(iii) a 25o/o increase in the level of invest-
ment aids for certain recipients and in cer-
tain regions, subject to the requirement that
the recipient must meet at least 25o/" of the
cost of the project.

2.1.158. On 15 May Parliament adopted a
resolution on structural policy in the fisher-
ies sector and future prospects (-+ point
2.4.t\.3

Transport

lnland transport

Railways

ECSC goods

2.1.159. On 29 May the Commission
reported to the Council on the outcome of
its negotiations with the Yugoslav authori-
ties on the conclusion of an agreement on
the establishment of through international
railway tariffs for the carriage of coal and
steel in transit through the territory of
Yugoslavia. a

Road transport

Social conditions

2.1.160. On 30 May the Commission
adopted an opinion to be sent to the French
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Government finding in favour of a draft
order on the application of certain pro-
visions of Council Regulation No 543/59 of
25 March 1.969 on the harmonization of
certain social legislation relating to trans-
port. J

Multimodal transport

2.1.161. In response to the opinions of
Parliament5 and the Economic and Social
Committee, T on 23 May the Commission
amended 8 its proposal for a Directive
amending the Council Directive of 17 Feb-
ruary 1975 9 on the establishment of com-
mon rules for certain types of combined
transport of goods between Member
States.lo

The amendments propose lifting the bans
on haulage services on certain days.

Sea transport

Ports

Harmonization of conditions
of competition

2.1.162. On 13 May the Commission
decided to amendt I its proposals of 7
December 1984 for two Directives and one
Regulation on the carriage of goods to or
from a Community seaport.l2

I Bull. EC 10-1985, point 2.1.130.2 oJ L 290,22.10.1983; Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.1.152;
Bull. EC l2-1985, poinr 2.1.205.3 oJ c 148, 16.6.1986.{ cotu(85) 295 final.5 OJ C 73, 17.3.1979 (consolidatcd version).6 oJ c 58,24.3.1986; Bull. EC 2-1985, point 2.1.150.7 Bull. EC l0-1985, point 2.5.55.t oJ C 144, 11.6.1986; CoM(86) 262final.e oJ L 48,22,2,197s.
r0 OJ C 139,7.6.1985; Bull. EC 5-1985, poinr 2.1.105.Ir Co.N{(85) 288 final.
12 oJ C 14, 16.1.1985; Bull. EC 12-1984, point 2.1.203.
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Energy

These latest proposals were made in
response to Parliament's 1 and the Econ-
omic and Social Committee's 2 requests for
amendments to limit the scope of the pro-
posals solely to goods imported from, or
exported to, a non-member country by sea.
They also define 'seaport' for the purpose
of these measures.

2.1.163. The Port rWorking Group set up
in 1974 met, with a Commission representa-
tive in the chair, in Marseilles on 15 May.
It noted the progress made on port statistics,
on implementation of the Commission
Directive of 25 June 1980 on the trans-
parency of financial relations between
Membir States and public undertakings,3
as amended by the Directive of. 24 JuJy
1985,4 and on implementation of the 7973
Marpol International Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution from Ships. The
Group decided to hold more regular meet-
ings with the Commission on a more official
footing.

2.1.164. At its May session the Economic
and Social Committee delivered a further
opinion (+ point 2.4.30) on the Com-
mission's communication (and related pro-
posals) entitled'Towards a common trans-
port policy - maritime transport', which
had been transmitted to the Councilin April
1985.5

Air transport

Accession-related measures

2.1.155. On27 May the Council adopted
a Directive 5 amending, on account of the
accession of Portugal, the Directive of 25

July 1983 concerning the authorization of
scheduled inter-regional air services for the
transport of passengers, mail and cargo
between Member States. 7
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Specific problems

Solid fuels

Community rules for State aids
to the coal industry

2.1.166. The Commission adopted on 27
May, before sending it to the Council for
consultation at the beginning of June, a
draft Decision on the application of new
Community rules for State aids to the coal
industry, s io which the Council has not yer
given its assenr.9 This provides that ihe
Member States must notify the Commission
of any details regarding financial aid to the
coal industry scheduled for the following
year. It is to be adopted at the same time
as the new rules for State aids.

Oil and gas

Refining and imports
of oil products

2.1.167. On 15 May the Commission sent
the Council, for its June meeting on energy,
a working paper on 'The Community oil
market, its oil-refining industry and exter-
nal trade in petroleum products'.10

This report is set against a completely dif-
ferent background from the one in March

t OJ C 68,24.3.1986; Bull. EC 2-1986,point2.1.149.2 Bull. EC 10-1985, point 2.5.54.
r OJ L 195,29.7.1980; Bull. EC 5-1980, point 2.1.34.. oJ L 229,28.8.1985; Bull. EC 7t8-1985, point 2.1.71.
5 Supplement 5/1985 - Bull. EC; OJ C 212,23.8.1985;
Bull. EC 4-1985, poinr 1.2.'1. et seq.6 oJ L 152,6.6.1986.7 oJ L 237,26.9.1983.
t Bull. EC 9-1985, point 1.4.1 et seq.; Bull. EC 11-1985,
point 2.1.173.e Bull. EC 3-1986, poinr 2.1.152.
ro coM(85) 263 final.
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Energy

1985.1 The sudden major drop in the price
of crude oil in the first quarter of tgg6
has made for a climate of uncertainty with
regard to the future level of demand.
Depending on whether the price of crude
settles at USD 1.5,20 or 25 a barrel, con-
sumption should rise above, hold steady at
or fall below 1985 levels, and surplus
reflining capacity in the Community will be,
respectively, 40, 65 or 95 million tonnes per
year towards 1.990. In these circumstances,
the European industry has made plans to
reduce capacities by some 40 million tonnes
a year by 7990.

Over the past two years eflforts to rational-
ize and restructure the refining industry
have continued in the Community. By the
end o[ 1985 the installed primary distillation
capacity in the twelve-member Community
amounted to 515 million tonnes per year
(mt/year), which represents a surplus of 50
mt/year or 9"/o over the level required to
obtain a rate of utilization of 80%, which
is considered to be the minimum in terms.
of technical and economic efficiency. The
surplus at the end of 1984, calculated on
the same basis, was 75 mt/year or 13% with
a nominal capacity of 655 mt/year. The
surplus is still well above the Community
average in some Member States, especially
in ltaly. The rate of utilization of the pri-
mary distillation capacity varied in 1985
around an average of 70oh, with more than
80% in Denmark, Germany and the United
Kingdom and less than 50% in Italy and
Portugal. The rate of utilization for conver-
sion plants - usually higher - averages
82%. Planned shutdowns, mainly in France
and Italy, while conforming to the rules
governing security of supply and profita-
bility, should reduce the primary distillation
capacity of the Twelve from 515 to 575 mt/
year.

Energy saving

2.1.168. On22 May the Commission sent
the Council, for its next meeting on energy,

a communication - accompanied by a
draflt resolution - on a European policy
on improving energy efficiency in industrial
firms in the Member States, z in which it
points out that the industrial sector
accounts for 32o/o (with 211 million tonnes
of oil equivalent) of total energy consump-
tion, or as much as 42oh if the 70 million
toe for non-energy uses (mainly raw
materials in the chemical industry) are
included. It also states that in this sector
there has been a greater reduction in con-
sumption per unit of output (24% between
1.975 and 1983) and identifies two main
causes for this phenomenon: first, structural
changes in the industry and the effects of the
economic crisis; and second, energy saving.
After estimating the potential energy saving
with proven technologies showing a good
return at 25"h o[ the specific consumption
of 1985 by the turn of the century (approxi-
mately 60 million toe/year), the Com-
mission defines severalguidelines for action
based in previous programmes already
implemented: closer attention to consump-
tion (with limited heat loss and heat recov-
ery) renewal of production apparatus (with
the introduction of microelectronic control
systems and new manufacturing processes),
the expansion of R&D and demonstration
programmes at both national and Com-
munity level, information and training for
industrial engineers and managers, continu-
ation and stimulation by Community and
national authorities of investment into the
rational use of energy in industry.

Alternative energy sources

2.1.169. The Economic and Social Com-
mittee delivered a favourable opinion on 21
May (-r point2.4.3l) on the draft Council
resolution on a Community approach to the
development of new and renewable energy
,our..i.3

I Bull. EC 3-1985, point 2.1.137.2 CoM(sr) 264 fnal.
3 OJ C 94,22.4.1986; Bull. EC 1-1985, point 2.1.130.
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2. External relations

New round of multilateral
trade negotiations

2.2.1. On 28 Mry the Commission
adopted for transmittal to the Council a
communication on the overall approach to
the new round of multilateral trade nego-
tiations in GATT.

The Commission feels that while the
Council's statement of 19 March last year2
must remain the basis of the Community's
position in the new round of negotiations,
that statement now needs to be clarified
and made more specific if the Community
wishes to continue to play an active part in
the preparations for the GATT ministerial
meeting to be held in Punta del Este, Uru-
guay, in September.3

The Commission is now framing the broad
lines of its approach to the negotiations,
what it expects from its GATT partners
and also the various topics to be discussed.
The Commission's proposals will be dis-
cussed at the Council meeting of Foreign
Ministers in June.

Approach to the negotiations

2.2.2. While reiterating that the aims o[
the new round are to strengthen and mod-
ernize GATT structures and disciplines,
make further progress with the dismantling
of trade barriers and make a start on the
liberalization of services, the Commission
notes the desiderata for its success. First,
the new round must show GATT to be a
vital and still relevant body; in addition, a
balance must be restored between the rights
and obligations of contracting parties and
the new round must be conducted as an
overall operation involving a single pack-
age; lastly, the coming negotiations must
not be overshadowed by new protectionist
measures.

Contribution to be made
by the Community's GATT partners

2.2.3. In so far as the developing countries
are concerned, the Commission con[irms its
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commitment to the principle of differen-
tiated and more favourable treatment. Bur
the most developed among these countries
should make concessions corresponding to
their degree of development and their level
of competitiveness.

2.2.4. Generally, the Commission con-
siders that there is a need to restore the
balance between rights and obligations. A
particular effort is hoped for from Japan:if the Community is to make new trade
concessions to Japan, Japan will have to
increase radically its propensity to import.
There should also be a general review of
the derogations enjoyed hitherto by certain
countries.

2.2.5. It is essential that the State-trading
countries make a tangible contribution to
the negotiations; so far their contribution
has been mainly a formal one.

Main topics to be discussed.

Established topics

2.2.6. Many o[ the topics included in
GATT's present work programme should
feature in the coming negotiations, notably
the safeguard clause, tariffs and non-tariff
measures. Negotiations on agriculture must
not be hived off flrom the main negotiations
and must cover all aspects of problems
affecting the sector.

New topics

2.2.7. The Commission is in favour of a

multilateral agreement aimed at the gradual
liberalization of markets for services,
especially through the removal of existing
protectionist barriers. Such an agreement
should take account of the special nature o[
the services sector compared with the trade
in goods sector, and also of the differences
between types of services.

t src(sr) 840.
2 Bull. EC 3-1985, point 2.2.12.
r Bull. EC 4-985, point 2.2.1.
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Commercial policy

Other topics have also been suggested for
inclusion on the agenda of the new round.
They include intellectual property, trade-
linked investment, restrictive commercial
practices, countertrade and so on. The
Community reserves its position on these
topics pending clarification from the Pre-
paratory Committee.

2.2.8. At its fuf", ,.rrion the Economic
and Social Committee adopted an own-
initiative opinion on the forthcoming round
of GATT negotiations (+ point 2.4.20).

Commercia! policy

tmplementing the common
commercial policy

Commercial policy instruments

Easing of restrictive measures

2.2.9. Under the Regulation of 14
November 1983 on import arrangements for

Table 6 - Trade protection measures

products originating in State-trading
countries, not liberalized at Community
level,l the Commission decided to open
quotas for the following:

Italy-H ungary : aluminous cementl 2

Italy-Romania: regenerated textile fibres
of viscose (discontinuous), not carded,
combed or otherwise prepared for spin-
ning;2

France-German Democratic Re,ublic:
household articles of porcelain;3

Italy-Polazd; synthetic organic dyestuf[; 3

Italy-Hungary: unwrought aluminium
ingots of an aluminium content of more
r.han 99.5o/o;a

Italy-Souiet U nion: unwrought aluminium
waste, alloyed, recast into ingots. a

Trade protection

2.2.10. The trade protection measures
taken in May are shown in Table 5.

I oJ L 346,8.12.1983.2 oJ c 10s,3.5.1986.3 oJ c t29,27.s.1996.4 oJ c 132,30.5.r986.

Commission

Anti-dumping proceedings

lnitiation of anti-dumping proceeding concerning imports of:

o synthetic textile fibres of polyesters originating in the Ger-
man Democratic Republic, Romania, Turkey or Yugoslavia
oJ c 15, 24.5.1986

Initiation of rcuieu of anti-dumping measures concerning
imports of:
o kraftliner paper and board originating in Austria, Canada,
Finland, Sweden, the Sovier Union or the United States

oJ c 109, 7.5.1986
(acceptance of undertakings: OJ L 64, 10.3.1983; OJ L 224,
21.8.1984)
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Commercial policy

Commission

Termination of anti-dumping proceeding concerning imports

o electronic typewriters originating in Taiwan

oJ L 140, 27.5.1986
(iniriation of proceeding: OJ C 338,31.12.1985)

Investigation proceedings

Termination of the inuestigation proceeding concerning
trend of imports:

. into Grecce of certain categories of glass originating
Turkey, Spain or Yugoslavia

oJ c 128, 27.5.1986
(initiarion of proceeding: OJ C 55, 14.3.1985)

Surveillance measures

Decision autborizing Spain to introduce intra-Commttnity sur'
ueillance of imports of:

o nroducts orieinatine in certain third countries which have
b..i prt into frJe circuiation in one of the Member States and
which may be the subiect of protective measures under Article
115 of the EEC Treaty
oJ L 155, 21.5.1985

the

2.2.11. On 30 May the Commission
adopted 1 for transmittal to the Council and
to Parliament its third annual report on
the Community's anti-dumping and anti-
subsidy activities.2 The report deals mainly
with activities carried out by the Com-
munity in 1984 on the basis of the relevant
Communitv orovisions 3 and GATT
codes, a but aldo contains-for purposes of
comparison-details of the number of
inveitisations and reviews initiated and ter-
minate"d in 1982 and 1983. European indus-
try is making increasing use of th-ese pro-
visions and codes to defend itself against
unfair trading practices.

Export credits

2.2.12. The negotiations concerning
revision of the commercial interest reference
rates system 5 in the framework of the
OECD' Arrangement on Guidelines for
Officially Su[ported Export Credits 6

resulted in agreement ad referendum on
interim changes valid until 15 October in
the rates for the major currencies. In par-
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ticular, the margin to be added to the base

rate for the ECU (the yield on medium-term
bonds on the Luxembourg stock
exchange)7 was lowered from 80 to 50 basis
points.

Sectoral commercial
poticy measures 8

Textile products

Agreements and arrangements
with non-member countries

2.2.13. On 2 Mav the Commission
adopted a Regulation 9 .on...ning Annexes

t coM(86) 308.
2 Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.2.2; Bull. EC 1-1985, point
2.2.7.3 oJ L 399,31.12.1979; oJ L 201, 30.7.1984.
4 oJ L 71, 17.3.1980.
5 Bull. EC 12-1985, point 2.3.8; Bull. EC 1-1985, point
2.2.6.6 Bull. Ec 10-1983, point 2.2.10.
7 Bull. EC 7/8-1985, point 2.3.4.
8 For steel products, see point 2.1.31.
e oJ r A7,31.5.1986.
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Relations with industrialized countries

III and XIII to the Regulation of 23
December 1982 on common rules for
imports of certain textile products originat-
ing in non-member countries. I This sets
out the allocation for 1986 of quantitative
limits by products and non-member country
and of the Community quantitative limits
specific to outward processing traffic by
Member State.

MFA countries

2.2.14. In accordance with the directives
given to the Commission by the Council
on 11 March concerning renewal of the
bilateral textile agreements,2 the Com-
munity and Colombia opened negotiations
on 12 May on future textile trade arrange-
ments. The Community proposed to the
Colombian delegation a simplified agree-
ment in the form of an exchange of letters.
The two sides agreed to resume talks early
in June.

2.2.15. On 31 May the Community and Sri
Lanka agreed to renew the present bilateral
textile trade agreement, which expires at
the end of the year, after two days of talks
leading to the initialling of a new agreemenr
to run for four years, with the possibility
of a further extension of one year. The new
agreement reflects the relevant provisions
of the Community's negotiating directives
and takes fully into account the status of Sri
Lanka as a new entrant and small supplier.

Mediterranean preferetfiial countries

2.2.15. As a result of the progress made in
the consultations held in April between rhe
Commission and a delegation representing
associations of Turkish exporters of cloth-
ing products,3 an administrative cooper-
ation arrangement was signed by the two
parties on 28 May. At the same time, the
safeguard measures imposed by the Com-
mission on 20 September last year4 were
lifted.

The arrangement, which enters into force
on 9 June and will run until the end of 1,978,
covers the following products: T-shirts, jer-
seys, trousers, blouses, shirts, socks, under-

(s

pants, bed linen, table linen, training suits
and outer garments. It supplements the
arrangement covering five other categories
of textile products which was signed in
December last year5 by the Commission
and the Turkish textile exporters' associ-
ations.

2.2.17. At its May session the Economic
and Social Committee delivered an own-
initiative opinion on the forthcoming round
of GATT negotiations which referred also
to the renewal of the Multifibre Arrange-
ment (--+ point 2.4.20).

Relations with
industrial ized countries

Tokyo Western Economic Summit

2.2.18. The Tokyo Economic Summit was
held on 5 and 6 May (-r points 1.3.7 et seq.
and 3.4.1 et seq.). The Community was
represented by Mr Ruud Lubbers, President
of the Council, and by Mr Jacques Delors,
President of the Commission. The Summit
issued an economic declaration, a statement
on the implications of the Chernobyl
nuclear accident, a statement on inter-
national terrorism and a declaration
entitled 'Looking forward to a better
future'.

2.2.19. Parliament adopted five resol-
utions on 14 May on the outcome of the
Summit, dealing inter alia with inter-
national monetary cooperation, the devel-
oping countries' debt and the fight against
terrorism (--+ point 2.4.11,).6

I o.l t- 374,31.12.1982; Bull. EC 12-1982, point 2.2.24.2 Bull. EC J-1986, point 2.2.1.3 Bull. EC 4-1996, point 2.2.6.

1 O.l t- 2l.2,21.9.1985; Bull. EC 9-1985, point 2.3.5.5 Bull. EC 12-1985, point 2.3.11.6 oJ c t4s, 16.6.1996.
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Relations with industrialized countries

United States I

Negotiations on the consequences
of enlargement

2.2.20. President Reagan signed a procla-
mation on 15 May providing for retaliatory
measures against the alleged effects of the
application of the Treaty of Accession on
US exports of certain agricultural products.

From 19 May the US authorities would be
imposing quantitative ceilings on imports
into the United States of certain Community
products in response to the provisions
applied in Portugal in respect of cereals and
oilseeds as a result of enlargement (15%
share reserved for Community exporters in
the case of cereals, monitoring of imports
of oilseeds). The products affected by the
initial US action against the provisions
applied in Portugal are chocolate, confec-
tionery, pear and apple juice, beer and white
wine of a value exceeding USD 4 per gallon.
The quotas were set at l20o/o of the quantit-
ies exported in 1985, except in the case of
white wine, for which the quota is 740o/o.

The United States also announced that it
was unbinding customs duties on other
products in response to the application in
Spain of Community variable levies on
imports of feed grain.

The US authorities stated that they would
withdraw their concessions under the
GATT only if compensation was not ob-
tained from the Community by 1July. Until
then, there should be no change in the pro-
tective measures governing imports into the
United States of the products in question
(ham, certain cheeses, carrots, olives,
endive, white wines other than those
covered by the [irst measure, brandy,
liqueurs, gin and hops).

2.2.21. Mr De Clercq, the Member of the
Commission with special responsibility for
external relations and trade policy, said that
the decision taken by the President of the
United States was getting the Community
'into a pointless escalation of trade meas-
ures which the Community has not pro-
voked'. He pointed out that the unilateral
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measures taken by the United States clearly
ran counter to GATT rules and that the
Community had no choice but to respond
with like measures.

2.2.22. In accordance with the conclusions
reached by the Council on 21 April and on
the basis of the indicative list of products
with which it had supplied the Council on
that date,2 the Commiision sent a proposal
to the Council on 26 May to the effect
that measures equivalent in effect to those
decided on by the United States should be
adopted.3 '

These comprise ex post surveillance of
imports of meat and edible offal, honey,
foliage for bouquets, dried fruit, sunflower
seed, unrendered fats of bovine cattle, fruit
juice, maize, beer and wine. At the same
time, the Commission proposed further
measures to be applied if the US measures
should have an adverse effect on Com-
munity exports.

Canada

2.2.23. The sixth meeting of the Joint
Cooperation Committee was held in Van-
couver, British Columbia, on 10 May under
the co-chairmanship of Mr De Clercq and
Canada's Secretary of State for External
Affairs, Mr Joe Clark.4 The meeting was
preceded by consultations between senior
officials in Ottawa on 7 May, at which a
number of bilateral trade issues were dis-
cussed. These included fisheries, agricul-
tural policy, the Canadian countervailing
duty action against beef from the Com-
munity, US-Canada trade negotiations,
Canadian provincial liquor board practices,
the Community's policy regarding seals and
Canada's draft legislation on pharmaceuti-
cal products.

The meeting of the Joint Cooperation Com-
mittee, which was attended by representa-

I For relations with thc Unitcd States on stcel, see point
2.1.30.z Bull. EC 4-1986, points 2.2.9 and 2.2.10.3 coM(86) 313 frnal.4 Fifth meeting: Bull. EC 1-1983, point 2.2.15.



Relations with industrialized countries

tives from the Member States and Parlia-
ment, examined the current state of
relations between the Community and Can-
ada. It discussed in particular the present
problems regarding fiiheries and exports of
beef as well as the more general problem
of subsidization in agriculture, the latter
against the background of the Tokyo Sum-
mit (--+ point 1.3.1 et seq. and 3.4.1 et seq.).
The meeting also addressed the matter of
the free trade arrangement which Canada
would like to conclude with the United
States, its growing interest in the Pacific
rim countries and the new round of GATT
negotiations.

Lastly, the two sides agreed to mike an
assessment by the end of 1986 of the ten
vears of cooDeration under the 1'976 Frame-
work Agreeme.nt f.rr commercial and econ-
omlc cooperatlon. I

2.2.24. On 9 May Mr De Clercq had rep-
resented the Commtrnity at the Schuman
Day celebration at EXPO 85 in Vancouver,
where, besides the Community, six Member
States were represented separately.

Japan

2.2.25. At the lWestern Economic Summit
in Tokyo (-+ points 1,.3.1 et seq. and 3.4.1
et seq.), Mr Delors held talks with Mr Yasu-
hiro 

-Nakasone, 
Prime Minister of Japan,

on the international economic situation.
During these talks it was confirmed that a

'monitoring committee', made up of per-
sonal reoreientatives of Mr Delors and Mr
Nakasone, was to be set up for the purpose
of assessing the state of relations between
the Community and Japan and making rec-
ommendations for improving them' This
'monitoring committeet had been proposed
by Mr Delors during the official visit which
hL paid to Japan inlanuary.2

Mr De Clercq met Japan's Foreign Minister,
Mr Shintaro Abe, the Minister of Intcr-
national Trade and IndustrY, Mr Michio
rWatanabe, the Minister of Finance, Mr
Noboru Takeshita, the Minister for Econ-
omic Planning, Mr $Tataru Hiraizumi, the
Governor of the Bank of Japan, Mr Satoshi
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Sumita, and the Chairman and members <tf

the Keidanren (Japan's business federation).
The full range of bilateral issues rvas raiscd
during these talks.

New Zealand

2.2.26. The Prime Minister of Nov Zca-
land, Mr David Lauge, visited thc Com-
mission on 30 May. He had talks rvith Mr
Delors, Prcsident of the C<lmmissiotr, Mr
Frans Andricsscn, the Vicc-Presidcnt rvith
special responsibility for agrictrltrrre, Lord
Cockfield, the Vice-Presidertt rvith special
responsibility for intentel markct and ctts-
toms union matters, Mr Stanley Clinton
Davis, the Member rvith special responsi-
bility for the environment, artd Mr Ant<ini<r
Cardoso e Cunha, the Memher rvith special
responsibility for fisherics.

The state of bilateral relatiotrs, agrictrlttrral
problems (especially those coucerning nrilk
products) and the respective international
roles of New Zealancl and the Community
in the Pacific region and the [orthcorning
GATT negotiations wcrc discussccl.

European Free Tradc Association

2.2.27. On 21 May senior officials of the
Commission and the EFTA ctltttrtries met
to take stock of progress made and to givc
further impetus to the work being donc at
expert level on the implemclltatiolt of the

Joint Declaration issued by thc ministerial
meeting betweeu the Comnrtrnity and thc
EFTA countries in Luxembotrrg in April
t984.3

The officials agreed orr a nttmber o[ precisc
measures and guidelines coltcerning trade
barriers (single administrative docttmettt,
rules of origin, technicel barriers to tracle,
standardization and transmissi<lu oI ctts-
toms documentation).

They rvelconred the increasing cooperatiol'l
in the field of research and developmerlt, as

I Tenth Gencral Report, point 451.
2 Bull. EC 1-1986, point 2.2.10.
3 Bull. EC 4-1984, point 1.2.1 et scq.
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Relations with other countries and regions

a result of the negotiation of agreements
with all the EFTA countries except Iceland.
Further instructions were given to the
experts concerning public procurement,
quintitative restrictions on exports and
anti-dumping.

An extensive exchange of views took place
concerning the lWhite Paper on completing
the internal market. I The EFTA countries
and the Commission agreed to identify sep-
arately those areas of the \White Paper which
they considered should form the subiect of
further joint action.

Lastly, the officials prepared the forth-
coming ministerial meeting between minis-
ters of the Member States of the Community
and the EFTA countries.

Relations with other countries
and regions

Med iterranean cou ntries 2

Consultations between the World Bank,
the European Investment Bank
and the Commission

2.2.28. Preliminary high-level consul-
tations on the-Mediterranean region were
held on ZZ and 23 May between the Com-
mission, the European Investment Bank and
the World Bank.

Mr Claude Cheysson, Member of the Com-
mission with special responsibility for
Mediterranean policy, chaired the opening
session. The World Bank delegation was led
by Mr Ernest Stern, Senior Vice-President,
Operations, and included Mr Willi
Wapenhans, Regional Vice-President,
Eurbpa, Middle East and North Africa. The
EIB delegation was led by Mr Alain Prate,
Vice-Preiident of the Bank, and included
Mr Dieter Hartwich, Secretary-General.

The consultations permitted an exchange
of views on the economic situation, the
prospects for the future and the cooperation
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policies of the World Bank and the Com-
munity in the Mediterranean.

Malta

2.2.29. The fourth ministerial-level meet-
ing of the EEC-Malta Association Council
was held in Brussels on 13 May under the
chairmanship of Mr van Eekelen, State Sec-
retary in the Netherlands Foreign Minis-
try.3 The Maltese delegation was led by
the Prime Minister, Dr Karmenu Mifsud
Bonnici, and the Commission was rep-
resented by Mr Cheysson. The session had
been prepared by a meeting of the EEC-
Malta Association Committee in Valletta
on 2 May.

The main item on the agenda was an exam-
ination of relations between the Com-
munity and Malta. Dr Bonnici took the
opportunity to raise various financial mat-
ters as well as trade and cooperation issues,
but also stressed the political nature of EEC-
Malta relations.

On the question of financial assistance, he
expressed the hope that the proiects pre-
sented by the Maltese Government under
the second financial protocola would be
speedily executed. With regard to trade _he
repeated a number of requests, in particular
foi further concessions on agriculture, that
had previously been raised on 7 March in
the first round of negotiations for a sup-
plementary protocol. The supplementary
brotocol would serve to renew trade
lrrrng.-.rrt, and take account of the
accession of Spain and Portugal.

Turning to cooperation, Dr Bonnici sug--

gested ihat Title V of the 1975 Protocol,s
under which the 1972 Agreement had been
adapted to take account of the Com-
munity's enlargement, should be reacti-
vated. Accordingly he proposed that a task

I Bull. EC 5-1985, point 1.3.1 et se4.
2 For financial and tcchnical coopcration with thc Mcdr-
tcrrancan countrics, scc point 2.2.47.
r Third mccting: Bull. EC 6-1981, point 2.2.51.
o OJ L 351,28.12.1985; Bull. EC l2-1985, point 2.3.27.
5 Tcnrh Gcneral Rcport, point 508.
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Relations with other countries and regions

force be set up, composed of representatives
from the Community and Malta, to study
problems arising in this sphere.

In the second part of his address, the Prime
Minister focused on the political .aspect of
EEC-Malta relations. He asked that the
Community recognize Malta's special status
as a neutral and non-aligned country and
engage in a dialogue with Malta on political
questions as well as on trade and commer-
cial matters. In this connection he proposed
the incorporation in the supplementary pro-
tocol now being negotiated of a new title
which would enable consultations to take
place on political matters within the frame-
work of the Association.

The Chairman, Mr van Eekelen, reviewed
the financial and trade links between the
Community and Malta. As regards the
financial side, he emphasized the import-
ance of the financial protocol for the devel-
opment of bilateral cooperation. As regards
the speciflic requests for trade concessions
put forward by the Maltese Prime Minister,
most of these could be considered in the
context of the current trade negotiations.
However, for matters concerning rules of
origin, the Community was prepared to
examine detailed requests presented by
Malta.
Mr Cheysson expressed the Commission's
interest in revitalizing the cooperation
aspect of the Agreement. The idea of a
task florce was useful and worth pursuing,
especially if it could be instrumental in pro-
moting investment and industrial diversifi-
cation in Malta. The financial protocol
should enable Malta to benefit from train-
ing and technical cooperation projects
which could be important factors in attract-
ing new investment from the Community
to Malta.
Finally, on Dr Bonnici's proposals regard-
ing political cooperation, Mr van Eekelen
stated that discussions with ministers in the
Member States would be necessary before
a reply could be given.

Yugoslavia

2.2.30. The EEC-Yugoslavia Cooperation
Council met on 15 May at the request of
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the Yugoslav Government to discuss the
Community's suspension of food imports
following the accident at Chernobyl
(+ point 1.1.1. et se4.). The Yugoslav del-
egation protested at these measures, which
it considered unwarranted; the Community
side stated that the decision had been
necessary in order to protect public health.
The Council expressed the hope that the
measures could be swiftly re-examined.

2.2.31. Pursuant to Decision 1/85 of the
EEC-Yugoslavia Cooperation Council I on
the implementation of the cooperation pro-
vided for under Title I o[ the Agreement,2
a seminar was held in Osifek on 28 and 29
May on the diversification of Yugoslav agri-
food exports.

Israel

2.2.32. Mr Karl-Heinz Narjes, Vice-Presi-
dent of the Commission with special
responsibility for industrial affairs, research
and technology, visited Israel from 4 to
6 May as an official guest of the Israeli
Government.

Cooperation between Israel and the Com-
munity is based on the 1975 trade and coop-
eration Agreement r and the 1978
Additional Protocol. a

Industrial and scientific cooperation under
the Agreement was the central theme of the
constructive talks which Mr Narjes held
with various Israeli ministers including Mr
Moshe Arens, Mr Gideon Patt, Mr Ariel
Sharon and Mr Gad Y'Acobi.

In the trade sphere Mr Narjes sought to
explain the difficulties currently facing cer-
tain exports as a result of measures intro-
duced as part of Israel's import policy in
respect of industrial products. He urged that
these matters should be examined under the
Cooperation Agreement.

I Bull. EC 5-1985, point 2.3.25.
2 OJ L 41, 14.2.1983; Scvcnrccnrh Gcncral Rcporr, points
686 and 687.
I Nrnth Gcncral Rcp<lrt, point 461.
a Twclfth Gencral Rcport, point 509.
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Mr Narjes expressed satisfaction at the pro-
gress achieved in scientific cooperation in
recent years, particularly in fields such as
agriculture, medicine, biotechnology and
environmental protection.

In this context, an agreement was signed
on the implementation of a cooperation
programme comprising eight new research
projects in the fields of water resource man-
agement, laser application in fighting cor-
rosion and neurobiology.

Asia 1

Visit to the Commission
by the Executive Secretary
of the Economic Commission
for Western Asia

2.2.33. The Economic Commission for'Western Asia (ECWA), one of the United
Nations regional commissions, has had
close cooperation links with the Com-
mission since 1981.

The visit to Brussels of the ECWA Executive
Secretary, Mr Nabulsi, on 20 May provided
an opportunity to review relations' and
identify areas with potential for closer
future collaboration, such as statistics and
cooperation on agriculture, food and
energy.

Sri. Lanka

2.2.34. The eighth session of the EEC-Sri
Lanka Joint Commission took place in
Brussels on 28 and 29 May.z

Discussions centred on the trend of bilateral
trade and economic cooperation as well as
on proposals for food aid and financial and
technical assistance.

Latin America 3

EEC-Latin America Dialogue

2.2.35. On 5 May Mr Cheysson, Member
of the Commission with special responsi-

bility for North-South relations, met the
Latin American ambassadors under the
arrangements for informal meetings
between the Commission and Grula (Group
o[ Latin American Ambassadors).

The pirrpose of the meeting was to discuss
various problems connected with economic
growth and development and the reduction
of the major international imbalances.

The discussions covered a range of topics,
notably future prospects for the dialogue
between the Commission and the countries
of the Cartagena Group, the opportunities
for Latin American countries under the new
GSP for the coming year, problems associ-
ated with implementation of the common
agricultural policy and various aspects of
the Tokyo Economic Summit (--+ points
1.3.1, et seq. and 3.4.7 et seq.).

2.2.36. On 15 May Parliament delivered
an opinion 4 on a proposal from the Com-
mission to the Council on the conclusion
of a Cooperation Agreement between the
Community and the countries party to the
General Treaty on Central American Econ-
omic Integration (Costa Rica, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua) and
Panama.

Parliament approved the Agreement, which
had been signed in Luxembourg on 12
November 1985, and expressed the hope
that it would enter into force and be
implemented as swiftly as possible; it was,
however, critical of the fact that the Council
had not sought to have politicalcooperation
included in the Agreement.5 It requested
that the Commission keep it regularly infor-
med of the implementation of the Agree-
ment.

I For financial and tcchnical coopcration with Asian
countrics, scc point 2.2.48.
2 Scventh scssion: Bull. EC 3-1985, point2.2.28.
3 For financial and tcchnical cooperation with Latin
Amcrica, scc point 2.2.48; tor rclations with Argcntina on
fishcrics, scc poinr 2.1.154.
4 oJ c 149, 16.6.1986.
5 Bull. EC 1 1-t985, points 1.2.1 et seq. and 2.3.22.
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State-trad i ng countries

Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance

2.2.37. The month of May witnessed a
ftrndamental change in relations between
the Eastern bloc countries, the Council for
Mutual Economic Assistance and the Com-
munity.

Mr Willy De Clercq, Member of the Com-
mission with special responsibility for exter-
nal relations and trade policy, received a

letter from Mr Vyacheslav Sychov, Sec-
retary of the CMEA, informing him of the
organization's readiness to establish official
relations with the Community and also that,
alongside the establishment of such
relations, various member countries o[ the
CMEA were in principle willing to set their
relations with the Community on a bilateral
basis.

This letter followed the proposal made by
Mr De Clercq when he wrote to Mr Sychov
on 31 January expressing the Community's
wish to normalize relations with the CMEA
and with its member countries. 1 Mr De
Clercq's letter had been addressed both to
the CMEA and to each of its European
member countries.

In the course of May the Commission
received replies from the Foreign Ministers
of Hungary, Poland, Bulgaria, Czechoslo-
vakia, the USSR and the German Demo-
cratic Republic to the letters which they had
themselves received from Mr De Clercq;
the Romanian Foreign Minister had already
replied in March. The Commission was
therefore now in possession oI replies from
all the recipients of Mr De Clercq's letters.
All indicated a desire to develop bilateral
relations with the Community.

On 29 May Mr De Clercq replied in turn
to the letters received from Hungary and
Romania. In his letter to the Hungarian
authorities, Mr De Clercq accepted their
suggestion of a meeting between himself
and an appropriate counterpart on the Hun-
garian side, at which bilateral relations
between the Community and Hungary
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would be discussed. In his letter to the
Romanian Foreign Minister, Mr De Clercq
announced that the Commission had agreed
to ask the Council for a mandate to nego-
tiate a cooperation agreement with
Romania and to accept an invitation to visit
Bucharest flor talks in this connection. The
agreement would incorporate the existing
agreements on trade in industrial products
and on the establishment of a Joint Com-
mittee and would extend them to include
trade in agricultural products and cooper-
ation in various sectors. This mandate was
approved by the Commission, for transmit-
tal to the Council, on 28 May.
Detailed discussions were held within the
Commission and with the Community
Member States on the appropriate response
to Mr Sychov and to the other CMEA mem-
ber countries.

China

2.2.38. On 23 May Mr Delors received Mr
'Wu Xrrequan, the Foreign Minister of the
People's Republic o[ China.

In the course of their talks they both expres-
sed satisfaction with the good political and
economic relations between the Community
and China. They confirmed the desire of
both sides to strengthen cooperation and to
develop trade.

The Chinese Foreign Minister expressed
strong optimism concerning the prospect of
a Commission Delegation being set up in
Peking.
On the same day Mr Wu also had talks
with Mr De Clercq, notably on a number
of international policy issues.

Development 2

North-South relations

Developing countries' debt problems

2.2.39. The Tokyo Western Economic
Summit ended on 5 May with the adoption

I Ilull. EC 2-1986, point 2.2.21.
2 For rcgional coopcration with Asian countrics, scc poirrt
2.2.33.
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of an economic declaration which focused
largely on aid for the developing countries,
wit-h particular reference to the debt prob-
lem (--+ points 1.3.2 and 3.4.1).

Cooperation
within international forums

Soecial session
of the UN General Assembly on Africa

2.2.40. The United Nations General
Assembly's special session on Africa was
held from 27 to 3l May. Following lengthy
negotiations, an action prclgramme 

_ 
for

Afiican recovery and development (1986-
90) was adopted. Besides the approval of
this very general text, the special session's
orincioal contribution was to concentrate

"tt.nrion 
at world level on the gravity of

the African crisis and the resolve of African
governments to undertake reform. It also
broueht the international community to a

...o[nitio, of the need to increase aid for
Aflriia and to take account of the scale of
the debt burden, even though no specific
commitment was given as regards measures
to be taken.

The special session will thus constittlte a
political and moral point of reference
*hi.h, it is hoped, wiil influence the real
negotiating in the appropriate forums (lDA
VIII,I IFAD's special African Pro-
gramme,2 Paris Club,3 etc').

A follow-up procedure will ensure that
these moraf undertakings are matched by
actual decisions which have yet to be taken
within the various forums.

It was notable that although the principal
donors did not make any gesture as a pledge
of their moral support' several countries
(Canada, the Netherlands and the Scandina-
vian countries) announced concrete meas-
ures in the form of aid or debt rescheduling.
Among the maior countries, only Japan and
France-, which planned to increase their
total 

'aid, 
would provide additional

resources in ..rpont. io the needs of the
plan. The Community position outlined
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initially by Mrs Schoo, the Netherlands
Minister of Cooperation, albeit highly cir-
cumscribed, nevertheless contained three
positive elements:

(i) readiness to provide USD 12 000
million for IDA VIII;
(ii) donor countries must endeavour not
io' become net recipients of financial
resources from countries committed to a

credible reform programme;

(iii) position not totally closed with regard
to the stabilization of raw material prices
and Stabex support.

The C<xrmission, represented bY Mr
Lorenzo Natali, Vice-President with special
resoonsibility for cooperatiot.l and develop-
ment, in his'first addiess tt> the Assembly,
expressed the Community's viewpoint. His
address highlighted the crttx of the African
problem.. Although the Commission did not
Dossess lts own means o[ action oll the two
key issu.s - debt and increasing a-id - it
wis able to point to the extremely close
correspoudence between the maior featur.es
o[ the-action programme adopted and the
Lom6 Convention which came into force
on 1 May (increased volume of aid, Breater
flexibility, identical priority obiectives,
etc.). The Commission also contributed
actively to the drawing up o[ the final
compromise on the action progremme.

Generalized system of preferences

Unctad Special Committee
on Preferences

2.2.41. The fourteenth session of the
Unctad Special Committee <ln Prefereuces
was held in Geneva ft<>m 26 to 30 MaY

I lntcrnational Dcvclopmcnt Associ.rtion, part of thc

WorLl Brnk g,roup.
2 lntcrnational Fund for Ag,ricultural Devclopmcnt, a UN

spccializcd agcncy.j S", ,p in 1956, thc l'aris Club is an informal group rh-at

cxamincs hilateral puhhc debt mattcrs' l'articipanrs arc thc

lMF, World Bank, Unctad, Europcan Commrrnity and thc

crcdrtor and dchtor countrics.
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under the chairmanship of the Bahrain
ambassador, Mr Karim E. Al Shakar.

The main item on the agenda was as usual
an examination of the implementation,
maintenance, improvement and use of the
generalized system of preferences.

The Community participated actively at all
levels of the proceedingi. In his srarement,
the Community spokesman explained the
conclusions of the Communityt mid-term
review of its GSP scheme, as well as rhe
criteria used in introducing a new step in
the policy of 'differentiation' in the illo-
cation of benefits for sensitive industrial
products.

The aim of the Community's policy con-
tinued to be to ensure a better- balance in
the utilization of its GSP scheme berween
different beneficiaries, within an overall
GSP offer which had been more than main-
tained in real rerms.

In parallel with the formal session of the
Special Commimee, the Community also
carried out a programme of informai bilat-
eral consultarions with the twelve benefici-
ary cou_ntries, which provided opportunities
to explain in detail numerous aspects of
its GSP scheme and the attendant rules of
origin,.as well as the constraints.preventing
major improvements in certain directions.

Commodities and
world agreements

Coffee

2.2.42. The Execurive Board and the
Council of the Inrernarional Coffee Orsan-
ization met in London from 28 April Io 2
Mry.l Although rhe current period of hieh
coffee prices had resulted in a suspensi6n
of export quoras, the background- to the
discussions was the need to determine allo-
cations at the Councilmeering in September
with a view ro implementing suih allo-
cations in the event of a deterioration in the
market.

At the requesr of the United Srates, two
decisions on the application of resolution
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329 (exports to non-member countries) and
resolution 335 (sanctions ro be applied in
the event of non-observance of thi prices
laid down in the Agreement for 

- 
such

exports) were finally adopted, despite the
Community's opposition, following three
successive votes. The Community, believing
that the quesrions raised by 

'these 
two

decisions could not be satisfactorily
resolved unless allocations were set at a
realistic level in September, had insisted on
expressing its disapproval at the untimely
acceleration of non-urgent procedures, an
action prompted purely by non-economic
motives of a major consumer country.

The producr countries, apart from one dis-
senting vote and one abstention, endorsed
the decisions, in spire of some doubrs as to
how they could be fairly implemented.

The next meeting of the Executive Board
was scheduled to be held in London from
30 June to 4 July.

Rubber

2.2.43. With the TgTg lnternational Natu-
ral Rubber Agreement due to expire on ZZ
October next year,2 the United Nations
conference that was convened to negotiate
the terms of a new international agrJement
resumed in Geneva from 5 to 23 Mav the
negotiations which it had begun in 198j and
had finally had to adjouri owing ro rhe
impossibility oI reaching a consensus on rhe
basic economic elements o[ a new asree-
ment (price level and range, role of biffer
stock, price revision mechinism). 3

The Commission representative made a
statement on behalf of the Community and
its Member States during the plenary ses-
sion on 7 May.l-le stressed the ireed for the
conclusion o[ an economically and financi-
ally viable agreement whose-revision pro-
cedures would permit close adherenci to
market realities.

I Prcvious mccting: Bull. F.C l-1985, point 2.2.29.2 Thirtccnth Gcncral rcport, point 513.r Brrll. EC 5-1985, point 2.2.44.
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This second session also ended inconclus-
ively, though some progess was achieved on
certain technical points, and certain pro-
visions relating to the administrative part
of the agreement were settled.

Tropical timber

2.2.44. Following the procedural pro-
posals aimed at resolving the previous fail-
ure to reach a decision on the headquarters
and appointment of an Executive Director
of the International Tropical Timber
Organization (linking the candidatures of
Indonesia, Japan and the Netherlands for
the headquarters with those of France
Cru.. ,ri Mriryri, i.. ,r* plritr r,..tr:
tive Director), the President of the Organiz-
ation's Council, Mr Olsson, the Swedish
Ambassador, convened two consultation
meetings for the members of the Organiza-
tlon. '

On 7 May he had to concede that his pro-
posals were far from achieving a consensus,
and postponed the Council meeting planned
for the end of May. With a view to setting a
new provisional date, further consultations
took place on 21 May; these will be resumed
on 9 July. It appeared that a solution could
only emerge as a result of multilateral con-
tacts, given the impossibility of holding a

Council meeting without the consent of the
key members, both producers and con-
sumers.

Although the outcome of the substantive
discussions was negative, they did shed use-
ful light on the various positions.

Campaign against hunger
in the world

Food aid

2.2.45. The Commission took decisions at
the end of April and the beginning of May
concerning the following emergency food
aid allocation: 100 tonnes of vegetable oil
for Saharan refugees via the ICRC; 1,6
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tonnes of 'rizine' to the NGO 'Trocaire'
for undernourished children in Kampuchea;
2740 tonnes of cereals and 770 tonnes of
milk powder for drought vicitms in the Ethi-
opian province of Vollo, via 'World Vision'
(a United Kingdom agency); 200 tonnes of
cereals and 100 tonnes of milk powder for
victims of Cyclone Onorinina in Mada-
gascar, via the NGO 'Association Aide au
Tiers Monde'; 5 000 tonnes of cereals for
displaced persons in the south of Sudan, via
Oxfam-UK.

Financial and technical
cooperation

ACP States

2.2.46. In May the Commission allocated
fifth EDF resources totalling 4 100 000
ECU, under the heading of projects, pro-
grammes and emergency aid operations
administered by it, to finance the following
operations (Table 7).

Southern and eastern
M ed iterra nea n co u ntri es

2.2.47. The Commission took the follow-
ing financing decisions involving resources
provided under the Cooperation Agree-
ments with the southern and eastern Medi-
terranean countries:

Tunisia: Inventory of soil resources and
desertification risk in southern Tunisia
(grant: 400 000 ECU); technical assistance
scheme for agricultural cooperative units
(grant: 1 800 000 ECU); proiect to improve
the management of public irrigated areas
(grant: 2 500 000 ECU).

Egypt: Scheme to improve the growing of
feedingstuffs (grant: 1 300 000 ECU).

I Ninctecnth Gcncral Rcport, point 918.
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Table 7 - Financing of fifth EDF operations

Latin American and Asian
developing countries

2.2.48. With the endorsement of the Com-
mittee of Aid to Non-associated Developing
Countries, the Commission took decisions
on 15 and 30 May to finance the following
from the appropriation under Article 930 of
the Community budget:

China: development of sugar beet culti-
vation in Gansu, autonomous project -total cost 2.45 million ECU, Community
contribution 1 million ECU;

El Saluador: University of El Salvador
rehabilitation programme, cofinancing with
Italy - total cost 5 million ECU, Com-
munity contribution 3.3 million ECU;

Guatemala, Honduras, El Saluador, Nicara-
gua, Costa Rica and Panama: regional pro-
gramme to reduce child mortality in Central
America, parallel cofinancing - total cost
USD 31 150 000, Community contribution
16 500 000 ECU;

Peru: slpport programme for arable and
livestock-farming microprojects, Puno,
autonomous project - total cost 19 million
ECU, Community contribution 15 million
ECU;

Indonesia: Lusi - Jratunseluna Basin irri-
gation project (Central Java), parallel co-
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financing with the World Bank - total cost
52.36 million ECU, Community contri-
bution 20.64 million ECU.

Cooperation via non-governmental
organizations

2.2.49. In the period I to 31 May a total
of tl.9 million ECU was committed by the
Commission for the cofinancing of 85 pro-
jects presented by 50 NGOs to be under-
taken in developing countries.

The Commission also contributed a total oI
1, 675 410 ECU to 32 campaigns to increase
Furopean public awareness of development
ISSUCS.

Visits

2.2.50. The President of Guinea-Bissau,
General Joio Bernardo Vieira, paid an
official visit to the Commission on 12 May.
He had already visited the Commission in
1980 as principal commissioner (prime min-
ister), but this was his first visit since
becoming president.

President Vieira was received by Mr Natali,
with whom he had detailed discussions on
Guinea-Bissau's development objectives

(milhon tCU)

Projcct Grents [-oans

lndustrializat ion

Equatorial Guinea

Emergency aid

Uganda

Fiii
Solomon Islands

Total

Extension of the Malabo electricity system

For thc victims of reccnt cvents and certain
discascs

Afrcrmath of Cyclonc Martin
Aftcrrnath of Cyclone Namu

2.700

0.500

0.400

0.500

4.100
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lnternational organizations and conferences

and priorities. He outlined. his c.ountry's
economic situation and the difficulties it is

currently facing, particularly its foreign
debt problem, which continues to cause
great concern. He pointed out that nego-
iiations were in progress with the IMF and
that Guinea-Bissau had already undertaken
a number of economic reforms, which had
already produced results.

President Vieira and Mr Natali in their dis-
cussions also ranged over the various politi-
cal problems facing Africa, especially south-
ern Africa.
A meeting also took place between Presi-
dent Vieira and Mr Antonio Cardoso e

Cunha, Member of the Commission with
special responsibility for fisheries. I

In parallel with these discussions, a meeting
took place between Mr Bartolomeu S. Per-
eira, Minister of Economic Coordination,
Planning and International Cooperation,
and senior Commission oflficials, with the
object of reviewing various aspects of coop-
eration between Guinea-Bissau and the
Community, including the third Lom6 Con-
vention, under which Guinea-Bissau is
entitled to 35 million ECU.

I nternational organizations
and conferences

United Nations
General Assembly

2.2.51. The special session of the United
Nations GenerilAssembly on Africa, which

was held from 27 to 31 May, adopted a

programme of action for African economic
recovery and development (1985-90)
(--+ point 2.2.40).

2.2.52. In accordance with a decision
taken by the General Assembly in December
1985, the Second Committe (Economic and
Financial), met from 5 to 9 May to examine
how international cooperation could be
promoted in interdependent spheres (mon-
etary, financial, trade etc.) and to deal with
a number of draft resolutions which had
been held in abeyance since December,
including texts on debt and commodities.
One o[ the texts on debt came from the
Community.

Faced with such an ambitious programme
for such a short period, the Second Commit-
tee had to defer examination of these drafts
until the forty-first session of the Assembly,
though it did hold intensive discussions on
the question of commodities, a sector in
which international cooperation is faced
with growing difficulties. It was also
decided to continue the examination of the
'interdependent spheres' at the second reg-

ular session of the Economic and Social
Council in July.

I Sec also points 2.1.151 and 2.1.152.
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3. Financing Community activities

Budgets

Genera! budget

Current financial situation

2.3.1. On 12 May, at the request of two
Member States, the Council resumed the
discussion it began on 2l Aprill on the
Community's budgetary 2 and financial3
situation. Greece tabled a memorandum on
strengthening the Commmunity's economic
and social cohesion, in which it expressed
the view that the 1..4o/o YAT ceiling, laid
down in the 1987 preliminary draft
budget,2 was not sufficient to implement
in 1987 the objectives for cohesion con-
tained in the Single Act.4 The Greek
Government also asked that its suggestion
for the preparation of a multiannual pro-
gramme to bring about economic and social
cohesion, in conjunction with the com-
pletion of the internal market, should be
discussed at the next European Council.

ECSC operating budget

2.3.2. On 13 May, having consulted the
Council, the Commission adopted (under
Articles 49 and 50 of the ECSC Treaty) a
recommendation on the establishment of
preferential treatment for debts in respect
of lev-ies on the production of coal and
steel. r This requires those Member States
which confer on tax debts due to the State
preferential treatment in respect of all or
part of the debtor's assets, to confer the
same treatment on debts arising from ECSC
levies; and it requires those Member States
in which tax debts enjoy general or special
preference of a different rank depending on
the tax involved, to confer on debts arising
from ECSC Ievies the same rank as rhar
conferred on debts in respect of VAT. The
preferential treatmenr is to apply to the
amount due in respect of the levy, plus any
surcharges for delay. Member States are to
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bring into force the laws, regulations and
administrative procedures necessary to
comply with the recommendation not later
that 1 January 1988.

Financial operations

ECSC

Loans raised

2.3.3. On 23 May the Commission made
a USD 100 million public issue for five years
at 7.72o/o, issued at 100 3/8%. This loan
replaces an earlier one which will be re-
deemed ahead of schedule in order to reduce
the financing cost of loans previously
granted.

The Commission made a number of private
placings in German marks flor the equiva-
lent o[ 43.14 million ECU.

Loans paid out

2.3.4. Acting under Articles 54 and 55 of
the ECSC Treaty, the Commission made
the following loans in May, totalling 83.40
million ECU.

lndustrial loans

2.3.5. An industrial loan (second para-
graph of Article 54) of 8.37 million ECU
was made to the Federal Republic of Ger-
many for a thermal power station.

I Bull. EC 4-1985, point 2.3.1.2 Bull. EC 4-1986, poinrs 2.3.3 ro 2.3.6 and 1.2.1 er seq.3 Bull. EC 4-1986, poinr 1.1.1 e, seq.a Supplcmcnt 2/86 - Bull. EC.5 oJ L 144,29.s.1986.
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Political cooperation

4. Political and institutiona! matters

Conuersion loans

2.3.6. A conversion loan (Article 55) total-
ling72 950 ECU was paid out as a supra-
regional loan for small and medium-sized
firms in France.

Subsidized housing

2.3.7. Loans for the building of subsidized
housing for steelworkers and coalminers
amounted to 2.08 million ECU.

Political cooperation

2.4.1. On72 May the Ministers of Foreign
Affairs meeting in Brussels issued a joint
press release on the Philippines.

'Following their loint communication to the press
of 25 February 1985 on the situation in the Philip-
pines, I the 12 Foreign Ministers of the Membtr
States of the European Communities once again
discussed current developments in the situation in
the Philippines. The Twelve welcomed the efforts
of rhe Philippine Government to promote the
social and economic development of the country
and agreed to consider the possibilities for aid and
economic cooperation at bilateral or Community
level.'

2.4.2. The Presidency issued the following
statement on Cambodia on 13 May:

'The Twelve have noted the statemenr made by the
Member States of Asean during their conference in
Bali on 28 April last in favour of the proposals
formulated by Prince Sihanouk on 17 March last.
The Twelve appreciate these developments, which
represent a positive contribution to the search for
a political solution to the Cambodian problem.

The Twelve express the hope that Vietnam will
reconsider its refusal to regard Prince Sihanouk's
proposals of 17 March as a viable basis for nego-
tiation.
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Euratom

I Bull. EC2-1986, point 2.4.3.
2 Mcasurcs adoptcd by thc Community in responsc to thc
Chcrnobyl accidcnt arc reportcd at poinr 1.1.1 et seq,

Loans raised

2.3.8. The Commission made a public
issue of FF 500 million at par for 12 years
with an interest rate of 7 5/8o/o.

The Twelve will continue to advocate a solution
in accordance with the resolutions adoptcd by the
United Nations and, in this spirit, they reaffirm
their support for Asean's efforts with regard to
Cambodia.'

2.4.3. On 15 May the Presidency issued a
warning to travellers following the Cherno-
byl nuclear accident:2

'Thc Twclve have exchanged information on
recent radiation levels following the Chernobyl
nuclear accident and draw the attention of travel-
lers to the following.

As far as the Soviet Union is concerned, the evi-
dence available indicates rhar large areas of rhe
Ukraine and Byelorrussia are srill affected by
increased radiation levels and would be better
avoided.

The evidence available shows that levels of radio-
activity in Poland, Romania, Hungary, Czechoslo-
vakia and Bulgaria, though less than in large parrs
of the Ukraine and Byelorussia, are higher than
the normal background radiation level.

Travellers to and citizens residcnr in the abovc-
mentioned regions should continue to avoid fresh
milk and free-range eggs. Surface-grown vegcrables
should preferably be avoided and in any case
should be washed and peeled. Fresh fruit should
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be peeled. Tapwater is safe; food tinned, frozen or
preserved before 25 April is safe.

The situation remains under consrant review.'

2.4.4. On 22 May the Presidency issued
the following statement by the Twelve on
the South African military action of 19 May:

'The Twelve strongly condemn the South African
military actions on 19 May against Botswana,
Zambia and Zimbabwe and threats, officially
expressed, to strike again. The attacks of 19 May
are a serious violation of the sovereignty of the
three countries. The Twelve deplore the loss of
human lives resulting from these actions.

The Twelve express their deepest concern about
the negative effects of these actions on the possi-
bilities for a peaceful solution of the grave prob-
lems of South Africa.

The Twelve once more reiterate their views on the
situation in southern Africa as set out in the ioint
communiqu6 with the frontline States, issued in
Lusaka on 4 February 1985.1 They urge the South
African Government to initiate the necessary pol-
itical dialogue with the genuine representatives of
those South Africans now excluded from the pre-
sent government structures with the aim of abol-
ishing the apartheid system.

To this end, the Twelve consider it essential that
the ban on the ANC, the PAC and other political
parties should be lifted and that all political pris-
oners in South Africa should be freed immediately.'

2.4.5. On 23 May the Presidency pub-
lished the following statement by the
Twelve on the Summit meeting held at
Esquipulas in Guatemala:

'The Twelve welcome the Esquipulas Summir
which confirms the wish of the Central American
countries to continue their dialogue and to further
their regional cooperation. They regard the Sum-
mit as an opportunity for the five countries of
Central America to consider together a range of
innovative ways of tackling the critical problems
facing the region today.

They note the proposals under consideration to
enhance economic and political cooperation
among the five and reiterate their conviction that
peace and stability throughout the region will be
decisive in developing such cooperation.

On various occasions the Twelve have stressed the
importance of the Contadora initiarives in further-
ing these obiectives. They confirm their vierv that
ai acta for peace and cooperation in Central Amer-
ica, representing a balanced and comprehensive
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settlement of the conflicts of Central America and
sublect to verification, would provide the frame-
work for the consolidation of democracy and the
growth of prosperity throughout the region.

The Twelve are convinced that the achievement of
these obiectives would play an essential part in
creating the climate of cooperation necessary for
a harmonious development of the countries of
Central America. They recall that these objectives
were central to the political dialogue begun in
San Jos6 

2 and continued in Luxembourg.3 Their
achievement is of great importance to the progress
of the cooperation between the Twelve and Cen-
tral America.

The Twelve believe that the moment has now
arrived to conclude the sustained efforts of all
involved by reaching final agreement on the acta
for peace and cooperation in Central America.
They therefore urgently appeal to the five to con-
clude their negotiations, to sign an acta as pro-
posed by the Contadora Group and ensure its full
implementation.'

European policy and relations
between the institutions

European policy

Ratification
of the Single European Act

2.4.6. On 29 May the Danish Parliament
(Folketing) authorized the ratification of the
Single European Act.4

I Bull. EC 2-1986, poinr 2.4.1.2 Bull. EC 9-1984, Point 1.3.1 e, seq.
r Bull. EC 1 l-1985, poim 1.2.l et seq.a Supplemcnt 2/86 - Bull. EC.
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Parliament

I nstitutions and organs
of the Communities

Parliament 1

Strasbourg: 12 to l6 May

2.4.7. The shadow of the Chernobyl disas-
ter (+ point 1.1.1 et seq.) hung over Parlia-
ment's May part-session. The nuclear acci-
dent was frequently cited in the debate on
the disaster itself, in the debate on the fight
against cancer (+ point 2.1.98) and in the
one on European security. Politically signifi-
cant debates such as those on the results of
the Tokyo Summit and on budgetary issues
were thrust somewhat into the background.

A further highlight was the address by HM
the King of Spain, Juan Carlos, who, during
a special sitting, made an eloquent appeal
in favour of European Union.

No to a European strategic
defence project

2.4.8. Parliament's Subcommittee on
Security and Disarmament put an oral ques-
tion to the Foreign Ministers meeting in
political cooperation, hinting that it hoped
the Community would embark on'a Euro-
pean project for strategic defence'. At the
end of the debate the House had to vote on
eight resolutions, including one from the
Subcommittee which it did not adopt. In
the end it passed only one resolution, the
one moved by the Socialists, after making
substantial amendments.

2.4.9. The debate began with the reiection
of the request by Mrs Winifred Ewing
(EDAIUK), supported by the Irish mem-
bers, not to discuss matters of security, as

they did not fall within the Community's
jurisdiction. Mr Hans-Gert Poettering
(EPP/D), on behalf of the Security and Dis-
armament Subcommittee, then adressed Mr
rW.F. van Eekelen, Dutch State Secretary
with responsibility for European Affairs,
currently chairing political cooperation. Mr
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Poettering maintained that the issues of
European security fell legally within the
Community's purview, basing this-assertion
on the 1983 Stuttgart Declaration2 and the
Single European Act.3 Eschewing any con-
trived distinction between economic, politi-
cal and military aspects of security, he held
that if two or three Member States did not
wish to deal with this issue within political
cooperation, they must not prevent the
others from doing so and from making what
progress they could. He saw it as a paradox
that those same States, while denying
Europe a role of its own, were complaining
about the dominance of the two super-
powers and their attitude towards Europe.
In conclusion, he hoped that the future sec-
retariat of political cooperation would not
consist simply of national officials, but
would operate according to Community
rules and thus make it possible to initiate a
genuine dialogue with Parliament. In speak-
ing to the question, Mr Michel Toussaint
(Lib/B) declared that both the Franco-
German Treaty of 1.963-whose intentions
had been restated by the two governments
last Februarv-and Parliament's earlier res-
olutions a c'onfirmed the political resolve
and implicit or explicit recognition of the
fact that security, like defence, must be
included in European Union. II Europe was
to continue to be competitive in the new
technologies and not one day find itself
'with no defence at all', a European decision
had to be taken without delay on the Amer-
ican Strategic Defence Initiative (SDI). Mr
Toussaint agreed that in so doing the Euro-
peans would have to take account of a
number of factors such as the stability of
East-West relations, compatibility of SDI

I Thc complctc tcxts of thc resolutions adoptcd by Parlia-
mcnt arc rcproduccd in OJ C 148,16.6.1986, and thc rcport
of the procccdings is contained in OJ Annex 2-339. The
political groups and nationalitics of mcmbc's spcaking in
thc dcbatcs arc shown in brackcts afrer thcir namcs; the kcy
to the abbrcviations can be found in Bull. EC 7/8-1984,
points 1.2.5 and 2.4.8.
2 Bull. EC 6-1983, point 1.5.1.
3 Supplement 2i86 - Bull. EC.
4 oJ c 153, 10.7.1978; Bull. EC 6-1978, point 2.3.17; OJ
C 307, 14.11.1983; Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.4.10; OJ C 322,
28.11.1983; Bull. EC l0-1983, point 2.4.19.
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with the ABM Treaty, the possibility that
the Americans would keep the results of
certain research to themselves and the issue
of the possible economic spin-off for
Europe.

In his reply Mr van Eekelen observed that
although some Member States wanted ro
move forward on defence, this was still not
a common aim. Since all political cooper-
ation could do was concentrate on the issue
of security as opposed to defense, other
means of action must be sought, even
though it might not be the most effecrive
and constructive approach, within other
forums such as the Western European
Union (WEU). Mr van Eekelen also believed
that, within the Western Alliance, Europe
should endeavour to secure more effective
use of its specific contribution. European
strategic defence was not for tomorrow and
it was therefore essential to rely on the
United States, within the framework of
NATO, for the military aspects. Mr van
Eekelen did agree, however, that Europe's
technological capacity (within the European
Space Agency and the Eureka, Esprir and
other programmes) should be strengthened
all round and thus also from the standpoint
of arms production.

During the debate the advocates of a Euro-
pean design for defence were pitted against
the supporters of a more or less vaguC con-
c€ption of European security, with varying
degrees-depending on the political group
concerned-of dependence or independence
with regard to the United States or,
implicitly, the Soviet Union. Among the first
speakers, Mr Pierre Bernard-Reymond
(EPP/F) condemned moves thar were so
cautious as to be a poor excuse for a policy
and observed that for a long time y-et the
defence of Europe would be the affair of
each member of the Atlantic Alliance. At rhe
same time he asked whether the Ministers
meeting in political cooperation could still
cling to the mythical distinction berween
political affairs, security and defence: could
an economic and political Europe be built
without defence? He suggested that if secur-
ity issues could be dealt with only within
the WEU Assembly then members of the
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European Parliament should sit there
instead of their national counterparts. In
conclusion, he warned that nations which
left the care of their defence too long ro
others might well be ready to abandon any-
thing and everything. Mr Fernando Conde-
sso (Lib/P) and Mr Jos6 Manuel Medeiros
Ferreira (EDA/P) wanted to see a sovereign
Europe contributing to peace. Mr Condesso
believed that the Twelve needed a realistic
and workable design for their own defence
and must play their full part on the techno-
logical side, while Mr Ferreira felt that
Europe must defend itself and to do so must
have other relations with the United States
and with the Soviet Union. Mr Olivier
d'Ormesson (ER/F) held that the Com-
munity's economic and political develop-
ment was wedded to its military capacity:
SDI was the only way of obviating the risk
of a disaster that would mean rhe end of
Europe and the commissioning of the neu-
tron bomb as the only means of stopping
Soviet tanks. To be able to work for peace,
explained Mrs Gisdle Charzat (SoclF),
Europe must have its own defence policy;
moreover, as regards SDI, the US policy of
restricting transfers of technology revealed
the limits of Europe-US cooperation.
Europe had a role to play, first by making
European arms systems, and then by devel-
oping the advanced technologies, including
space. Mrs Charzat called for the develop-
ment of an autonomous strategy in data
processing and electronics and the defi-
nition of new objectives for space, with the
development of space stations and Euro-
pean manned space flights. Europe must
have the courage to stand on its own two
feet in the matter of its own security, said
Mr Poul Moller (EDIDK). Mr Jean Pen-
ders (EPPINL) and Mr Derek Prag (ED/
UK) thought it might be better for at least
some of the Member States to undertake
something, if all twelve were unable ro acr
together. The first thing was for Europe to
speak with a single voice on the inter-
national scene and on the SDI issue
e;.i;;J M;i';r;;i; Musso and Mr Alfrei
Coste-Floret (EDA/F).

Some of the opposing argumenrs tended
to be out of touch with reality. Mr Klaus
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Hinsch (SoclD) rejected a European
defence policy and urged that Europeans
should be participating in the Geneva nego-
tiations. Establishing a bold parallel with
the Chernobyl fallout and an ambiguous
balance between the Soviet SS 20 missiles
and the American Pershings, Mr Sergio
Segre (Com/l) spoke of the feelings of
insecurity no less in the east than in the
west as he stressed the need for a European
arms reduction policy. The Community
must be a power for peace, declared Mrs
Dorothee Piermont (Rainbow/D), who then
recommended conversion oI military
resources for civil use. Others too rode their
hobbyhorses: Mr Dimitrios Adamou (Com/
GR) was a fervent advocate of having all
weapons destroyed, and Mr Ib Christensen
(Rainbow/DK) opposed any meeting of
European Defence Ministers. Having
restated his opposition on principle 1 to any
idea of European defence, Mr Robert
Chambeiron (Com/F) suggested that the
Community take its cue from the Indian
philosophy on disarmament. Lastly, Mr
Patrick Lalor (EDAIIRL) reaffirmed Ire-
land's neutrality and felt that Europe, small
as it was, should not appear to be involved
in any 'strategic flexing of muscles'.

Of the eight motions for resolutions tabled
at the end of the debate, the House, after a
very bumpy ride, finally adopted only the
one presented by Mr Klaus Hrinsch (SoclD)
and Mr Pieter Dankert (SoclNL). In a much
shortened form it was passed by 233 votes
to 29 with 18 abstentions, having lost the
paragraphs rejecting SDI and those declar-
ing that only the cooperation of the Twelve
could prevent military action by the super-
powers in its immediate sphere of influence.
The resolution called on the Foreign Minis-
ters meeting in political cooperation to:

(i) confirm their renouncement of the
threat or use of force, both nuclear and
conventional;

(ii) draw up plans for a permanent advis-
ory group on European security including
representatives of both alliances, the non-
aligned and neutral States;
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(iii) draw up plans for a foint West Euro-
pean observation satellite;

(iv) seek a radical overall reduction in
defence expenditure through disarmament
initiatives and the use of these funds for the
benefit of the Third Vorld.

The Foreign Ministers were also asked to
defline a genuinely European position on the
various disarmament initiatives and to agree
on steps which would lead, at the UN dis-
armament conference in Geneva, to the
signing o[ an agreement on the banning
and destruction of chemical and biological
weapons.

2.4.10. Parliament gave opinions on the
following Commission proposals:

(i) a Directive on adoption o[ the MAC/
packet family of standards for direct broad-
casting by satellite (-- point 2.1.40);

(ii) a Directive authorizing Greece to defler
for the second time - until 3l December
1985 instead of 3l December 1985 - thc
deadline set in the Act o[ Accession flor
introducing the common system of value
added tax (1 January 1984) (--+ point
2.1.64);

(iii) a Decision adopting a European
Action Scheme for the Mobility o[ Univer-
sity Students (Erasmus) (--+ point 2.1.74);

(iv) a memorandum and a recommen-
dation on the employment o[ disabled
people in the Community (-+ point 2.1.82);

(u) a resolution on the new medium-term
action programme (1986-90) to promote
equal opportunities for rvomen (--' point
2.1,.79);

(vi) amendments to Regulations Nos
1,408/71 and 574/72 concerning social secur-
ity for migrant workers (-- point 2.1.86);

(vii) a resolution on a programme of can-
cer prevention (--+ point 2.1.98);

(viii) a Regulation concerning the con-
clusion of the Cooperation Agreement
between the EEC, of the one part, and the
countries parties to the General Treaty on

I oJ c 307, t4.l 1.198J; Bull. F-C l0-1983, poinr 2.4.10.
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Central American Economic Integration
(Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Hon-
duras, Nicaragua) and Panama, of the other
part (+ point2.2.36).

2.4.11. Parliament also passed resolutions
on the following subiects.

The Chernobyl nuclear disaster and its
aduerse repercussions on the agricultural
sector. In one resolution (+ point 1.1.5)
Parliament deplored the absence of any
binding international rules and called for
implementation of effective inspection
mechanisms at international level.

In a second resolution (-+ point 1.1.5) Par-
liament called on the Soviet Government,
which was responsible for the accident, to
pay compensation to European farmers,
and urged the Foreign Ministers to do their
utmost to ensure that it was in fact paid.

Community measures to improue tbe situ-
ation of old people in the Member States.
Stressing that the moral and civil values
embodied in old people represented a highly
positive factor for society as a whole and
that these people were playing an important
economic, social, educational and cultural
role, Parliament held that improving the lot
of the elderly had to be one of the priority
objectives for Community social policy and
that, if this objective was to be attained,
increased budgetary funds must be ear-
marked for it. During the debate before the
resolution was adopted, Mr Manuel Marin,
Commission Vice-President with special
responsibility for social affairs, pointed to
the inability of the Community and Mem-
ber States to finance such a policy in the
long run because of their falling birth rate:
'The European Community, which is cap-
able of producing surpluses in various prod-
ucts, is proving incapable of producing chil-
dren'.

A European charter for children in bospital.
Parliament called on the Commission t<.r

submit as soon possible a proposal for a
charter proclaiming, in particular, the fol-
lowing rights: the right to be admitted to
hospital only if the treatment they need
cannot be provided at home, the right not
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to be subject to therapeutic experimentation
without their parents' consent, given after
all the appropriate facts have been made
known; the right to be protected from
unnecessary medical treatment or distress;
the right to be treated with tact, civility
and understanding by appropriately trained
staff and to be able to enjoy all the moral
and material conditions enabling them to
lead a normal life; the right to be guaranteed
the treatment they need.

Concerned that budgetary cuts in many
Member States were hitting the public
health sector, Parliament asked the Com-
mission to submit proposals to ensure that
national statistics on health and hospital
admission included standardized data for
each age range so that such data might be
comparable.

Structural policy in the fisheries sector and
future prospects. Parliament considered
that the Community must have fisheries
policies and resources which would enable
the industry to operate successfully on a

world scale. It therefore urged the Com-
mission to propose and implement aid
measures for offshore and middle-water
fishing vessels, aquaculture proiects,
exploratory fishing and the modernizing of
fishing vessel maintenance installations and
fish-processing and distribution facilities.
Finally, the House considered that a Euro-
pean Fisheries Fund should be set up to
marshal existing and future support.

The results of the Tokyo Sumrnit as regards
econontic and monetary cooperation and
the fight against terrorism. In two resol-
utions Parliament particularly deplored the
fact that the Commission had not been
admitted to the former 'Group of Five' and
restated the need for the Community to be
united - especially as regards its relations
with the United States and Japan. In three
other resolutions the House, while welcom-
ing the broad agreements on economic
cooperation and on stabilizing exchange
rates through concerted intervention by the
Central Banks, regretted that nothing defi-
nite had been agreed on specific action to
solve the major problems confronting the
world economy. The House called on the
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Japanese authorities to implement the rec-
ommendations of the Maekawa report on
structural reform of the Japanese economy
and considered that efforts must be stepped
up to avoid an 'agricultural war' between
the United States and Europe. Finally, it
approved the terms of the declaration on
international terrorism and hoped that it
would be very swiftly translated into con-
crete action and worldwide cooperation
against this scourge.

Counci!

2.4.12. The Council held four meetings
in May. The table below lists the number,
place and date of each meeting, the names
of the Council President and Commission
representatives and the main items of
business. A more detailed account of spec-
ific items can be found in the sections of
the Bulletin referred to in the footnotes.

Table 8 - Council meetings in May

Number, place
and date of

meeting
Subiecc President Commission Marn itcms oI busincss

1078th
Brussels
26 May

1079th
Brussels
12 and 13 Ma

Internal
market/
consumer
protection

Foreign
affairs

Mr van Eekelen
Mr van Zeil

Mr van den Broek
Mr van Eekelen

Lord Cockfield
Mr Varfis

Mr
Christophersen
Mr Andriessen
Mr Cheysson
Mr De Clercq

Internal market

Progress on \(hite Paperl

Directive on noise emitted by
excavators

Abolition of ccrtain postal charges
for customs presentation

Tclevision without frontiers

Simplification of border controls

Right of residence

Consumer protection

New impetus for consumer policy2

Indication of prices of non-food
products and foodstuffsz

Consumer credit2

Action following Chernobyl
accidentJ

Mediterranean policy of enlarged
Community
Malta: preparation for Association
Council meetinga

Relarions with Turkey
GATT - new round of multilateral
trade negotiations

Follow-up to \Western Economic
Summit in Tokyo
Budget and own resourcess

Declaration against racism and
xenophobia
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Commission

Table 8 (continued)

Internal market and industrial affairs.
Environment and consumers.
Point 1.1.1 et seg.
Relations with other countries and rcgions.
Frnancing Community activities.
Agriculturc.
Employmcnt, educatron and social policy.

Number, placc
and datc of

meetrng
Subicct Presidcnt Commission Main itcms of business

1080th
Brussels
26 and
27 May

l081st
Brussels
29 May

Agriculture

Health

Mr Braks

Mr van der Reijden

Mr Andriessen

Mr Marin

Plant health and foodstuffs6

Beef/veal imports
MCAs _ for pigmeat, eggs and
poultry6

Agricultural structures6

Chernobyl3

Programme of action against
cancer'

I oxlcology'
AIDST

Alcohol abuseT

Health cardT

DialysisT

Medical and public health researchT

Drug addictionT

Commission

Activities

2.4.13. Mr Jacques Delors, President of
the Commission, Mr Pierre Pflimlin, Presi-
dent of Parliament, Mr Carlo Ripa di
Meana, Member of the Commission with
special responsibility for a people's Europe,
and Mr M. H. J. C. Rutten, the Dutch
Permanent Representative, representing the
President of the Council, took parr in the
ceremony to mark the adoption of the Euro-
pean flag and anthem (--+ point 2.1.99).

On 21, May the Commission received Sir
Geoffrey Howe, the Secretary of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs of the
United Kingdom, which will be presiding
over the Council for the six months from 1

July, for a wide-ranging discussion on the
UK Presidency's main priorities.
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The President of the Commission atrended
the Western Economic Summit in Tokyo
(+ point 1.3.1 et seq.).

D e cisions, communications
and proposals

2.4.14. The Commission transmitted to
the Council a programme for the liberaliz-
ation of capital movements in the Com-
munity, which is an essential factor in
achieving the single internal market
(-+ point 7.2.1 et seq.).

Proposals for Directives on the limitation
of pollutant gas and particulate emissions
from diesel engines were also transmitted to
the Council (+ points 2.1.108 to 2.1.110).

Four communications were adopted to
boost a number of Community iesearch
programmes during the financial year
(second phase of the Esprit programme,
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Court of Justice

Brite, the Researchers' Europe and biotech-
nology) (--+ point 2.1.32).

The Commission adopted a proposal for a
Council Directive on the extension of less-
favoured farming areas in Germany qualify-
ing for aid from the EAGGF (+ point
2.1.134).lt also presented to the Council a
proposal to amend the rules on the sale of
butter at reduced prices to persons receiving
social assistance (+ point 2.1.127).
Following the accident at the Chernobyl
nuclear power station, the Commission

Court of Justice

2.4.15. New cases

ECSC - Steel

ll0/86 Stahlwerke Peine-Salz-
gitter v Commissionl

Free movement of goods

98/85 Ministdre Public v Mathot

Competition

115/85 Northern Ireland Coal
Importers'Association v Com-
mlsston

Agriculture

ll7/86 Uni6n de Federaciones
Agrarias de Espafra v Council and
Commission

119185 Spain v Commission

issued a number of directives to its depart-
ments. It set up a 'Committee of Wise Men'
to provide it with scientific assistance and
decided to put to the Council a proposal on
objective safety criteria for nuclear power
stations as a preliminary measure in this
field 1-' point 1.1.4).

Finally, in a communication to the Council
the Commission defined the Community's
objectives for the new GATT round
(--+ point 2.2.7 et seq.).

Article 33 ECSC

Article 177 EEC

Article 33 ECSC

Article 173 EEC

Annulment of the Commission Decision of 21
March 1985 in so far as it determines that part
of production quotas which may be delivered
in the common market

Is the requirement imposed only on Belgian
processors, and not on their competitors from
other Member States, to indicate their name
and address on the packaging of butter compat-
ible with Article 30 EEC?

Annulment of Commission Decision 86/152/
ECSC of 2l March 1985 authorizing agree-
ments in relation to the activities of the NICIA

Annulment of Council Regulation No 559185
laying down general rules-for the application
of the supplementary mechanism applicable to
trade and of Commission Regulation No 574l
86 laying down detailed rules for the appli-
cation of that mechanism

Annulment of Council Regulation No 559/85
Iaying down general rules for the application
of the supplementary mechanism applicable to
trade and of Commission Regulations No 574l
85, No 624/86, No 541185, No 543185 and
No 647/85 laying down detailed rules for the
application of that mechanism
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Court,of Justice

128i85 Spain v Commission

External relations

105/85 Tokyo Electric v Council

107185 Silver Seiko v Council

11.4/85 United Kingdom v Com-
mlsslon

l2l/85 and 121/85R Epikhiriseon
Metalleftikon Viomikhanikon kai
Naftiliakon and Others v Council
and Commission

Article 173 EEC

Article 173 EEC

Article 173 EEC

Article 173 EEC

Article 173 EEC
Article 83 of the
Rules of Procedure of
the Court

Article 215 EEC

Article 173 EEC

Article 159 EEC

Article 169 EEC

122/85 Epikhirigeon
kon Viomikhanikon
Iiakon and Others v
Commission

Metallefti-
kai Nafti-

Council and

129/86 Greece v Commission and
Council

Infringements

1Ml85 Commission v Italy

105/85 Commission v France

Annulment of Commission Regulation No 548/
85 fixing the regulatory amounts for the 1985/
85 marketing year for imports of certain viticul-
tural products from Spain into the Community
as constituted at 31 December 1985 and of
Commission Regulation No 959185 amending
Regulation No 548/85 in respect of those regu-
Iatory amounts

Annulment of Counci Regulation No 113/85
amending Regulation No 1598/85 imposing a

definitive anri-dumping duty on imports of
electronic typewriters originating in Japan in
so far as it applies to the applicant

Annulment of Council Regulation No 113/85
amending Regulation No 1598/85 imposing a
definitive anti-dumping duty on imports of
electronic typewriters originating in Japan in
so far as it applies to the applicant

Annulment of the Commission decision con-
cerning the distribution of service contracts
outlined on 5 March 1985 to the Member States
within a Council working party: violation of
the Lom6 II Convention

Annulment of Council Decision 86/ 59/EEC rer-
minating the anti-dumping proceeding con-
cerning imports of dead-burned (sintered)
natural magnesite originating in the People's
Republic of China and North Korea
Application for production of documents by
the Commission

Claim for damages in respect of losses suffered
as a result of Council Decision 85/59/EEC ter-
minating the anti-dumping proceeding con-
cerning imports of dead-burned (sintered)
natural magnesite originating in the People's
Republic of China and North Korea

Annulment of Council Decision 86/59/EECter-
minating the anti-dumping proceeding con-
cerning imports of dead-burncd (sintered)
natural magnesite originating in the People's
Republic of China and North Korea

Rules on evidence preventing the refund
national taxes having an equivalent effect

Rules on evidence preventing the refund
national taxes having an equivalent effect

of

of
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Court of Justice

Case

113/85 Commission v Italyl

116/85 Commission v Italy

123185 Commission v Greece

124185 Commission v Italy

125185 Commission v Italy

Disputes between the Community and its staff

lll/86- Commission v Delauchel
108/85 - di Muro v Council and Economic and Social Committee

Article 159 EEC

Article 159 EEC

Article 159 EEC

Article 159 EEC

Article 159 EEC

Failure to comply with Article 10 of Council
Regulation No-2782/75 on the produc-tion and
maiketing of eggs for hatching and of farmyard-
poultry c-hickiind with Articlcs 4 and 5 of
Commission Regulation No 1858/77 concern-
ing the notification of statistics on hatcheries

Failure to apply Council Directive 79/109 EEC
amending Diiective 64/432 EEC as regards bru-
cellosis

Failure to incorporate into national law
Council Directive-79/923/EEC on the quality
required of shellfish waters

Failure to apply.Council Directivc 83/183/EEC
on tax exemptions applicable to permanent
importi from a Member State of the personal
property of individuals

Failure to apply Council Directive 83/181/EEC
determining ihe scope of Article 1a(1)(d) of
Directive 771388/EEC as rcgards exemption
from value added tax on the final importation
of certain goods

I oJ c tsz, t8.5.1986.

2.4.16. Judgments

f)atc and casc

6.5.1986:25185 Nuovo Campsider v Commissionl

Free movement of goods

6.5.1986:3U/84 Ministdre Public v Muller and Othersl

The application is declared inadmissible (appli-
cation for a declaration that by failing to give
effect to the applicanr's formal request made on
15 Novembei 

-tgS+ 
the Commission failed to

fulfil irs obligations under the ECSC Treaty and
committed a misuse of its powers)

L Council Directive 74/329/EEC does not pre-
vent a Member State from prohibiting the use of
one of the substances listed in Annex I thereto,
orovided that the conditions in Articlcs 5 and 8
Lf th. Di...,ive and, as regards the application
of the prohibition to foodstuffs imported from
other Member States, Article 30 et seq. EEC are
observed
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Court of Justice

Date and case

Free movement of workers

7.5.1986: 131/85 Giil v Regierungsprisident Diisseldorfl

15.5.1985: 160/84 Oryzomyli Kavallas and Oryzomyli
Aghiou Konstantinou, G. Raptis - L. Triantafyllidis
v Commission2

27.5.1986:87 and 88/85 Soci6re Coop6rative des Labor-
atoires de Pharmacie Legia and Orhers v Minister for
Health

2. Articles 30 ro 35 EEC do not Drevenr a
Member State from prohibiting the maiketing of
foodstuffs to which one of the substances liited
in Annex I to Directive 74/329/EEC has been
added and which are imported from other Mem-
ber States where they are lawfully marketed;
however, the marketing of such foodsruffs must
be authorized, under a procedure easily access-
ible to traders, where the addition of 

'the 
sub-

stance in question meets a genuine need and
presents no danger to public health. It is for the
competent national authorities to show in each
case, in the light of national dietary habits and
with due regard to the results of inrernational
scientific research, that the rules are necessary ro
give effective protection ro rhe inrerests refeired
to in Article 35 EEC

The Commission Decision of 5 April 1984
addressed to Greece, finding that the ripaymenr
of import duties in a particular case is noi justi-
fied, is void

Article 30 et seq. EEC do nor permir the authori-
ties in a Member State to reouire a suoolier
of medicinal producrs,whose regisrered ofiile is
situated in another Member Srate and which
wishes to supply directly pharmacies in the
importing Member State, to maintain storage
facilities and technical equipment on rhe territoiy
of the latter State when the supplier complies
with the conditions laid down in that regard by
the law of the Member Srate in which iis regis-
tered office is situared

l. Article tl of Regularion No 1512158 must
be interpreted as meaning thar the righr of the
spouse of a worker entirled ro move freely within
the Community to take up any activity as an
employed person carries with ir rhe righr ro pur-
sue occupations subiecr ro a sysrem of adminis-
trative authorization and to special legal pro-
visions governing their exercise, such as the medi-
cal profession, if the spouse shows that he has
the professional qualificarion and cerrificares
required by the hosr Member State for the exer-
cise of the occupation in question
2. A person to whom Arricle 11 of Regulation
No 1512158 applies may rely on the firsr indent
of Article 3(1) of that Regularion irrespective of
his nationaliry
3. The non-discriminatory rreatmenr provided
for in the first indent of Article 3(1) of Regulation
No 1512158 consists in the applicarion ro persons
covered by that provision of the saml laws,
regulations, administrative provisions and
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Court of Justice

Datc and casc

29.4.1986:268/85 Bozdag v Stadt Backnang

Equal treatment for men and women

13.5.1985: 170184 Bilka-Kaufhaus v Webcr von Hartzl

administrative practices as are applied to
nationals of the host statc

4. A spouse of a worker who is a national of a

Member State to whom Article 11 of Regulation
No 1512158 applies is entitled to be treated in
the same way as a national of the host State with
regard to access, as an employed person, to the
medical profession and the practice of that pro-
fession whcther his qualifications are recognized
under the legislation of the hosr Member State
alone or pursuaut ro Directive 75/353/EEC

Ordered removcd from the Court Register
(interpretation of Article l2 of thc EEC-Turkey
Association Agreement and Article 35 of thc
Additional Protocol)

1. Article I l9 EEC is infringcd by a dcpartmcnt
store company rvhich excludes part-tilnc
employees from irs occupational pcnsiotr schcmc,
where that exclusion affects a far greate r numbcr
of women than men, unless the company sh<-rws

that the exclusion is based on objcctivcly jtrstificd
factors unrelated to any discrimination on
grounds of sex

2. Under Article 119 a department store com-
pany may lustify the adoption of a pay policy
excluding part-time workers, irrcspcctive of their
scx, from its occupational pcnsiotr schcmc by
contcnding that it seeks to employ as few part-
timc workers as possible, where it is found that
the mcans chosen for achicving that obiectivc
answer a real need on the part of the company,
are appropriate with a view to achieving the
objcctive in qucstion and are nccessary to that
cnd

3. Article 1 l9 docs not havc the effect of rcquir-
ing an cmploycr to organizc its occupational
pension schemc in such a manner as to take
into account the.particular drfficulties faced by
persons with fafiily rcsponsihilitics in mcctirtg
the conditions for entitlemenr ro such a pcnsion

Directive 76/207/EEC concerning cqual trcat-
ment for men and women (dismissal of a fcrnalc
police officer on the Bround thar only malc offi-
iers would henceforth be allowed to carry firc-
arms in Northern Ireland):
l. Article 5 of the Directive (right to iudicial
remedy for alleged failure to observe the principle
of equal trearment) may bc relied upon hy indi-
viduals as against a Member State in national
courts
2. Thc same applies to Articlc 2(1) (prohibition
of sex discrimination) where the employer is a

Hcld

15.5.1985: 222/84 Johnston v
Royal Uster Constabularyl

Chief Constable of the
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Court of Justice

Date and case Held

Agriculture

29.4.1986: 5, 13, 14, 15 and 2l/66 Kampfmeyer and
Orhers v Commission

External relations

7.5.1985: 155/85 Procureur de la R6publique v Soci6t6
Perles Eurotool and Othersl

Commercial policy

15.5.1985: 90/85 Handelsonderneming J. Mikx v Minis-
ter van Economische Zakenl

t
Infringements

29.4.1985: 11/85 Commission v Belgium

29.4.1986: 100/85 Commission v Belgium

29.4.1986: 101/85 Commission v Luxembourg

State, in so far as a national derogation exceeds
the scope of authorization under Article 2(2)
(possible derogation where sex constirutes a
determining factor for the occupational activity
in question)
3. Derogations may be made for reasons of
public safety under Article 2(2) but not under
Article 2(3) (protection of women), unless it is a
risk specific to women and not a risk inherenr
in the work of any armed police officer

Ordered removed from the Courr Register (appli-
cation for damages and legal costs)

The re-invoicing of goods originating in the terri-
tory of a Contracting Party to the Inrerim Agree-
ment between the EEC and the Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia on trade and trade coop-
eration, where the goods in quesrion have re-
mained under the surveillance of the customs
authorities of a third country whilst in transit in
that country, does not in itself consritute an entry
into commerce or delivery for home use in the
third country within the meaning of Article 5 of
Protocol 2 concerning the definition of the con-
cept of originating products and methods of
administrative cooperarion annexed to rhat
Agreement

Article 2(1) of Regulation No 3420/83, read to-
gether with Annex III thereto, CCT subheading
93.07 BII a), Nimexe codes (1983) 93.07-45
and 93.07-49 and the footnote pertaining thereto
must be interpreted as meaning that the import
restrictions on cartridges from Czechoslovakia
cover all shot-cartridges which are suirable for
hunting, even if they may also be used for targer-
shooting

Ordered removed from the Court Regisrer (inad-
equate incorporation into national law of Direc-
tive 7 8 / 687 /EEC concerning dentists)

Ordered removed from rhe Court Register
(incomplete incorporation into narional law of
Directives 77 / 452/EEC and 77 / 453 /EEC concern-
ing the recognition of diplomas and the coordi-
nation of the activities of nurses)

Ordered removed from the Court Register (ban
on the import and sale of milk substituies: Arricle
30 EEC)
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Date and casc

29.4.1986: 240 / 85 Commission v Ireland

291/85 Commission v Greece

Z9Zl85 Commission v Greece

29.4.1986: 410/85 Commission v Italy

29.4.1986: 357 /85 Commission v Creece

Ordcrcd removed from thc Court Rcgistcr
(incorrect incorporation into national Iaw of
Council Directive 79/409/E.ECI. conservation of
wild birds)

Ordcrcd rcmovcd from thc Court Rcgistcr (fail-
ure to incorporatc into national law Cotrncil
Dircctive 78/319/EEC: toxic and datrgcrotts
wastc)

Ordercd rcmovcd from thc Court Rcgistcr (fail-
urc to incorporate into national law Cotrncil
Directive 82/ 147 /EEC: cosmetic products)

Ordcrcd removed from thc Cotrrt Registcr (fail-
ure to incorporate into national law Commission
D i rcctives 8 I / 9 57 / EEC and 82 / 232/ EEC : d.r ngcr-
ous substanccs)

Ordered removcd from rhe Cotrrt Rcgister (fail-
ure to notify State aid and lack of cooperation:
cxport prices of pasta products)

Disputes between the Community and its staff

7.5.1986:191/84 Barcella and Others v Commission2-Thc application is dismisscd as inadmissihlc
7.5.1986t 52185 Rihoux and Others v Commission - Thc application is dismissed (annulment o[ thc
decision of a Selection Board not to admit the applicants to tcsts)
6.5.1986:41l85 Castelli v Commission - Ordcrcd rcmovcd from the Court Registcr
23.4.1986:150/84 Bernardi v Parliament - The application is dismissed

I oJ c 145, 12.6.1985.2 oJ c 15r, 17.6.1986.

Court of Auditors

2.4.17. The Council, having consulted
Parliament, appointed Mr Richie Ryan to
replace Mr Michael N. Murphy as a Mem-
ber of the Court of Auditors, with effect
from 18 Mry. I

Following this appointment, the Court of
Auditors decided to make the following
changes to the allocation of responsibilities
among Members of Audit GrouP 1:

Own resources 1

Customs duties and agri-
cultural revenue

Own resources 2
VAT resources, budget
equilibrium,
miscellaneous revenue

Charles J. Carey EAGGF Guarantee Sec-
tion 1

Budgetary mtltegentertt
and corttrol and general
matters

Keld Brixtoffe EAGGF Guarantee Sec-
tion 2
Common orgallization
of markets

Economic and Social Committee

237th plenary session

2.4.18. The Economic and Social Com-
mittee held its 237th plenary session on 21

Richie Ryan

Joseph Subirats
Pifrana

Bull. F-C 5-1985

I oJ L 131, 17.5.1986.
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Econoniic and Social Committee

and 22 May with Mr Gerd Muhr in the
chair. The first part of the session was
devoted to the installation-in-office of the
new Portuguese members. 1

The Committee adopted three own-initiat-
ive opinions on shared-cost research, the
forthcoming round of GATT negotiations
and renewal of the Multifibre Arrangemenr,
and the effects of the common agricultural
policy on employed farm workers in the
Community.

It then adopted opinions on a number of
Commission proposals, notably with regard
to environment policy and the standstill on
VAT, and a second opinion on the Com-
mission's major communication on a com-
mon maritime transport policy.

Community shared-cost research,
development and demonstration
programmes

2.4.19. The Committee unanimously
adopted an own-initiative opinion on Com-
munity shared-cost research. The opinion
was based on the inflormation report pro-
duced in 1985 by the energy and nuclear
affairs section. The Committee commented
on the progress made by the Commission
in the field of shared-cost research since
compilation of the information reporr
began. It was pleased to note that, in general
terms, the Commission's partners in shared-
cost contracts were very keen to continue
the experiment. It also noted, however, that
certain firms and organizations were not
taking part in shared-cost programmes
because they feared administrative con-
straints or financial stringency or simply
because they had not been given enough
information on opportunities for parrici-
pation. The Committee took the view that
the Commission should be asked ro act
further to improve the methods used ro
maximize returns on Community funds
used in the light of experience gained from
implementation of various current projects,
such as Esprit, Brite and RACE.

94

Forthcoming round of GATT negotiations
and renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement

2.4.20. Vith three abstenrions, the Com-
mittee adopted nem. con. an own-initiative
opinion on the forthcoming round of
GATT negotiations (-r point 2.2.1 et seq.)
and renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement.
The Committee considered that GATT
should continue to be the framework within
which the countries concerned negotiated,
and it endeavoured to define what the Com-
munity's objectives should be for the forth-
coming round of negotiations. First, they
should consolidate the achievements of pre-
ceding rounds, particularly the Tokyo
Round. This would determine the credi-
bility of the new objectives to be set. The
Committee stressed that the Council must
give the Commission a negoriating brief
which allowed it to confirm the role of the
Community as a world trading enrity.

As regards renewal of the Multifibre
Arrangement, the Committee took the view
that international trade in rextiles and cloth-
ing could gradually become subject to nor-
mal GATT rules. At Community level, the
current process to rationalize and adapt
structures should, first, allow a certain
movement towards liberalization in a spirit
of general reciprocity compared with the
current Arrangement and, second, justify
the conclusion of a further Arrangement for
a period of four to five years as well as
bilateral agreements between the Com-
munity and the major suppliers among rhe
developing countries. The Committee also
considered that imports of textiles and
clothing from Ieast-developed countries
should move towards fullliberalization and
no longer be subject to any form of quota
system. Special arrangements should be
negotiated with Bangladesh.

Lastly, the Committee felt that, in addition
to making provisions for least-developed
countries, the Community should make a
distinction between newly industrialized
countries already practising reciprocity

I oJ c il3, 13.5.1986.
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l

I

(such as Singapore and Hong Kong, which
impose no restrictions on textile imports),
other newly industrialized countries
(according to the openness of their markets)
and other developing countries in determin-
ing the extent of liberalization of its
imports.

Effects of the common
agricultural policy
on the social situation
of employed farm workers
in the Community

2.4.21. The Committee unanimously
adopted an own-initiative opinion in which
it pointed out that under Article 39 of the
EEC Treaty the objective of the common
agricultural policy was to improve the social
situation of all persons engaged in agri-
culture. It regretted that despite the call
made at the 1951 Rome Conference on the
Social Aspects of the Common Agricultural
Policy and consequential proposals made
by the Commission in1979, the Community
had not yet acted to ensure that the criticism
made at the time of a lack of documents
available on the scale and range of a number
of social problems afflecting agricultural
workers was no longer justified.

The Committee was basically of the opinion
that a genuinely satisfactory common agri-
cultural policy could only be implemented
on the basis of reliable information. Never-
theless, it did not consider that the absence
of a system of integrated information on
the social situation of farm workers was
sufficient reason for continuing to neglect
the interests of workers during revisions of
the common agricultural policy.

Standstill on VAT

2.4.22. The Committee adopted by a very
large majority an opinion on the proposal
for a Council Directive imposing a standstill
on VAT and excise duties.l Although it
felt that the proposal was too modest for
the goal being pursued, the Committee
approved the Commission's proposal in
principle, while noting that its adoption

Bull. EC 5-1985

must not serve as an excuse for curbing or
slowing down harmonization in the fields
of VAT and excise duties. The Committee
felt that the title of the proposal was inap-
propriate since the provisions on VAT did
not constitute a 'standstill' but an optional
procedure for bringing rates closer together.
It also pointed to a number of problems
not covered by provisions in the proposed
Directive, notably the drawing-up of a list
of goods and services subject to the various
VAT rates in the Member States (including
those zero-rated in some of them).

Cross-Channel fixed Iink

2.4.23. The Committee unanimously
adopted an opinion on the proposal for a
Council Directive on the harmonization of
the laws of the Member States relating to
turnover taxes-VAT rules applicable to
the operation of a future cross-Channel
fixed link.2 It endorsed the proposal, which
placed all forms o[ cross-Channel travel on
an equal footing. The Committee called on
the Commission to speed up work to end
the discrepancies still to be found in respect
of indirect taxation on passenger services in
general.

Social security
for employed persons

2.4.24. The Committee approved by a

very large majority the proposal to amend
Regulations (EEC) 1,408/71 and 574/72 on
the application of social security schemes to
employed persons, to sel[-employed persons
and to members of their families moving
within the Community.3 It noted that it
had already adopted an opinion 4 on the
amendments to these Regulations proposed
by the Commission in August 1985.5 It
welcomed the new proposal and attached
particular importance to the amendments
concerning application of social security

I

,
3

4

5

OJ C 313, 4.12.1985; Bull. EC I l-1985, point 2.1.65.

OJ C 358, 31.12.1985; Bull. EC l2-1985, point 2.1.84.
OJ C 103, 30.4.1986; Bull. EC 4-1985, point 2.1.70.
OJ C 344,31.12.1985; Bull. EC 1l-1985, point 2.5.27.

OJ C 240, 21.9.19851' Bull. EC 7/8-1985, point 2.1.97.
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schemes to Community nationals employed
or self-employed in two or more Member
States at the same time. It recognized that
these amendments were necessary to avoid
the loss of legal rights to statutory benefits.

Valoren programme

2.4.25. The Committee unanimously
adopted an opinion on the proposal for a

Council Regulation instituting a Com-
munity programme for the development of
certain less-favoured regions of the Com-
munity by exploiting indigenous energy
potential (Valoren programme).1 It under-
lined the programme's fundamental import-
ance for the less-favoured regions concerned
and felt that the experience gained could
also benefit certain Third World countries.
The Committee was pleased to note that
the Commission had selected the exploi-
tation of the indigenous energy potential of
certain less-favoured regions as a priority
in the management of resources under the
new ERDF Regulation.

Protection of wild fauna
and flora

2.4.26. The Committee unanimously
adopted an opinion on the proposal to
amend the Council Regulation on the
implementation in the Community of the
Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora.2 It approved the Commission's pro-
posal and the policy of creating conditions
in Third World countries which would
make it possible to replace arbitrary and
environmentally damaging hunting by
initiatives combining the protection of
endangered species with opportunities,
albeit marginal ones, for economic develop-
ment. The Committee expressed the hope
that similar measures could be adopted for
other endangered species.

Protection of animals

2.4.27. The Committee unanimously
adopted an opinion on the proposal for
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a Council Directive on the protection of
animals used for experimental and other
scientific purposes.3 The proposal aimed
to incorporate the guiding principles and
main elements contained in the European
Convention adopted by the 21 Member
States of the Council of Europe on 31 May
1985 into the framework of Community
legislation. It was important that the pro-
visions of the Convention could be
implemented in the Member States in such a
way as to standardize the level of protection
afforded to laboratory animals throughout
the Community. The Committee felt that
there was a moral dimension to animal
experimentation. There must be strict
grounds for justifying the use of animals
and a balance must therefore be struck
between the interests of science, industry,
public health and animalhealth when deter-
mining the extent of their use. The Commit-
tee nevertheless called on the Commission
to ensure that the provisions contained in
the proposal did not have an adverse effect
on the situation and growth of Community
industry.

Environmental pollution
by asbestos

2.4.28. By 94 votes to 48 with 8 absten-
tions, the Committee adopted an opinion
on the proposal for a Council Directive on
the prevention of environmental pollution
by asbestos. a

While acknowledging the need for this spec-
ific Directive on asbestos in the environ-
ment, the Committee regretted that it failed
to provide effective health protection for
the population, which ought to be the cen-
tral goal of any Community directive on
this subject. It therefore felt that the Com-
mission should advocate a phased prohib-
ition of asbestos in conjunction with the
mandatory use of substitutes. A deadline

I

2

3

4

OJ C 358, 31.12.1985; Bull. EC 1-1986, point 2.1.82.
OJ C97,25.4.1986; Bull. EC 3-1986, point 2.1.111.

OJ C 351,31.12.1985; Bull. EC 12-1985, point 2.1.46.
OJ C 349,31.12.1985; Bull. EC 11-1985, point 2.1.119.
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should be set for a total ban on all use of
asbestos.

Water quality obiectives
for chromium

2.4.29. The Committee unanimously
adopted an opinion endorsing the proposal
for 

-a 
Council Directive on water quality

objectives for chromium.l The Directive
stems from another Directive on dangerous
substances discharged into the aquatic
environment. The Committee noted that
the water quality obiectives for chromium
contained in the proposal were more strin-
gent than those contained in the Directive
-oncerning surface water intended for the
abstraction of drinking water. It also noted
that, despite the fact that chromium was
necessary for the metabolism of glucose,
implementation of the proposed Directive
would not cause any ecological imbalance.

Maritime transport

2.4.30. The Committee adopted by a large
majority a second opinion 2 on the Com-
mission's communication and related pro-
posals towards a common transport policy-

-maritime 
transport.3 In its first opinion,

adopted in November, the Committee had
given its views on four of these proposals.

In its second opinion, the Committee com-
mented on the communication and two
other proposals on which it had not yet
expressed a view.

The Committee felt that if the Member
States did not want to lose their economic
independence and wanted to create -jobs,
they- needed their own commercial fleets.
It iherefore also took the view that the
Community should take steps to remedy its
competitive disadvantages. To this end, the
Community could, in particular, conclude
cooperation agreements with non-member
couhtries safeguarding access of vessels

registered in the Member States to seaborne
tride between the Member States and other
countries.
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The Committee also recommended a num-
ber of measures: modernization of the Com-
munity fleet should go hand in hand with
a scrapping policy in order to prevent sub-
standard vEsiels being resold on the second-
hand market; State aid should be better
coordinated at Community level and the
Community should oppose national subsid-
ies more firmly and openly when these
threatened to increase excess capacity; the
Commission should not look at the question
of free registration solely in the context of
bulk transport, since the problem was not
limited to this sector; and lastly, maritime
safety and prevention of pollution shou-ld
be ensured through checks on vessels by the
port State, this being a necessary adiunct to
ihe exercise of flag iurisdiction. It was also
felt that the Commission should give more
attention to disparities between port duties.

New and renewable sources
of energy

2.4.31. The Committee unanimously
adopted an opinion on the communication
from the Commission, coupled with a draft
resolution, on a Community approach in
the develooment of new and renewable
sources of energy.4 It welcomed the con-
tinuation of the research, development and
demonstration programmes flor the intro-
duction of new and renewable energy
sources launched in 1'974 and noted that
the trend, increasingly marked since 7979,
towards practical demonstration projects
clearly showed a will to use these energy
sources not as an excuse for inaction but as

an instrument for increasing the security of
the Community's energy supplies.

European lnvestment Bank

Operations in May

2.4.32. Loans announced by the European
Investment Bank in May for investments

t OJ C 351,31.12'1985; Bull. EC 12-1985, point 2.1.141.
2 0J c344,31.12.1985; Bull. EC 1l-1985, poinr25.23.
3 Supplcment 5/85 - Bull. EC; OJ C 212,23.8-1985;EC
4-1985, point 1.2.1 et seq.
4 OJ C 94,22.4.1986:' Bull. EC 1-1986' poinr 2.1.1'30.
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within the Community totalled 304.8
million ECU,1 broken down as follows:
155.8 million ECU in Italy, 50.9 million
ECU in France, 39.7 million ECU in Portu-
gal, 32.2 million ECU in Germany, 19.8
million ECU in Spain and 5.4 million ECU
in the United Kingdom. Of the total
amount, 19.8 million ECU was provided
from the resources of the new Communitv
borrowing and lending insrrumenr (NCI).,
Outside the Community, the Bank lent
250 000 ECU for a feasibility study in
Montserrat under the Council Decision of
16 December 1980 providing for specific
aid, in addition to rhar under the Cecond
Lom6 Convention, to overseas countries
and territories having specific links with
Member States.

Community

Italy

2.4.33. LIT 231 500 million was granted
altogether, including LIT 167 000 million
for industry, LIT 48 900 million for infra-
structure investments and LIT 15 000
million for energy projects.

For infrastructure invesrmenrs, LIT 140 000
million granted in the from of global loans
(credit lines) will be onlent for small and
medium-scale projects in industry and
related services in the Mezzogiorno - LIT
75 000 million to Isveimer (lstituto per Io
Sviluppo Economico dell'ltalia Meridion-
ale); LIT 40 000 million to IMI (lstituto
Mobiliare Italiano); and LIT 25 000 million
to Credito Industriale Sardo for projects
mainly in Sardinia. A further loan-of LIT
27 700 million was granted for invesrments
involving the use of high technology to
i-mprove the competitiveness of European
firms-LlT 22700 million for the resiruc-
turing of a paper mill in Foggia and LIT
5 000 million for the installation of advan-
ced.-concept furnaces in two rolled-copper
and copper alloy plants in Tuscany.

In the energy field, LIT 15 000 million was
granted for the installation of equipment
for the production of lead-free and iow-lead
petrol near Cagliari in Sardinia.
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France

2.4.34. FF 340 million was lenr in France
for the Iaying of two submarine telephone
cables to handle the increasing volume of
traffic between Europe, the United Stares,
the Middle East and South-East Asia. The
first of the cables ('TAT 8') will run from
New Jersey to Europe, ending at terminals
in Brittany and Cornwall. The scheme will
involve a number of Europe's national tele-
communications authorities. A third of the
capacity of the cable terminating in France
will be reserved flor the PTT, with the rest
to be used by 13 other counrries. It will be
an optical fibre cable using digital signals
a-nd offering a higher degree of reliability
than conventionalcables. The overall lengtL
will be nearly 5 700 km, with a carrying
capacity of 280 million bits per second in
either direction, providingT 560 telephone
circuits. The second cable ('SEA-ME-WE')
will come ashore in the Var and at Palermo,
bringing signals from Asia and the Middle
East. It stems from an agreement between
22 national authorities in Europe, Africa
and Asia. The cable, the [irst to cross both
the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean, will be
of the conventional, coaxial type covering
a total distance of nearly 13 500 km and
offering a capacity of 2 580 circuits as far
as Jeddah and 1 300 beyond.

Germany

2.4.35. Loans totalling DM 70 million
were granted in Germany for the moderniz-
ation of a thermal power station and the
construction of a district heating system to
improve the environment.

DM 50 million wenr towards modifying the
Wuppertal-Elberfeld thermal power srarion
so as to comply with new German legis-
lation on the environmenr. Three individual
heat and power generating units are to be

I Thc convcrsion rarcs ar 27 Ir{arch uscd by thc EIB in
statistics for thc second quarrcr wcrc 1 ECU : BFR 44.47,
DKR 8.02, DM 2.17, DR 134.s9, ESC 140.98, FF 5.58, HFL
2.45, IRL 0.72, LFR 44.47, LtT 1477, pTA 136.39, UKL
0.63, USD 0.94., OJ L 298,20.10.1978; Bull. EC 10-1979, point 2.1.10.
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replaced with one single turbine group
equipped with two steam generators and
rated at a total of some 300 M\ifllh.

DM 20 million will help to fund construc-
tion of 10 km of a piping network between
Dillingen and Saarlouis in the Saarland to
carry heat to a district heating system and
installation of local distribution networks.

Portugal

2.4.36. ESC 5 600 million was lent in Por-
tugal, the first loans to the country since it
joined the Community on 1 January. More
than ESC 4 900 million was granted for
small and medium-scale investment projects
in industry, tourism, certain branches of the
service sector, and for projects making for
energy savings or improving environmental
protection-Esc 21200 million to the
Banco Portugu6s de Investimento for small
businesses and ESC 2 800 million to the
State to be made available to all commercial
banks and financial institutions in the coun-
try. This is the first EIB operation of this
kind, the Bank having previously granted
global loans to individual intermediary
institutions. The Banco de Portugal will act
as the agent of the State in coordinating
this more flexible form of global loan. The
intermediary institutions allocating the pro-
ceeds will be selected by the Central Bank
and the EIB and will collaborate closely
with investment banks and with the Insti-
tuto de Apoio is Pequenas e Medias Empre-
sas Industriais. In this way the EIB hopes
to increase still further financing for small
and medium-scale investment proiects in
Portugal, extending and diversifying its col-
laboration with the banking system.

A loan of ESC 680 million was granted
for the installation oI new telephone links
covering the whole of the country and a new
telex exchange in Lisbon. The equipment
comprises high-capacity digital trans-
mission system (microwave radio links and
optical-fibre ,cable systems) and a digital
computer-controlled telex exchange with a

total capacity of 8 000 lines. The systems,
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which are planned to come into service in
mid-1987, will help to cope with the rapidly
growing demand for telecommunications
facilities and to improve the quality of the
servlce.

Spain

2.4.37. PTA 2 700 million was lent in
Spain from NCI resources in the form of a

global loan to the Banco de Cr6dito Agric-
ola (BCA), the country's leading bank for
medium- and long-term agricultural loans.
The BCA will onlend the funds for small-
scale investments in activities such as pack-
aging and canning of fruit and vegetables,
production of vegetable oils and processing
of forestry products. The investments are
in line with the Spanish Government's pol-
icy to encourage more efficient agricultural
production and marketing.

United Kingdom

2.4.38. UKL 3.4 million was lent in the
United Kingdom for modernization of the
aluminium industry in North-East England
and Wales, regions with a high level of
unemployment. The loan went to British
Alcan Aluminium, the UK's largest alu-
minium company, for modernization of alu-
minium production in Northumberland and
Gwent to increase the product range and
quality and to improve production flexi-
bility.

Outside the Community

2.4.39. The Bank granted 250 000 ECU in
Montserrat, a UK dependent territory in the
Caribbean, from the risk capital it adminis-
ters and from European Development Fund
resources. The loan was granted under the
provisions for aid to overseas countries and
territories which parallel the Lom6 II pro-
visions for aid to ACP countries and is
to go towards a feasibility study into the
possible use of wind power and observation
work at a pilot plant, which may lead to
the construction of other plants at suitable
sites in the country, which is totally depen-
dent on oil imports for its energy supplies.
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1. ECU

Values in national currencies of one ECU

30 May 1986 1

Representative rates ('green' rates)

Conuersion rates into national currencies
for the ECU used in connection with
the common agricuhural policy

Valuc in national currency of one ECU

National currency
From l2 May 1985

Belgian franc and
Luxembourg franc (convertrble)

Belgian franc and
Luxembourg franc (financial)

Danish krone

German mark

Grcek drachma

Portugucse escudo

French franc

Dutch guildcr

Irish pound

halian lira

Spanish pcseta

Pound stcrling

United States dollar

Swiss franc

Swedish krona

Norwegian krone

Canadian dollar

Austrian schillrng

Finnish mark

Japancsc ycn

Australian dollar

New Zealand dollar

I oJ c 13.t,31.5.1985.

NB. Explanatory notes on the ECU and 'grecn' rates can bc
found in Bull. EC 7/8-1982, points 3.1.1 to 3.1.3, and Bull.
EC 10-1984, point 3.1.1.

47.33108
46.8712e
46.4118 3

8.58153 E

8.54064e
8.414993
2.397926
2.41M72
2.385 16 3

n.2479s
116.6738'e
102.345 3

153.283 r0

151.812 e

6.49211s
7.10590tl
7.3124812
7.09957e
7.2oBltt
7.00089 l
2.701781
2.716202
2.687493
0.72l690s
0.n26188
0.7612Ne
0.7501101

1341.005
1554.008'e
| 482.003

747.2088
145.796e
1443823

0.6i56268
0.626994e
0.5 1 8555 3

I For cereals and durum wheat.
2 For mrlk and mrlk products.
J For othcr products.
a For shapmcat, sugar, seeds, ohve orl, orlsads, dried fodder, pcas

and freld beans, lupins, prccsscd frurr and vegetables other ihan
o_ranges and lemons, and frsheries.
) For seeds.
6 For mrlk and mrlk products, pigmeat, and shcepmeat and goat-

meat.
7 For all products other rhan fruit and vegetahles.
8 For lrveitock products with markcting y"car bcgrnnrng I Aprrl.
'For crop products with markcting ycar begrnning I Apirl or I

Mav.
lo F'or sheepmeat and goatmeat.
ll For pigmear and shapmcat.
rz For mrlk and mrlk products, and shecpmeat and goatmeat.
lJ For becf/veal.

44.2718

7.97321

2.15578

134.500

143.687

6.86502

) a))q)

0.709342

1477.44

Belgian franc and
Luxembourg franc

Danish krone

German mark

Greek drachma

Portuguesc escudo

French franc

Dutch guilder

Irish pound

Italian lira

Spanish peseta

Pound stcrhng

0.629595

0.932430

6.84870

7.26596

1.28554

15.1613

4.95587

1.30082

1,.64886

46.4118

8.41499

2.397921
2.41M72
2.385 16 3

n.2479 |

102.3451 l

I 50.355 4

7.00089 l
6.49211s
7.105906

2.701781
2.716202
2.687491

0.72l,690s
0.7501l0l

1341.005
1 482.001

1443827

0.6 I 8655
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2. Additional references in the Official Journal

3.2.1 . This section lists the titles of legal instru-
ments and notices of Community institutions or
organs which have appeared in the Official Journal
since the last Bulletin was published but relating
to items appearing in earlier issues of the Bulletin;
the references were not available when the Bulletin
went to press.

The number of the Bulletin and the point to which
this additional information refers is followed by
the title shown on the cover of the Official Journal,
the number of thc issue and the date of publicarion.

Bull. EC 10-1985

Point 2.1.131

Commission Decision of 9 October 1985 on aids
granted by the French Government to producers'
organizations in the fisheries sector
oJ L 135, 23.5.1985

Bull. EC 12-7985

Point 2.1.25

Proposal for a Council Directive on the legal pro-
tection of original topographies of semiconductor
products
oJ c 350,31.12.1985

Point 2.1.69

Community framework for State aids for R&D
oJ c 83, 11.4.1986

Bull. EC 1-1986

Points 1.4.1 to 1.4.7

Proposal for a Council resolution on a better
seasonal and geographical distribution of tourism

Proposal for a Council recommendation on stan-
dardized information on hotels

Bull. EC 5-1986

Proposal for a Council Decision establishing a
consultation and coordination procedure in the
field of tourism
oJ c 114, 14.5.1985

Point 2.1.66

Draft Council recommendations on the employ-
ment of disabled people in the European Com-
munrty
oJ c 135, 4.6.1986

Bull. EC 2-1986

Point 2.1.17

Commission Decision No 1556/85/ECSC of 24
February 1985 on iron and steel statistics
oJ L 141, 28.5.1985

Point 2.1.102

Seventh Commission directive of 28 February 1985
adapting to technical progress Annexes II, III, IV
and V to Council Directive 75/768/EEC on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to cosmetic products
oJ L 138, 24.5.1986

Point 2.1.151

The market for solid fuels in the Community in
1985 and the outlook for 1985

ol c tt7, 17.5.1986

Bull. EC 3-7986

Point 2.1.18

Amendment to the proposal for a Council Direc-
tive on the approximation of national measures
relating to the placing on the market of high-
technology medicinal products, particulary those
derived from biotechnology

Amendment to the proposal for a Council Direc-
tive amending Directive 751318/EEC on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States
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relating to analytical, pharmaco-toxicological and
clinical standards and protocols in respect of the
testing of proprietary medicinal products

Amcndment to the proposal for a Council Dircc-
tivc amcnding Directive 81/852/EEC on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to analytical, pharmaco-toxicological and
clinical standards and protocols in respect of the
resring of veterinary medicinal products

Amendment to the proposal for a Council rec-
ommendation concerning tests relating to the
placing on the market of proprietary medicinal
products

oJ c 122,22.5.1985

Point 2.1.64

Commission Decision of 21 March 1985 authoriz-
ing agreements made in relation to the activities of
the Northern Ireland Coal Importers'Association
(NICIA)

oJ L 115,3.5.1985

Point 2.1.113

Eighth Commission Directive of 26 March 1985
adapting to technical progress Annexes II, IV and
VI to Council Directive 75/758/EEC on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to cosmetic products

oJ L 149, 3.6.1986

Point 2.1.114

Amended proposal for a Council Directive amend-
ing Directivc 79/581/EEC on consumer protection
in respect of the indication of prices of food prod-
ucts

oJ c 103, 30.4.1985

Points 2.4.18 to 2.4.21

Opinions adopted by the Economic and Social
Commirtee during its session on 13 and 14 March
1986
oJ c 118,20.5.1985

Bull. EC 4-7986

Point 2.3.7

Decision of the European Parliament of 18 April
1985 granting a discharge to the Commission in
respect of the implementation of Sections I (Parlia-
ment), II (Council), III (Commission), IV (Court
of Justice) and V (Court of Auditors) of the budget
of the European Communities for the financial
year 7985

Resolution embodying the comments which form
an integral part of the Decision granting a dis-
charge in respect of the implementing of the budget
of the European Communities for the financial
year 7984

Decision of the European Parliament of 18 April
1985 granting a discharge to the Commission in
respect of the financial management of the second
and third European Development Funds for the
financial year 7984

Decision of the European Parliament of 18 April
1985 granting a discharge to the Commission in
rcspect of the financial management of the fourth
European Development Fund for the financial year
1984

Decision of the European Parliament of 18 April
1985 granting a discharge to the Commission in
respect of the financial management of the fifth
European Development Fund for the financial year
r984

Resolution containing the remarks accompanying
the Decisions granting a discharge in respect of the
financial management of the second, third, fourth
and fifth European Development Funds for the
financial year 1984

oJ L 150, 4.5.1985
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3. lnf ringement proced u res

Reasoned opinions

3.3.1. The Commission delivered reasoned opin-
ions in the following cases:

Customs union

Charge for presentation to customs of postal par-
cels (France).

Internal market and industrial affairs

Failure to inform the Commission of national
measures to give effect to the Council Directive of
22 November 1982 I amending for the second time
(benzene) the Council Directive of 27 July 1976 on
the approximation of the laws, regulations and
administrative provisions of the Member Statcs
relating to restiictions on the marketing and use
of certiin dangerous substances and prepirations 2

(Luxembourg, Netherlands, United Kingdom).

Failure to inform the Commission of national
measures to give effect to the Council Directive of
3l March 1982 on the approximation of thc laws
of the Member States relating to methods of testing
the biodegradability of non-ionic surfactants,
amending the Council Directive of 22 Novembcr
19734 (ltaly).

Failure to inform the Commission of national
measures to give effect to the Council Dircctive of
31 March 19823 amcnding thc Council f)irective
of 22 Novemb er 1973 on thc approxim:rtion of the
laws of the Member States relating to mcthods of
testing the biodegradability of anionic surfac-
tantsa (ltaly).

Requirement oI Greek nationality for the exercisc
of iertain professions: advocate, architect, quali-
fied engineer, survcyor, chemist, dentisr, doctor
(Greece).

Agriculture

Failure to inform rhc Cornmissiort of national
measurcs to s.ive effcct to the Council I)irective of
7 February lI83 5 amending the Council Directive
of 26 June 1964 on health problcms affecting intra-
Comnrunity trade in frcsh mcat 6 (Francc)

Formalities required on export of horses (France)

Setting of milk pricc to producer (ltaly)

Obstaclcs to import of whcat (withdrawal of
import authorizations and insistcttce on re-export)
(Greece).

Personnel and administration

Compulsory membcrship of Ccrmatt sickncss
insur'ancc tah"nr" for pensioners covcred by the

Joint sickncss insurance scheme of thc Comnrurti-
ties (Germany).

Financial institutions and taxation

Failure to apply corrcctly the sixth Council Dircc-
tive of v rt;; 7977 on'rhe harmonization of the
laws of the Mcmber Statcs relating to turnover
taxcs - Common system of valuc addcd tax:
uniform basis of assessmcntT (France).

oJ L 339, r.12.re82.
oJ L 262, 27.9.t976.
oJ L 109, 22.4.t982.
oJ L 347, 17.12.1973.
oJ L 59,5..1.r98.1.
oJ L l2t, 29.7.1964.
oJ L r4.5, t3.6.1977.
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4. Western Economic Summit

Declarations and statements
by the seven Heads of
State or Government
and the representatives
of the European Communities

Tokyo, 4 to 6 May 1986

Tokyo Economic Declaration

3.4.1. '1. We, the Heads of State or Govern-
ment of seven major industrialized countries and
the representatives of the European Community,
meeting in Tokyo for the twelfth Economic Sum-
mit, have reviewed developments in the world
economy since our meeting in Bonn a year ago,
and have reaffirmed our continuing determinari,on
to work together to sustain and improve rhe pros-
perity and well-being of thc peoples of our own
countries, to support the developing countries in
their efforts to promore their cconomic growth
a.nd prosperity, and to improve the functioning of
the world monetary and tiading sysrems.

2. Developments since our last meeting reflect
the effectiveness of the policies to which we have
committed ourselves at iuccessive Economic Sum-
mits in recent years. The economies of the industri-
alized countries are now in their fourth year of
expansion. In all our countries, the rate ofinflation
has been declining. Vith the continuing pursuit
of prudent fiscal and monerary policies, this has
permitted a substantial lowering of interesr rates.
There has been a significant shift in the pattern of
exchange rates which berter reflects fundamental
economic conditions. For rhe industrialized
countries, and indeed for the world economy, the
recent decline in oil prices will help to susrain non-
inflationary growthind to increase rhe volume of
world trade, despite the difficulties which it creares
for certain oil-producing countries. Overall, these
developmenrs offer brighter prospects for, and
enhance confidence in, the future of the world
economy.

t. However, the world economy still faces a num-
ber of difficult challenges which could impair
sustainability of growth. Among rhese are high
unemployment, large domestic and external imbil-
ances, uncertainty about the furure behaviour of
exchange rates, persistent protectionist pressures,
continuing difficulties of many dbveloping
countries and severe debt problems for some,-and
uncertainty about medium-term prospects for the
levels of energy prices. If large- imbalances and
other distorrions are allowed to persist for too
long, they will presenr an increasing rhreat to
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world economic growth and to the open multilat-
eral trading system. We cannor afford ro relax our
efforts. In formularing our policies, we need ro
Iook to the medium and longer rerm, and to have
regard to the interrelated and structurat character
of current problems.

4. We stress rhe need to implement effective
structural adjustment policies in all countries
across the whole range of economic activities to
promote growrh, employment and the integration
of domestic economies into the world economy.
Such policies include technological innovarion,
adaptation 9f industrial structuie and expansion
of trade and foreign direct investment.

5. In each of our own countries, it remains essen-
tial to maintain a firm control of public spending
within an appropriate medium-rCrm framewor[
of fiscal and monerary policies. In some of our
countries there continue to be excessive fiscal defi-
cits which the governments concerned are resolved
progressively to reduce,

5. Since our lasr meeting we have had some suc-
cess in the crearion of new jobs to meet additions
to the labour force, but unemploymenr remains
excessively high in many of our counrries. Non-
inflationary growrh remains the biggest single con-
tributor to the limitation and reduition o[ unem-
ployment, bur ir needs to be reinforced by policies
which encourage job crearion, particulariy-in new
and high-technology industries, and in small busi-
nesses,

7: Aq qhe same rime, it is imporranr thar rhere
should be close and continuous coordination of
economic policy among rhe seven Summit
countries. We welcome the recent examples of
improved coordination among rhe Group bf Five
Finance Ministers and Central Bankers, which
have helped to change the pattern of exchange
rates and to lower interest raies on a orderly and
non-inflationary basis. We agree, however, that
additional measures should beiaken ro ensure thar
procedures for effective coordination of inter-
national economic policy are strengthened further.
To this end, the Heads of Srare orGovernmenr:
(i) agree to form a new Group of Seven Finance
Ministers, including Italy and Canada, which will
work together more closely and more frequently in
the periods between the annual Summit meetings;

(ii) request the seven Finance Ministers to review
their individual economic objectives and forecasts
collectively at least once a year, using the indicators
specified below, with a particular view ro examin-
ing their mutual compatibility;

with. the represenratives of the European Com-
munlty:
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(i) state that the purposes of improved coordi-
nation should explicitly include promoting non-
inflationary economic growth, strengthening mar-
ket-oriented incentives for employment and pro-
ductive investment, opening the international trad-
ing and investment system, and fostering greater
stability in exchange rates;

(ii) reaffirm the undertaking at the 1982 Yer-
sailles Summit 1 to cooperate with the IMF in
strengthening multilateral surveillance, particu-
larly among the countries whose currencies consti-
tute the SDR, and request that, in conducting such
surveillance and in conjunction with the Managing
Director of the IMF, their individual economic
forecasts should be reviewed, taking into account
indicators such as GNP growth rates, inflation
rates, interest rates, unemployment rates, fiscal
deficit ratios, current account and trade balances,
monetary growth rates, reserves, and exchange
rates;

(iii) invite the Finance Ministers and Central
Bankers in conducting multilateral surveillance to
make their best efforts to reach an understanding
on appropriate remedial measures whenever there
are significant deviations from an intended course;
and recommend that remedial efforts focus first
and foremost on underlying policy fundamentals,
while reaffirming the 1983 Williamsburg commit-
ment to intervene in exchange markets when to
do so would be helpful.

The Heads of State or Government:

(i) request the Group of Five Finance Ministers
to include Canada and Italy in their meetings
whenever the management or the improvement
of the international monetary system and related
economic policy measures are to be discussed and
dealt with;

(ii) invite Finance Ministers to report progress at
the next Economic Summit meeting.

These improvements in coordination should be
accompanied by similar efforts within the Group
of Ten.

8. The pursuit of these policies by the industrial-
ized countries will help the developing countries
in so far as it strengthens the world economy,
creatcs conditions for lower interest rates, gencr-
ates the possibility of increased financial flows
to the developing countries, promotes transfer of
technology and improves access to the markets of
the industrialized countries. At the same time,
developing countries, particularly debtor
countries, can fit themselves to play a fuller part in
the world economy by adopting effective structural
adjustment policies, coupled with measures to
mobilize domestic savings, to encourage the
repatriation of capital, to improve the environment

Bull. EC 5-1985

for foreign investment, and to promote more open
trading policies. In this connection, noting in par-
ticular the difficult situation facing those countries
highly dependent on exports of primary commodi-
ties, we agree to continue to support their efforts
for further processing of their products and for
diversifying their economies, and to take account
of their export needs in formulating our own trade
and domestic policies.

9. Private financial flows will continue to play a

major part in providing for their development
needs. We reaffirm our willingness to maintain
and, where appropriate, expand official financial
flows, both bilateral and multilateral, to develop-
ing countries. In this connection, we attach great
importance to an early and substantial eighth
replenishment of the InternationaI Development
Association (lDA) and to a general capital increase
of the World Bank when appropriate. \r)Ue look for
progress in activating the Multilateral Investment
Guarentee Agency.

10. We reaffirm the continued imporrance of the
case-by-case approach to international debt prob-
Iems. We welcome the progress made in developing
the cooperative debt strategy, in particular build-
ing on the United States initiative. The role of the
international financial institutions, including the
multilateral development banks, will continue to
be central, and we welcome moves for closer coop-
eration among these institutions, and particularly
between the IMF and the World Bank. Sound
adjustment programmes will also need resumed
commercial bank lending, flexibility in reschedul-
ing debt and appropriate access to export credits.

11. We welcome the improvement which has
occurred in the food situation in Africa. Nonethe-
less a number of African countries continue to
'need emergency aid, and we stand ready to assist,
More generally, we continue to recognize the high
priority to be given to meeting the needs of Africa.
Measures identified in the Report on Aid to Africa
adopted and forwarded to us by our Foreign Min-
isters should be steadily implemented. Assistance
should focus in particular on the medium- and
long-term economic development of these
countries. In this connection we attach great
importance to continued cooperation through the
Special Facility for Sub-Saharan African countries,
early implementation of the newly esrablished
Structural Adiustment Facility of thc IMF and the
use of the IDA. We intend to participate acrively
in the forthcoming United Nations Special Session
on Africa to lay the foundation for the region's
long-term development.

I Bull. tC 5-t982, pornt 3.4.1.
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12. The opcn multilateral rrading sysrem is one
of the keys to the cfficicncy and expansion of the
world economy. We reaffirm our commitment to
halting and reversing prorectionism, and to reduc-
ing and dismantling trade restricrions. \fle supporr
the strengthening of the system and functioning of
the GATT, its adaptation to new dcvelopmenti in
world trade and to the international economic
environment, and the bringing of new issues under
internarional diScipline. The New Round should,
inter alia, address the issues of trade in services
and trade-related aspects of intellecrual property
rights and foreign direct investment. Further liber-
alization of trade is, we believe, of no less imporr-
ance for the developing countries than for our-
selves, and we are fully committed to rhe prepara-
tory process in the GATT with a view ro the early
launching of the New Round of multilateral trade
negotiations. We shall work at the September Min-
isterial meeting to make decisive progress in this
direction.

13. We note with concern that a situation of
global structural surplus now exists for some
important agricultural products, arising parrly
from technological improvemenrs, part-iy 

- 
from

changes in the world market situation, and partly
from long-standing policies of domestic subsidy
and protection of agriculture in all our counrries.
This harms the economies of certain developing
countries and is likely to aggravate the risk of
wider protectionist pressures. This is a problem
which we all share and can bc dealt wittr only in
cooperation with each other. We all recognize the
importance of agriculture to thc well-being of rural
communities, but we are agreed that, when there
are surpluses, action is needed to redirecr policies
and adjust structure of agricultural produition in
the light of world demand. We iecognize the
importance of understanding these issues and
express our determination to give full support to
the work of the OECD in this field.

14. - Bearing in mind rhat the recent oil price
decline owes much to the cooperative energy poli-
cies which we have pursued during the pasr deCade,
we recognize the need for conrinuity of policies
for- achieving long-term energy maiker stability
and security of supply. $(/e note thar the current
oil market situation enables counrries which wish
to do so to increase stock levels.

15. \ffe reaffirm rhe importance of science and
technology for the dynamic growrh of the world
economy and take note, with appreciation, of the
final report of the Working Group on Technology,
Growth and Employmenr. We welcome the pio-
gress made by the United Srares Manned Space
Programme and the progress made by the auton-
omous work of rhe European Space Agency (ESA).
We stress the importance for genuine partncrship
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and appropriate exchange of information, experi-
cnce and technologies among the participating
states. We also note with satisfaction the results
of thc Symposium on Neuroscience and Ethics,
hosted by the Federal Republic of Germany, and
we appreciate the decision of the Canadian
Government to host the next meeting.

16. We reaffirm our responsibility, shared with
other governments, to preserve the natural
environmcnt, and continue to attach importance
to international cooperation in the effeciive pre-
vention and control of pollution and natural
resources management. In this regard, we take
note of the work of the environmental experrs
on the improvement and harmonization of the
techniques and practices of environmental
measurement, and ask them to report as soon as
possible. We also recognize rhe need to srrengrhen
cooperation with developing countries in the area
oI the environment.

17. We have agreed to meer again in 1987 and
have accepted the inviration of the President of rhe
Council of the Iralian Covernment to meet in
Italy.'

Statement on the implications
of the Chernobyl nuclear accident

3.4.2. '1. Wc, the Heads of Stare or Govern-
ment of seven maior industrial nations and the
Representatives of the European Community, have
discussed the implications of the accident'at the
Chernobyl nuclear power sration. We express our
deep sympathy for those affecred. We remain ready
to extend assistance, in particular medical and
technical, as and when requesred,

2, Nuclear power is and, properly managed, will
continue to be an increasingly widely used source
of energy. For each country the maintenance of
safety and security is an international responsi-
bility, and each counrry engaged in nuclear power
generation bears full responsibility for the safety
of the design, manufacture, operation and main-
tenance of its installations. Each of our counrries
meets exacting standards. Each country, further-
more, is responsible for prompt provision of de-
tailed and complere information on nuclear emerg-
encies and accidents, in particular those wit-h
potential transboundary consequences. Each of
our countries accepts that responsibility, and we
urge the Government of the Soviet Union, which
did not do so in the casc of Chernobyl, to provide
urgently such informarion, as our and- orher
countries have requested.

3. Ifle note with satisfaction the Sovier Union's
willingness to undertake discussions this week with
the Director-General of the Inrernational Atomic
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Energy Agency (IAEA). We expect that these dis-
cussions will lead to the Soviet Union's partici-
pation in the desired post-accident analysis.

4. We welcome and encourage the work of the
IAEA in seeking to improve international cooper-
ation on the safety of nuclear installations, the
handling of nuclear accidents and their conse-
quences, and the provision of mutual emergency
assistance. Moving forward from the relevant
IAEA guidelines, we urge the early elaboration of
an international convention committing the parties
to report and exchange information in the event
of nuclear emergencies or accidents. This should
be donc with the least possible delay.'

Statement on international terrorism

3.4.3. '1. We, the Heads of State or Government
of seven major democracies and the representatives
of the European Community, assembled here in
Tokyo, strongly reaffirm our condemnation of
international terrorism in all its forms, of its
accomplices and of those, including governments,
who sponsor or support it. We abhor the increase
in the level of such terrorism since our last meeting,
and in particular its blatant and cynical use as an
instrument of government policy. Terrorism has
no justification. It spreads only by the use of con-
temptible means, ignoring the values of human
life, freedom and dignity. It must be fought relent-
lessly and without compromise.

2. Recognizing that the continuing fight against
terrorism is a task which the international com-
munity as a whole has to undertake, we pledge
ourselves to make maximum efforts to fight
against that scourge. Terrorism must be fought
effectively through determined, tenacious, discreet
and patient action combining national measures
with international cooperation. Therefore, we urge
all like-mindcd nations to collaborate with us,
particularly in such international forums as the
United Nations, the International Civil Aviation
Organization and the International Maritime
Organization, drawing on their expertise to
improve and extend countermeasures against ter-
rorism and those who sponsor or support it.

3. \fle, the Heads of State or Government, agree
to intensify the exchange of information in relevant
form on threats and potential threats emanating
from terrorist activities and those who sponsor or
support them, and on ways to prevent them.

4. We specify the following as measures open to
any government concerned to deny to international
terrorists the opportunity and the means to carry
out their aims, and to identify and deter those who
perpetrate such terrorism. We have decided to
lpply these measures within the framework of
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international law and in our own iurisdictions in
respect of any state which is clearly involved in
sponsoring or supporting international terrorism,
and in particular of Libya, until such time as

rhe state concerned abandons its complicity in, or
support for, such terrorism. These measures are:

(i) refusal to export arms to States which sponscir
or support terrorism;

(ii) strict limits on the size of the diplomatic and
consular missions and other official bodies abroad
of States which engage in such activities, control
of travel of members of such missions and bodies,
and, where appropriate, radical reductions in, or
even the closure of, such missions and bodies;

(iii) denial of entry to all persons, including
diplomatic personnel, who have been expelled or
excluded from one of our States on suspicion of
involvement in international terrorism or who
have been convicted of such a terrorist offence;

(ir) improved extradition procedures within due
process of domestic law for bringing to trial those
who have perpetrated such acts of terrorism;

(v) stricter immigration and visa requirements
and procedures in respect of nationals of States
which sponsor or support terrorism;

(vi) the closest possible bilateral and multilateral
cooperation between police and security organiz-
ations and other relevant authorities in the fight
against terrorism.

Each of us is committed to work in the appropriate
international bodies to which we belong to ensure
that similar measures are accepted and acted upon
by as many other governments as possible.

5. We will maintain close cooperarion in further-
ing the objectives of this statement and in consider-
ing further measures.

We agree to make the 1978 Bonn Declaration more
effective in dealing with all forms of terrorism
affecting civil aviation. We are ready to Promote
bilaterally and multilaterally further actions to be
taken in international organizations or forums
competent to fight against international terrorism
in any of its forms.'

Tokyo declaration:
Looking forward to a better future

3.4.4. '1. We, the Heads of State or Govern-
ment of seven major industrial nations and the
representatives of the European Community, with
robts deep in the civilizations of Europe and Asia,
have seized the opportunity of our meeting at
Tokyo to raise oui sights not iust to the rest of
this century but into the next as well. We face the
future with confidence and determination, sharing
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common principles and objectives and mindful of
our strengths.

2. Our shared principles and obiectives, reaffir-
med at past Summits, are bearing fruit. Nations
surrounding the Pacific are rhriving dynamically
through free exchange, building on their rich and
varied heritages. The countries of \ilestern Europe,
the Community members in particular, are
flourishing by raising their cooperation to new
levels. The countries of North America, enriched
by European and Asian cultures alike, are firm in
their commitment ro rhe realization in freedom of
human potential.

Throughout the world we see the powerful appeal
of democracy and growing recognirion rhar per-
sonal initiative, individual crearivity and social
justice are main sources of progress. More than
ever we have all to loin our energies in the search
for a safer and healthier, more civilized and pros-
perous, free and peaceful world. We believe thar
close partnership of Japan, Norrh America and
Europe will make a significanr contribution
toward this end.

3. We reaffirm our common dedication to pre-
serving and strengthening peace, and as part of that
effort, to building a more stable and consrructive
relationship between East and \ilest. Each of us is
ready to engage in cooperation in fields of common
interest. Vithin existing alliances, each of us is
resolved to maintain a strong and credible defence
that can protect freedom and deter aggression,
while not threatening the security of others.
'We know that peace cannot be safeguarded by
military strength alone. Each of us is committed
to addressing East-West differences through high-
level dialogue and negotiation. To that end, eich
of us supports balanced, substantial and verifiable

reductions in the level of arms; measures to
increase confidence and reduce the risks of con-
flicts; and the peaceful resolution of disputes.

Recalling the agreement between the United States
and the Soviet Union to accelerate work at Geneva,
we appreciate the United States' negoriating efforts
and call on the Soviet Union also to negoriare
positively. In addition ro rhese efforts, we shall
work for improved respect for the rights of individ-
uals throughout the world.
4. We proclaim our conviction thar in today's
world, characterized by ever-increasing inter-
dependence, our countries cannot enjoy lasting
stability and prosperity without stability and pros-
perity in. the developing world and wirhoui. the
cooperation among us which can achieve these
aims. We pledge ourselves afresh to fight against
hunger, disease and poverty, so that developing
nations can also play a full parr in building a
common, bright future.

5. \We owe it to future generations to pass on a
healthy environment and a culture rich in both
spiritual and material values, We are resolved to
pursue effective international action ro eliminate
the abuse of drugs. We proclaim our commirment
to work together for a world which respects human
beings in the diversity of their ralents, beliefs,
cultures and traditions.
In such a world based upon peace, freedom and
democracy, the ideals of social justice can be real-
ized and employment opportuniries can be avail-
able for all. We must harness wisely the porenrial
of science and technology, and enhance thC benefits
through cooperation and exchange.
\We have a solemn responsibility so to educare
the next generation as to endow them with the
creativity befitting the twenty-first century and to
conve)'to them the value of living in freedom and
dignity.'
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